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In traduction 

JOHN WOOLMAN, writing of the Iroquois in 1761, made an ob
servation of merit. As he recounted the histories of intertribal 

conflict he was "thinking of the innumerable afflictions which the 
proud, fierce spirit produceth in the world, also on the toils 
and fatigues of warriors in travelling over mountains and des
erts; on their miseries and distresses when far from home and 
wounded by their enemies . . . of the restless, unquiet state of 
mind of those who live in this spirit . . . of the grinding squalor 
of those in the conquered areas; of those innocent who suffer the 
conflict about them; and the hatred which mutually grows up in 
the minds of their children." 

Missouri in the Civil War was the stage for many plays and 
a multitude of roles. A slave state with considerable Whig lean
ings and the heritage of a thirty-year senator strongly Unionist, its 
people were largely Southerners. Yet it was in the throes of 
developing into a strong industrial and commercial economy with 
new railroad routes challenging the traditional Mississippi and 
Missouri waterways and with new citizens who "knew not the 
fathers" in the South. Hence, when men were faced with the 
choice much easier made in states to the south or north, Missouri 
became at once a loyal state, a state in the Confederacy, a battle
ground, invaded territory, a staging area, under military occu
pation, and a region devastated by guerrilla fighting and re
taliation. 

Professor Parrish has gathered for us here the stage settings 
and has picked out the various roles. With pressures from many 

X1ll 
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sides-<>ld friends, old loyalties, old customs-the hero tried to 
maintain his balance. A man who loved the Union but still 
wanted to preserve his state's institutions and character, Hamilton 
R. Gamble was willing to lend a hand to put down the rebellion 
but resisted the efforts to put the state under martial law, to de
prive men of their rightful property (slaves), and to limit their 
constitutional rights. Yet, as Woolman knew so well, the passions 
of conflict brought with them the rise of the extremists; the 
attempt to maintain an even keel was impossible in the end. 

Perhaps it is easier to understand if we attempt to playa role 
ourselves in this contumacious setting. Would you be a St. Louis 
shipper whose river trade with Memphis and New Orleans was 
your livelihood? Or a newly arrived German merchant, thrifty, 
educated, and despising tyranny in any form, of which slavery 
to him was an example? Would you choose to be a Boone or 
Callaway planter descended from Virginia and Kentucky plant
ers? Or a Clay County farmer receiving the dreadful shock of 
the raiders from Kansas? How about the role of a former gov
ernor willing to stay with the Union so long as he was not 
required to fight against his Southern brethren? 

The extremists were early in the minority. Jackson, Reynolds, 
Atchison, Price, and the rest of those who eventually chose the 
route of the secessionist were always a minority, and eventually, 
of course, were practically pushed off stage. Drake, Brown, 
Fletcher, and those whose Unionist sympathies drove them into 
the Radical camp with the sword of vengeance and the clean 
sweep of the new broom were, with the success of the Union, 
apparent victors. But the Blairs, the Rollinses, the Gambles, and 
the others who remained loyal to their old flag and at the same 
time loyal to the principles of justice and tolerance were the 
ultimate winners. For even as they were forced to the wings 
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by the performance of the Radicals, they became the back
bone of the return of moderation and common sense to the 
state. 

A few examples of the "pressures" will suffice. In defense of 
a St. Louisan charged with disloyalty some contemporaries wrote: 
" ... in Missouri it is exceedingly difficult to determine what is, 
and what is not loyalty, according to any standard. The late 
governor of the state [Gamble]-than whom a purer patriot 
never lived-was bitterly denounced as 'disloyal,' and the spot
less beauty of his Christian character could not protect him, even 
in his grave, against cruel calumny and relentless detraction. 
The late Commanding General of the Department of Missouri 
[Schofield] was constantly declared to be 'disloyal'; members 
of the Cabinet at Washington are proclaimed, every day among 
us, to be 'disloyal,' and the President of the United States himself 
is charged with being a 'rebel sympathizer,' who ought to have 
been hanged long ago." 

Attorney-General Edward Bates was told in 1862: "The 
Grand Jury now in session is disposed to indict a great number 
of persons-it is difficult to restrain them-and I think they are 
disposed to carry the matter too far .... " Bates, in reply, wrote: 
" ... you will understand my policy in the matter of prosecutions. 
I would use indictments for treason sparingly-especially against 
small men. There are some magistrates, however, who are not 
now in the state, and may never be there again, against whom 
a pending indictment for treason might be made useful in the 
future. Such (for instance only) as Generals Polk and Pillow of 
Tennessee, Pike of Arkansas, Van Dam, Clark, Parsons, Reid, 
etc., of Missouri, of course, not forgetting Price, Jackson, Thomp
SOn . . . when the war is mainly over it may be a &ood thing 
to have that hold upon them wherever they may be." 
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One more line from the players sets the tone of things perhaps 
more clearly. Written by a Confederate soldier in 1865, this 
verse speaks much: 

Who shall portray the deep disgust 
Missourians feel when they are told 

To trail their banners in the dust, 
Lay down their anns and be paroled? 

Yield to the Yankee, Oh! that thought, 
Tears madly through my 'wildered head, 

Give up the cause for which we fought, 
And humbly be base slaves for bread. 

No more interesting stage is prepared for us than this period 
in Missouri. Rocked by fratricidal and internecine strife, governed 
either by a government in exile or one scarcely legitimate, be
labored by intolerant military leaders or vacillation in policy 
from Washington, it was indeed a "turbulent partnership." 

ROBERT L. D. DAVIDSON 



1 
Missouri Decides for the Union 

THE ELECTION of 1860 was one of the most crucial in the 
history of the United States. As a result of the passage of 

the Kansas-Nebraska Act six years earlier, the winds of political' 
fortune had begun to shift rapidly. The question of whether or 
not slavery should be allowed to extend into the territories had 
been in the air since 1820. Now it gained force and direction. 

The dominant Democratic party, which had controlled the 
national government during most of the past thirty years, had 
tried at first to avoid the issue of slavery expansion and then\ 
had straddled it with the Compromise of 1850. After 1854, 
however, the party had come increasingly under the sway of 
its militant Southern minority. This minority felt the Compro
mise had been betrayed by the passage of Northern personal 
liberty laws. Strong in their desire to make Kansas a slave state, 
t~ey. had accepted the Dred Scott decision gladly as their justii 
flcatlOn for attempting to bring the party into line through at 
strong proslavery plank in the 1860 platform. Failing in this, 
many of them bolted the regular party to nominate candidates 
on their own platform. The once mighty Democratic party split 
asunder, North and South. The supporters of Senator Stephen 
A. Douglas assumed control of the regular party organization 
and nominated their hero for the Presidency on a platform 
advocating popular sovereignty as the solution to the slavery 
question in the territories; the Southern dissidents nominated 
Vice-President John C. Breckinridge. 

The ruptured Democratic party of 1860 faced formidable 
opposition. The rapidly growing Republican party, emerging 
Swiftly on the currents of Northern discontent over the Kansas- t 
Nebraska Act, owed its existence to its strong stand against the 

1 
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extension of slavery. The party had made steady strides forward 
in the heavily populated North during the past four years, and it 
now stood in a highly challenging position. With a broadened 
platform promising many things to many people, especially in 
the economic realm, it nominated Abraham Lincoln for the 
Presidency. Relatively unknown until recently, Lincoln had 
gained considerable stature in the 1858 Illinois senatorial race, 
although he had lost it to Douglas. 

The old Whig party, seldom in its history able to take a 
united stand on any given issue, had at last foundered on the 
treacherous rock of the Kansas-Nebraska Act. Its diverse mem
bership left the sinking ship to join whatever other party better 
suited the immediate interests of each. Many former Whigs 
along the border and some few elsewhere were unable to accept 
the strong antislavery views of the Republicans. Not wishing to 

(
join forces with their ancient Democratic enemies, they found 
a haven in the American, or Know-Nothing, party with its 
antiforeign appeal. The new targets provided by this party 
allowed them to concentrate on something other than the 
slavery question, and in the heightening tensions of 1860, these 
pld-line Whigs transformed the organization into the Constitu
'tional Union party. To minimize the slavery issue along typical 
Whig lines the new party adopted the vague slogan, "The 
Union, the Constitution, and the enforcement of the laws." It 
nominated for the Presidency Senator John Bell, an old-line 
Whig from Tennessee with a wide following along the border. 

Missouri, too, had been in the midst of political turmoil dur
ing the 1850's. Long the fief of Thomas Hart Benton an? his 
Democratic organization, the state stood at the gateway tc}the 

f West. When Benton took a strong stand against the extension 
of slavery into the new temtories in 1849, the Missouri Demo
cratic party broke into quarreling factions. With the help of the 
proslavery Whigs in the legislature, the anti-Benton Democrats 
ousted "Old Bullion" from the United States Senate in 1851 
and accepted a Whig in his place. The following year, the two 
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factions patched up their quarrel sufficiently to elect a Demo
cratic governor, Sterling Price, and with his help the anti-Bento~ 
forces secured control of the party machinery. "Old Bullion's" 
followers had sufficient strength in the legislature, however, to 
prevent the re-election of David R. Atchison, the anti-Benton 
leader and a strong proponent of slavery extension, to the 
Senate in 1854. A deadlocked legislature allowed this seat to I 
remain vacant for two years. The final showdown between 
Benton and his enemies came in 1856 when "Old Bullion" ran 
a poor third for the governorship on an Independent Demo
cratic ticket. Following this defeat, his followers either drifted 
back into the regular Democratic party or moved into the 
meager ranks of the Republicans. 

With a strong majority in the legislature, the Democrats 
chose James S. Green, a staunch anti-Benton ex-congressman, 
to fill the Senate seat left vacant two years earlier. They also sent 
their newly elected governor, Trusten Polk, to Washington to fill 
a regular vacancy in that body. This move necessitated a special 
gubernatorial election in 1857 which developed into a hotly 
contested battle. All of the anti-Democratic elements united 
behind James S. Rollins, who came within 329 votes of wresting 
the governorship from the majority party. 

The Democrats suffered their most serious losses, as a result( 
of their quarreling, in the Congressional races in the 1850's.\ 
Whereas the Whigs had been able to elect only two congressmen 
prior to 1850, after that date seven of their number secured ~ 
election to the national House of Representatives from Missouri. 

In addition, four Know-Nothings went to Congress from 
Missouri in this same period. Benton served one term in the 
House as a Missouri Compromise Democrat, and his chief 
disciple, Frank Blair, Jr., was elected in 1856 as a Free-Soiler 
from the St. Louis district. Invariably in the 1850's, Congres
sional races were three- or four-way affairs, with the Demo
cratic forces split sufficiently to allow the opposition candidate 
to hold the balance of power and secure a plurality. 
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The 1860 Missouri Democratic convention met early in April, 
the proslavery element of the party still in firm control of the 
rrganization machinery. The convention nominated Claiborne F. 
lJackson, the party's state chairman, for the governorship, and 
Thomas C. Reynolds for lieutenant-governor. Both had been 
active leaders in the anti-Benton struggles. The platform strongly 

\

supported the Southern view that slavery could not be excluded 
from the territories either by Congress or by the territorial 
legislatures. The delegates chosen to attend the national Demo-
cratic convention at Charleston, South Carolina, later in the 
month were committed to this platform. 

As he began his canvass early in the summer of 1860, Jackson 
, found that he was being followed by Sample Orr, a farmer 

from Greene County who had announced his independent can
didacy for the governorship. When Robert Wilson, the first 
~hoice of the Constitutional Union party, declined the nomina
tion, Orr received the support of most of the group and be
came its candidate. Orr was a conservative thinker who ad-

'

vocated compromise in the same vague sense as did his national 
party. He proved a dogged if not well-known opponent. Jackson 
haughtily ignored Orr's challenge to debate the issues of the 
day, but he soon discovered the political unknown appearing 
at his rallies to address the people after he had finished. Gradually 
Orr gained ground as he preached the moderation many Mis
sourians wanted to hear. 

jackson's most serious difficulty lay in the situation which 
had developed in the national Democratic canvass. Following 
the break in the party at Charleston and the subsequent 
~omination of two sets of rival candidates, Jackson found him
belf being pressed by both sides for an endorsement of their 
frespective nominees. His natural proclivities were to the South. 
The state platform on which he had been nominated ex
pressed the Southern stand on the slavery extension issue. Yet 
Jackson and Reynolds correctly surmised that having been nom
inated as regular Democrats it would be difficult for them to 
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repudiate the nominees of the regular party on the national 
level with any hope of success. After much deliberation and\ 
consultation, both endorsed the Douglas ticket at a rally in 
Fayette early in July. 

The Democratic State Central Committee promptly deposedl 
the two men as the party's candidates on the ground that they 
had betrayed the state platform in endorsing Douglas. While 
continuing to sustain all of the other nominees for state office, 
of whose loyalty to the Southern cause they had no doubt, the 
committee nominated Hancock Jackson and Monroe M. Par~ 
sons as replacements for Jackson and Reynolds at the top o~ 
the ticket. The new choice for governor was a former occupant 
of that post and a cousin of Claiborne Jackson. A number of f 
key Breckinridge men refused to accept this arrangement because' 
of their fear that a party split would allow Orr to become 
governor. Led by popular Senator James S. Green and aided 
by the custom of holding the state election in August prior to 
the national balloting in November, they endorsed and actively\ 
campaigned for the Jackson-Reynolds ticket. 

Their action saved the day for the regular Democratic nom
inees. Claiborne F. Jackson was chosen governor over Sample 
Orr by a vote of 74,446 to 66,583; Hancock Jackson ran a very 
poor third with only 11,416 votes, while James B. Gardenhire, 
the Republican candidate, garnered only 6,137. Most of the 
Republican strength centered around the St. Louis area with its 
strongly antislavery German population. 

The results of the national election in Missouri seemed to 
justify Green and his followers in their stand. The vote for 
President in November was even closer than the count in August, 
but significantly it held to the same trend. Douglas barely ca~ 
ried the state by a margin of 429 votes (58,801 to 58,372) ove 
Bell. The united pro-Southern Democrats produced 31,317 vot 
for Breckinridge, while Lincoln ran a poor fourth with 17,028. 
The outcome of this election clearly indicated that the great 
majority of Missourians were conservative and desired no ex-
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treme solution to the slavery question. Rather, they hoped for 
(\:ompromise and had difficulty choosing between the popular 
lsovereignty of Stephen A. Douglas and the vague, middle-ground 
assurances of John Bell. The conservative strength in Missouri as 
represented by the Douglas-Bell vote amounted to 70.7 per cent 
of the total vote cast.1 

The Twenty-first Missouri General Assembly convened at Jef-
ferson City on December 31, 1860, in an atmosphere fraught 
with uncertainty because of the secession crisis. Interestingly 
enough, this body's membership did not reflect the voting in the 
recent gubernatorial and presidential elections. The Breckin
ridge Democrats dominated with sixty-two members in House 
and Senate as compared with forty-six Douglas Democrats, forty
four Constitutional Unionists, and thirteen Republicans. This 
alignment included fourteen holdover Breckinridge senators. Most 
of the other proslavery Democrats came from sparsely settled 
counties which enjoyed representation in the House equal to 
that of more heavily populated counties. Recognizing the need for 
at least nominal unity, the two branches of the Democratic party 
united on John McAfee of Shelby County, a pronounced pro
slavery Breckinridge Democrat, for speaker and elected him 
easily. In the upper house, one of the staunchest secession sym
pathizers in the state, Lieutenant-Governor Thomas C. Reynolds, 
presided.2 

Five days after convening, the two houses in joint session wit
nessed the inauguration of Governor Claiborne F. Jackson. Al
though elected as a conservative Douglas Democrat, Governor 

\
J ackson in his inaugural address left little doubt as to where his 
real sympathies lay. He requested the legislature to convene a 
state convention to consider Missouri's relationship with the 

, Union and stated his position on this question by affirming: 

The destiny of the slave-holding States of this Union is one and 
the same . . .. The identity, rather than the similarity, of their 
domestic institutions-their political principles and party usages
their common origin, pursuits, tastes, manners and customs-
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their territorial contiguity and intercommercial relations-all 
contribute to bind together in one brotherhood the States of 
the South and South-West .... Missouri, then, will in my 
opinion best consult her own interest, and the interest of the 
whole country, by a timely declaration of her determination to 
stand by her sister slave-holding States, in whose wrongs she 
participates, and with whose institutions and people she sym
pathizes. s 

7 

The new governor insisted that this did not necessarily fore
shadow disunion, but he asserted that it did mean the time had 
come for the conflicting sectional views of the nation to be rec
onciled. In any compromise agreement the Northern states would 
have to make the greater concessions. 

The next day jackson's supporters introduced measures int~ 
the General Assembly which would give the Governor extraordi
nary powers in marshaling the forces of the state to meet any 
emergency which might arise. Despite pressure for speed, the 
legislature proceeded slowly. Time and again the compromise 
element moved successfully to delay and postpone. By the time 
the legislature adjourned on March 22, only one emergency 
measure had passed. This act removed the home rule of St. LouiS\ 
over its police force and placed it under the control of a board \ 
of four commissioners appointed by the Governor, with the 
Mayor serving ex officio as a fifth member. The act provided 
that this board should have control of the volunteer militia of 
St. Louis, the sheriff, and "all other conservators of the peace." 
Jackson appointed three ardent pro-Southern men and one con
servative to the board-a group which indicated its true sym
pathies in a number of ways in the weeks which followed! 

The major accomplishment of the legislature at this session I' 
was the calling of a state convention "to consider the then 
existing relations between the government of the United States, 
the people and governments of the different States, and the 
government and people of the State of Missouri; and to 
adopt such measures for vindicating the sovereignty of the 
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State and the protection of its institutions, as shall appear to 
them to be demanded." Little opposition to this proposition 
manifested itself once it had been amended to provide that 

r should the action of the convention result in an ordinance of 
\ secession, that measure would be referred to a· vote of the people. 
The citizens of Missouri would have to approve the ordinance 
of secession before it could become effective. Inclusion of this 
provision had been hotly contested in both houses before it 
prevailed by 17 to 15 in the Senate and by 81 to 40 in the House. 
The provision served as a check upon any rash decision by a 
group of delegates who might be swayed by the prevailing temper 
of a moment. Yet, few doubted that the people would support 
the convention should it decide for secession. ~ 

Passage on January 18 of the bill to call a state convention 
came as no surprise. Most of the state's newspapers had been 
advocating it; their pages carried the resolutions of numerous 
meetings across the state supporting such a move. This interest 
in a convention did not indicate large-scale support of secession, 
but merely a desire that the issue be discussed fully and settled. 
The bill provided for a special election one month from the date 
of passage, with the convention scheduled to meet on February 
28. Three delegates were to be chosen from each of the State's 
thirty-three senatorial districts.6 

Campaign plans for the election of delegates began to take 
form even before the legislature passed its measure. Because such 
an early date was set for the election, little time existed for an 
extensive canvass. Missouri's weekly, and predominantly partisan, 

ress barely managed to get out two or three issues on it. Three 
rather distinct groups soon emerged to contend for seats: the 
Unconditional Unionists, who ca~e largely from the ranks of 
the antislavery Germans and their friends in St. Louis; the 
States' Rights or Anti-Submission men, who believed strongly in 
secession; and the Conditional Unionists (Constitutional U nion-
ists in St. Louis) , who occupied a broad range of middle ground 
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opposing both secession and war in varying degrees, depending 
upon the circumstances. 

Missourians felt keenly the gravity of their decision. The ca

a paign did not run along partisan political lines. It attracted man 
candidates of substantial, conservative, business and professional 
backgrounds--men who would not ordinarily seek office. The 

I Missouri Republican at St. Louis, probably the state's leading 
conservative newspaper, set the tone. It argued that secession 
constituted folly and would bring economic ruin upon the statel 
Pointing out that such a course would leave Missouri surrounded 
by free territory, the Republican indicated that this situation 
would provide a fine inducement for Missourians' slaves to run 
away. The most profitable use for Missouri slaves was the pro
duction of hemp, but a Southern free trade policy would destroy 
this industry. At the same time, the South did not have the 
capital to develop the mineral resources of the state. This could 
be done only by Eastern money-and only if Missouri stayed in 
the Union. Others took up th~ theme, and it became a major 
argument in the campaign.7 

While the Confederacy inaugurated Jefferson Davis as its 
president at Montgomery on February 18, Missourians went to 
the polls to determine the future course of their state. Although 
there had been some fear of violence, particularly among the 
more radical German element, the election came off peacefully. 
The Unionists carried the day strongly. Some 110,000 votes weret 
cast for both Conditional and Unconditional candidates, whilel 
the secessionists garnered only about 30,000. Indeed, reliable 
SOurces indicate that no avowed candidate of the States' Rights, 
or Anti-Submission, ticket secured election. Again Missourians, 
had expressed their desire for a moderate course. 

Of those elected, a fairly even distribution existed between 
Conditional and Unconditional Unionists. A large percentage had \ 
belonged to the Whig party in the 1850's or had supported Bell 
in the recent election. Only four known Republicans were chosen, 
aU of whom were from St. Louis. Not a single Breckinridge 
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Democrat secured a seat, so far as is known.8 Undoubtedly the 
results greatly disappointed many officials at Jefferson City. 

The convention delegates assembled on Thursday, February 
28, in the Cole County courthouse at Jefferson City. The General 
Assembly remained in session at the Capitol, a circumstance 
which prevented the convention from using those more auspi
cious quarters. Of the ninety-nine delegates, better than half 
were of Virginia or Kentucky descent ; all but seventeen were 

'\natives of slave states. The group chose former Governor Sterling 
Price as president of the convention. He received the support of 
most of the Unionist elements; only a scattering of ultraconserva
tive votes went to his opponent. 

Once organized, the convention considered the quarters in 
which it found itself. There could be little doubt of their in
adequacy for a group of this size and importance. Furthermore, 
many Unionists feared that if the convention continued in 
Jefferson City it might fall increasingly under the sway of the 
prosecession elements in the capital. Consequently, they pre
vailed on Samuel M. Breckinridge to telegraph the Mercantile 
Library Association of St. Louis for permission to use its facili
ties. Upon receiving the association's invitation and an offer from 
the Pacific Railroad to transport the delegates to St. Louis 
without charge, the Unionists made their move. William A. Hall 
of Randolph County introduced a resolution to adjourn the con
vention for the purpose of reconvening in St. Louis. In so doing, 
he contended that the courthouse provided inadequate quarters 
for discharging the business at hand. Assured by Breckinridge 
that the Mercantile Library afforded better facilities, including 
individual desks, the delegates resolved to recess over the week
end and reconvene in the new quarters the following Monday.9 

While the eyes of most of the nation turned toward Washing
ton for the inauguration of a new President on Monday, March 
4, 1861, the delegates of the Missouri state convention were con
vening in the festively decorated chamber of the Mercantile 
Library Association at St. Louis. Here they were to determine 
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their state's future relationship with the rest of the Union. A 
visitor entering the hall might have assumed that the room was 
the site of a patriotic rally: oversize American flags had been 
placed on either side of the chamber, and red, white, and blue 
bunting decorated the large alcove at the west end of the 
quarters leading into the anterooms. This assumption would have 
been strengthened when, as the meeting opened, a large American 
eagle was carried into the hall amid the applause of the dele
gates.1 0 

With preliminaries accomplished, the convention settled to the 
business at hand. Hamilton R . Gamble of St. Louis introduced a 
resolution calling for a seven-man committee to prepare a report 
on the existing relations of Missouri and the Union. Debate re
volved around the question of the size of such a committee. It 
Was finally set at thirteen. The instructions to this group reflecte~ 
the general antisecession feeling of the convention by asking them 
"to suggest guarantees for the future, as shall under it [the 
Union] be fraternal, permanent, and enduring." 

The convention selected the committee members by ballot,r 
with Gamble receiving a unanimous vote for the chairmanship. \ 
Henceforth, he was the dominant figure in the convention. 
Gamble, a prominent St. Louis attorney and former judge of \ 
the Missouri Supreme Court, was a conservative ex-Whig who 
had received the nomination of both Union tickets for a place 
in the convention. He ~as now sixty-two, older by at least ten 
years than any other member of the committee. From the very 
outset the strength of his personality manifested itself in their 
deliberations. He was determined that the committee's report 
should leave no doubt as to where Missouri stood.ll 

The convention meanwhile settled down to a round of speech
making. Luther J. Glenn of Georgia requested permission to 
address the convention. One of several commissioners from the 
newly created Confederate States to the states of the Upper 
South, Glenn had been sent to help persuade these slaveholding 
sisters that their best interests lay in joining the Confederacy. He 
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was freshly arrived from Jefferson City where he had been 
given a warm reception by the legislature. 

A lengthy and lively debate ensued as to whether Glenn should 
be accorded the privilege of speaking. Sample Orr sarcastically 
inquired whether the Georgian came as a commissioner or an 
ambassador. If he came in the latter capacity, Orr thought Glenn 
should go to Washington, as the states could not officially receive 
foreign diplomats. If he came as a commissioner, the delegates 
need not hear him, since the United States Constitution forbade 
any state to enter into a treaty or alliance with other states. A 
majority decided that the Georgian should be heard, however, 
inasmuch as his message pertained to the work of the convention. 

Beginning with Missouri's struggle for admission to the Union, 
Glenn retraced historically the bitterness engendered over the 
years by the antislavery movement. He denounced President 
Lincoln and the Republicans for their firm stand against slavery 
expansion. Georgia, he reported, had determined on "peaceable 
separation" because she believed the differences between North 
and South could never be reconciled. He invited Missouri to join 
Georgia and the other Southern states in their stand, and then 
retired amid a mixed reaction of applause and hissing.12 

,The Committee on Federal Relations reported through Chair
man Gamble on March 9. It submitted several resolutions for the 
consideration of the convention. By far the most important of 
these was the first, which firmly announced: "At present there 
is no adequate cause to impel Missouri to dissolve her connec
tions with the Federal Union, but on the contrary she will labor 
for such an adjustment of existing troubles as will gain the 
peace, as well as the rights and equality of all the states." Supple
menting this, a second resolution pledged Missouri to labor for 
an adjustment of the differences between the states and reaf
firmed the devotion of her people to "the institutions of our 

~untry." 
, The committee approved the Crittenden Compromise, which 
~ongress had just rejected, and urged t{;;: state legislatures to 
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take proper steps for calling a national convention to amend 
the federal constitution so as to guarantee slavery. In this latter 
regard, the committee recommended that the convention elect \ 
delegates to the Border States Convention called by Kentucky/ 
Still another resolution strongly urged that neither the federal 
government nor the seceded states take military action to re
dress their grievances against each other.13 

Gamble made a strong plea for the proposals and indicated, 
quite plainly that they were primarily his work. "I am respon-I 
sible for every word and sentence in the report, for I wrote it," 
he affirmed. And in the ten days of debate which followed, he 
guided the report through the convention with the skill and 
adroitness of a veteran floor manager. 

Much of the debate centered around two amendments. The{ 
first came from George Y. Bast of Montgomery County. Hel 
sought to pledge Missouri "to take a firm and decided stand in\ 
favor of her sister slave States," should the North decline a 
settlement of the issues on the basis of the Crittenden Compro
mise and the other border states then secede. Defeated 70 to 23, 
the amendment attracted the support of many of those who later 
went South. Most of the opposition developed from an unwilling
ness by the majority to assent to anything which might appear as 
a threat or ultimatum to the North.14 

Thomas Shackelford of Howard County proposed the secondt 
amendment, which advocated that federal troops be withdrawn 
from "the forts within the borders of the seceding States where 
there is danger of collision between the State and Federal 
troops." Ultimately this amendment was adopted, 54 to 39, With\ 
Gamble's approval, to become the only amendment of substance 
to the entire report.a 

When the final vote came on the different resolutions, the 
convention displayed near unanimity. Only George Y. Bast voted 
against the first resolution, while the amended fifth met oppo
sition from six members primarily because of the Shackelford 
proviso.16 
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I In this manner, the people of Missouri spoke in favor of the 
/union and of compromise through their chosen delegates. For
tunately for the state the convention did not adjourn sine die, but 
set the third Monday in December, 1861, as the date for a 
second session. At the same time, it established a committee of 
seven members, a majority of whom could call the convention 
into session at any time should an emergency arise prior to the 
time scheduled for the next meeting. With its work completed, 
the convention adjourned on March 22.17 



2 
Union Military Strength Asserts Itself 

I N THE southern part of St. Louis stood the United States\ 
arsenal. Within its walls were stored 60,000 stand of arms and 

various other materials of war. Throughout the winter, the 
arsenal had been marked as a prime military target by the 
secessionists should Missouri withdraw from the Union. It ap
peared that taking the facility would be a rather easy task ; 
Major William H. Bell, the arsenal commander, was a Souther1 
sympathizer who had agreed to hand the area over to stat~ 
troops if Missouri seceded. Although this officer was replaced 
late in January because of the alertness of some of the Union 
men in St. Louis, it soon became evident that his successor also t 
sympathized with the Southern cause.1 

Both the Unionists and the secessionists were recruiting military 
companies in St. Louis. The latter organized the "minute men," 
who were mustered under military law and incorporated into the 
state militia of the district. The Union men, under the leader~ 
ship of Frank Blair, established the Home Guards and set up 
Union Committee of Public Safety to supervise their organization. 

Blair, who had served as Thomas Hart Benton's chief lieutenant 
during the political struggles of the 1850's, had taken the lead 
in organizing the Republican party in Missouri toward the end\ 
of that decade. A close friend of Abraham Lincoln, he had just 
been elected to Congress from Missouri's first district. Fully aware 
of Governor Jackson's inclinations, Blair strongly believed that 
St. Louis, with its German population and the arsenal nearby, 
Was the key to maintaining Missouri for the Union and planned 
accordingly.2 

On February 6, a company of United States regular troops 
arrived in St. Louis from Fort Riley, Kansas, to reinforce the 

15 
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arsenal. The importance of this event lay not in the eighty 
men added to the strength of that area but in the presence of their 

,commander, Captain Nathaniel Lyon. Few Missourians realized 
, the significance of Lyon's arrival at the time. During the next 

m
· months, this outspoken career officer was destined to play a 

ajor role in the struggle to keep Missouri in the Union, for 
Nathaniel Lyon, more than any other one man, was responsible 
for driving Governor Claiborne F. Jackson and his followers into 
exile. Thereby he brought civil war to Missouri, with all its at-
tendant strife and bloodshed. 

The new arrival, a New Englander by birth, was an ardent 
1 antislavery Unionist. While stationed at Fort Riley, he had wit
nessed with great revulsion the attempts of Missourians to im
pose slavery on Kansas in the 1850's. Lyon had participated in 
the Kansas Free-Soil movement as actively as his position al
lowed. Less than two weeks before his transfer to St. Louis he 
had revealed his inner feelings with prophetic vision in a letter 
to a friend: 

It is no longer useful to appeal to reason but to the sword, and 
trifle no longer in senseless wrangling. I shall not hesitate to 
rejoice at the triumph of my principles, though this triumph may 
involve an issue in which I certainly expect to expose and very 
likely lose my life. I would a thousand times rather incur this, 
than recall the result of our Presidential election. We shall 
rejoice, though in martyrdom if need be.3 

Lyon met with Frank Blair and the Union Safety Committee 
soon after his arrival. He realized that Major Peter V. Hagner, 
who commanded the arsenal, had secessionist leanings. Learning 
that, technically, he outranked Hagner (whose commission as 
major was by brevet), Lyon at once laid plans to have himself 
placed in command of the arsenal. This he hoped to accomplish 
through Blair's jnfluence with Lincoln, once the change in ad
ministrations took place. t Lyon eventually obtained his objective \\Lith Blair's help in mid
March. Then new complications arose as he found his plans 
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for control of the arsenal restricted by Brigadier General William 
S. Harney, the commander of the Department of the West at St. 
Louis. Under Harney's interpretation of the War Department 
directive, Lyon commanded the men at the arsenal, but Hagne1 
continued to have charge of the buildings, arms, ammunition~ 
and other stores. In order to obtain any materiel, Lyon had to 
secure a requisition from Harney! 

Thus matters in Missouri and in St. Louis stood when, onl 
April 12, the Confederates opened fire on Fort Sumter in Charles
ton Harbor. President Lincoln promptly issued a call for 75,000 
men to put down the rebellion. The Secretary of War notified 
Governor Jackson that Missouri's quota was 4,000 men, but th1 
state's chief executive refused to provide a single man to the na-\ 
tion's forces on the grounds that they would no doubt be used to 
"make war" upon the people of the seceded states. The Governor 
termed Lincoln's request "illegal, unconstitutional, and revolu
tionary; in its objects inhuman and diabolical." 5 Numerous 
meetings were held throughout the state to draft resolutions sup
porting Jackson's action. Quite probably the majority of Missour~ 
ians agreed with the Governor's stand. They did so, not from an 
desire to aid the South, but simply because they wished to avoid 
involvement in any conflict.6 

Frank Blair returned to St. Louis from Washington on the 
same day that Governor Jackson issued his stinging refusal. He 
brought with him a War Department order giving Lyon 5,000 
stand of arms from the arsenal, to be used in arming loyal citizens. 
Upon learning of jackson's action, Blair wired the Secretary of 
War for authority to muster into service the Home Guards of St. 
Louis. This levy would quickly fill the state's quota.7 

Rumors floated around St. Louis that the secessionists were lay
ing plans to seize the arsenal. Without consulting Harney, Lyon 
anxiously wrote Governor Richard Yates of Illinois on April 16. 
He suggested that the Governor communicate with Washington 
about holding in readiness for use at the arsenal the six regi
ments that Illinois was to furnish the Union cause. He further 
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recommended that Yates reqwslllon a large supply of arms 
from the arsenal, thereby preventing their falling into unfriendly 
hands.s 

t Before the Governor of Illinois could secure the necessary 
rders, swiftly moving events had considerably changed the situa
ion at St. Louis. The fear of an attack prompted Lyon to send 

patrols beyond the walls of the arsenal to sound an alert should 
secessionists attempt a night raid. The presence of patrols in the 

\streets of the city caused the pro-Jackson police board of St. 
\Louis to protest to General Harney. He not only ordered the 
practice stopped, but fearful of inciting the Southern element in 
the city to an explosion, withheld permission for Lyon to distrib
ute the arms placed at his disposal under the requisition which 
Blair had brought from Washington.9 

Following his telegram of April 17 offering to muster troops, 
tBlair wrote Secretary of War Simon Cameron a lengthy letter 
lquestioning Harney's general fitness to serve as mustering officer. 
Blair did not question the General's loyalty, yet he feared that 
Harney might find himself in an embarrassing position because 
of his Southern background and Missouri connections. He con
sequently suggested that it might be wise to transfer the depart
ment commander to a less sensitive post and replace him 
with General John E. Wool. When, later that same day, Harney 
restricted Lyon's movements and use of arms, Blair no longer 
had any doubts that the General had outstayed his usefulness. 

tlair dispatched a special emissary to Washington to accomplish 
Harney'S removal and implored his brother Montgomery, Lin
oln's Postmaster-General, to aid the cause.10 

Action came quickly. The War Department issued orders on 
April 21 relieving Harney of his post and calling him to Wash
ington for consultation. At the same time, a dispatch hummed 

(over the wire to Lyon, who now temporarily assumed command 
'of the forces around St. Louis. He was now authorized to muster 
into United States service the four regiments which the Governor 
had refused to furnish.ll 
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With the departure of Harney, Lyon and Frank Blair mustere4 
the Home Guards, marched them to the arsenal, and distribute~ 
arms to them. In Illinois, Governor Yates had received orders 
to send two or three regiments of militia to the St. Louis arsenal. 
The circumstances at St. Louis having changed, however, the 
Illinois troops were kept east of the Mississippi to prevent what 
might be interpreted by Missouri secessionists as an invasion. 

Early on the evening of April 25, Captain James H. Stokes of 
the Illinois militia appeared at the arsenal. He carried Governor 
Yates's requisition for arms and ammunition for 10,000 men. 
The purpose of his visit was well suspected, and Stokes found 
quite a crowd of civilians gathered at the arsenal gates when he 
arrived. In order to decoy them, Lyon sent a few boxes of old 
flintlock muskets up to the levee as if he were preparing to load 
them on a steamboat. The crowd followed, seized the muskets, 
and carried them away to hiding places in the city, believing they 
had a quantity of serviceable weapons. 

Shortly before midnight, another steamboat was warped to 
the levee in front of the arsenal, and Lyon and Stokes quickly 
loaded it with the requisitioned arms. The latter suggested that 
it might be wise to send the arsenal's surplus arms over into 
Illinois. Lyon, ever fearful of attack, readily fell in with the idea. 
Thus, 11,000 additional stand of arms were taken from the 
arsenal without requisition or authorization for shipment acI'OSll 
the river. The hastily loaded boat proved so heavy, however, 
that it stuck in the mud along the levee, and it was necessary to 
shift a part of the cargo to the stern before it could proceed to 
Alton on the east bank of the Mississippi. From there the arms 
were transferred to a train and carried inland.12 

Now in full command of the situation at the arsenal, Lyor( 
began preparing it for a possible assault or siege. On April 30,\ 
he hurriedly di!patched a message to The Adjutant General at 
Washington, informing him that volunteers were still being 
mustered and would be until countermanding orders arrived. 
"The State is doubtless getting ready to attack Government 
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troops with artillery," he warned. He had sent four companies 
to occupy buildings outside the arsenal "which the secessionists 
had intended to occupy themselves, and upon which they openly 
avowed they would plant siege batteries to reduce this place." 
'. That same day extraordinary orders were being cut in Wash-

!
ington at the instigation of the President. These authorized Lyon 
to enlist under his personal command up to 10,000 men "for the 
protection of the peaceable inhabitants of Missouri." They also 
gave him permission to proclaim martial law in St. Louis if he 
and the Union Safety Committee deemed it necessary. This 

(action owed its inception to the Blairs, who had been appeal-
ing for more authority. General Winfield Scott endorsed it with 
one terse sentence: "It is revolutionary times, and therefore I 
do not object to the irregularity of this.Hl8 

Governor Jackson had not been idle. On the same day that 
he refused to furnish the United States with troops, the Gov-

f
ernor conferred with leading secessionists at St. Louis. Foremost 
among them stood Major General Daniel M. Frost, commander 
of the state militia for the St. Louis district. Frost previously 
had outlined a plan for a militia encampment overlooking the 
arsenal, from which he could make his preparations to take that 
place. The Governor considered this plan quite audacious. Lack
ing artillery sufficient for the task, Frost suggested dispatching 
envoys to the Confederacy to obtain clandestine aid. Others 
at the meeting endorsed the idea, whereupon Jackson sent two 

\

militia officers to Jefferson Davis, requesting siege guns and 
mortars for an assault on the arsenal. A similar request went to 
Virginia, which had just seceded.a Jackson followed this action 
publicly, five days later, with a proclamation calling the General 
Assembly into special session early in May "to place the State 
in a proper attitude of defense." At the same time he ordered 
the state militia to assemble in their respective military districts 
for six days of instruction and drill, as provided by law.16 

Upon learning that the arms which they had hoped to cap
ture had been removed from the arsenal. state officials ordered 
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the quartermaster general of the militia to St. Louis to secure 
all the arms and ammunition he could find. He acquired several 
hundred hunting rifles, seventy tons of gunpowder, and other 
miscellaneous equipment, which he shipped to Jefferson City. 
State militia already had seized without authorization the small 
federal arsenal at Liberty on the western border. Here they found 
four brass guns and 1,500 stand of arms. 

Prompt assurances of aid came from the Confederacy. Jeffery 
son Davis wrote Jackson on April 23 that "our power to supplt 
you with ordnance is far short of the will to serve you." He 
directed that two 12-pound howitzers and two 32-pound guns be 
dispatched to Frost at St. Louis to aid in taking the arsenal; he 
agreed that this was an important target. "We look anxiously 
and hopefully for the day when the star of Missouri shall be 
added to the constellation of the Confederate States of America," 
Davis assured the Governor.16 When the Confederacy sought a 
Missouri regiment for service in Virginia a few days later, how
ever, Jackson found it necessary to demur. "Missouri, you know, 
is yet under the tyranny of Lincoln's Government, so far, at least, 
as forms go." To soften his refusal, he informed the Confederate 
Secretary of War that he felt confident the legislature would 
soon give him authority to act. If the Confederacy could arm 
them, Missouri would eventually put 100,000 men in the field 
for the Southern cause. "We are using every means to arm 
our people," the Governor asserted, "and, until we are better 
prepared, must move cautiously."l1 

Lyon's disposal of the arms from the arsenal removed Frost'f 
object for encamping at St. Louis. Nevertheless, the militia com~ 
mander went ahead with his plans. On Monday, May 6, he estab
lished Camp Jackson, named in honor of the Governor, in a 
wooded valley known as Lindell Grove just west of Grand 
Avenue. The hills overlooking the arsenal, where he had in
tended to camp originally, had long since been occupied by 
Lyon. Realizing that Lyon's position effectively prevented the 
launching of any surprise attack, the secessionists, through their 
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St. Louis police board, fonnaUy demanded of Lyon that same 
Monday that he withdraw all United States troops from the 
buildings and grounds outside the arsenal. They sought to justify 

(their demand on the grounds that these areas belonged to Mis
buri and that Lyon's occupation of them was usurpation. Lyon, 
of course, refused to accede to the demand, which ended the 
matter.18 Thus, he took the step which rendered Camp Jackson 
virtually harmless so far as accomplishing its original purpose. 

Two days after the establishment of Camp Jackson, the anns 
and ammunition which the Governor had requested from the 
Confederacy arrived. They had been procured from the federal 
arsenal at Baton Rouge when the Confederates seized that post. 
They had been brought up river to St. Louis in boxes of various 
sizes marked "marble Tamaroa." Meeting the boat as it docked 
that Wednesday evening, militia officers quickly unloaded the 
"marble" and took it to Camp Jackson, where the boxes re
mained unopened. Ie 

Lyon now decided that he must capture Camp Jackson to 
thwart an attack by Frost. The ridiculousness of this idea will 

i:
eadilY be seen when it is remembered that, with the removal 

of the arms to Illinois, Frost no longer had any reason for at
tacking the arsenal; the militia had but 700 men against Lyon's 
10,000; the location of Camp Jackson and Lyon's occupancy of 
the heights overlooking the arsenal made it impossible for Frost 
to make a surprise move against that post; had the militia made 
an attack, they could have expected little help from the Con
federacy, for neither Arkansas nor Tennessee, the nearest South
ern states, had yet seceded. On the other hand, Union forces in 
Illinois, Iowa, and Kansas could have moved quickly into Mis
souri, had they been needed. 

Learning of the arrival of the guns, however, Lyon decided 
that he could afford no further delay. Around four o'clock on 
the afternoon of Thursday, May 9, the members of the Union 
Safety Committee received notes requesting them to meet with 
the Commander at seven. When they arrived, Lyon outlined 
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his proposal and sought their acquiescence. He told them that 
he had toured Camp Jackson that afternoon in an open car
riage, disguised as Frank Blair's blind mother-in-law, and had 
seen considerable activity. The loyalties of the camp were in
dicated by the small Confederate flags which flew from some 
of the tentpoles, and the names of two streets in the camp's 
layout-"Davis" and "Beauregard" avenues. The meeting con
tinued until midnight while a storm raged outside. Not all 
of the committee members were convinced of the legality of the 
move. When Lyon stressed that the arrival of stolen armaments 
could not be ignored, they agreed. But they proposed that the 
Commander first get a writ of replevin for government property 
and serve it on Frost. A vote was finally taken; four of the six 
members sided with Lyon. Unhappy over the outcome of the 
vote, one of the dissidents, Samuel T. Glover, returned to his 
law office, where he prepared a writ which he delivered to the 
United States marshal with the instruction to take it to Lyon. 
When that officer went to the arsenal the next morning, he was 
denied admittance, so that Glover's legal device remained un
used. 20 

Friday, M~_1Ol-J~61, was to become one of the most sig1 k:' 
nificant dates in Missouri history. Early that morning, a lette~ 
arrived at the arsenal from General Frost : he had heard that 
Lyon planned an attack upon Camp Jackson; he hoped that 
the rumors were unfounded; he denied that his camp had been 
set up for other than lawful purposes. Lyon refused to receive this[ 
message. That afternoon he moved out with his men against 
Camp Jackson. Surrounding the area, Lyon demanded Frost's 
surrender within one-half hour on the ground that the camp rep
resented a threat to the United States Government. 

Frost had no alternative except certain destruction. He quickly \ 
complied-though not without protest. The Union forces placed 
the militia under arrest and marched them out of camp. A crowd 
which had gathered along the road to watch the procedure soon 
became unmanageable. They began throwing rocks and brickbats 
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with cries of "Damn the Dutch!" and "Hurrah for Jeff Davis!" 

\

A shot came from the crowd; a soldier fell dead; an officer gave 
the command to return fire. In the ensuing melee, twenty
eight persons were killed, and many others fell wounded. In 
subsequent investigation of the event, Lyon disclaimed any re-
sponsibility for this incident.21 Regardless of the instigator, war 
had come to Missouri. 
}.. Terror quickly spread among the secessionists in St. Louis. 
trhat night the streets were filled with rioting, angry men. Uriel 
Wright, one of the foremost opponents of secession at the recent 
state convention, stirringly addressed a great throng from the 
steps of the Planters' House: "If Unionism means such atrocious 
deeds as have been witnessed in St. Louis, I am no longer a 
Union man." A mob formed and began a march on the offices 
of the Missouri Democrat, the newspaper organ of the Union 
committee. A platoon of thirty policemen blocked their way with 
fixed bayonets. The mob moved to the Anzeiger des Westens 
building, which housed the German press. Here, too, they found 
police and in addition, a regiment of Home Guards to thwart 

(their plans. Police and troops could not be everywhere, however, 
\and rioting continued throughout the night.22 

At Jefferson City, the General Assembly had convened on 
May 2, pursuant to the call of the Governor. It had accomplished 
little by the tenth of the month because of the obstructionist 
tactics of the more adamant Union members. On that sultry 

~
riday afternoon it had under consideration the military bill 

which would give the Governor almost absolute power over the 
state militia. This force was to include every able-bodied man in 
Missouri. There seemed little prospect of action. 

Into this stalemate rushed Claiborne F. Jackson toward eve
ning with his excited announcement of the capture of Camp 

IJackson. After recovering from their initial shock, the members 
of the legislature pushed through the military bill and other 
legislation which the Governor had been trying to get adopted 
since the beginning of January. Among ' the bills passed were 
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finance measures switching funds from the state's charitable in
stitutions and schools to the militia. The legislature authorized a 
loan of $1,000,000 from Missouri's banks as well as the issuance 
of $1 ,000,000 in state bonds. 

When later word from St. Louis indicated that Frank Blair andl 
three regiments of Germans were on their way to Jefferson City, 
real panic set in. The legislators armed themselves to the teeth 
while continuing their session. Governor Jackson sent officers 
out along the railway to St. Louis with orders to destroy the 
Gasconade and Osage river bridges, if necessary, to obstruct the 
advance. Although the defenders found no enemy, part of the J 
bridge over the Osage River was destroyed in the excitement.23 

In the midst of this confusion, General Harney returned from 
Washington to resume command of the department. He had 
had quite an adventurous time during his absence from Missouri. 
The Confederates captured his east-bound train at Harpers 
Ferry, Virginia, and took Harney to Richmond in the hope 
of persuading him to join their cause. When he declined in 
emphatic fashion, the Confederates released him. He continued 
his trip to Washington, where he persuaded General Scott, a close 
personal friend, and the War Department that his firm but con
ciliatory policy would keep Missouri in the Union. This assur-r. 
ance, with his recent stand at Richmond, brought his reinstate~ 
rnent.24 

On May 13, two days after his arrival in St. Louis, Harney 
issued a proclamation denouncing the military bill just passed 
by the General Assembly. He approved the capture of Camp 
Jackson by the federal forces and promised to maintain order 
within the city. Gradually the terror subsided. Although avoid{, 
ing a declaration of martial law, Harney took possession of the 
city with troops and ,sent a request to General Scott for 10,000 
additional stand of arms for issuance to "reliable Union men." 
Harney also asked that the governors of Minnesota and Iowa 
be directed to furnish him 9,000 reinforcements.26 
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(: 

Despite General Harney's official approval, the Camp Jack
son affair was in fact a colossal blunder. Instead of suppressing 
secessionist sentiment, the move strengthened it. Before the action 
at .the camp, the state government had little chance of removing 
Missouri from the Union, notwithstanding all its grandiose ideas 

J 

for doing so. After this incident, the possibility that the state's star 
would shine in the Confederate flag became much greater, for 

r the action at Camp Jackson drove many Conditional Unionists 
J into the secession camp. Uriel Wright's shift in allegiance has been 
mentioned already. Among others of prominence swayed by this 

fevent were Sterling Price, former governor and the president of 
the state convention, and Congressman John B. Clark of Fayette. 
Both men hastened to Jefferson City and offered their services to 
the Governor. 

Under the persuasion of Lieutenant-Governor Reynolds, Jack
\son appointed Price as Major General of the new Missouri State 
lGuard, provided for under the Military Act. Jackson had been 
distrustful of Price at first but yielded to Reynolds, who believed 
the former governor could furnish both military and political pres
tige to the new program. To complete the State Guard organiza
tion, the Governor announced the appointment of eight brigadier 
generaJ.s...-.Qne for each military district of the state-with orders 
to enroll the men of their respective districts at once. Already 
over 1,000 men from the surrounding countryside had gathered 
at Jefferson City, eager to be enrolled and mustered into the 
State Guard. Camped at the nearby fairgrounds, they were armed 
with the supplies gathered earlier at St. Louis and with the arms 
taken from the United States arsenal at Liberty.26 

I Much to the consternation of the conservatives, their ability 
Ito control affairs seemed about to vanish. Civil war appeared 
imminent within the state. In spite of the increasing threat of 
war, some of these men did not give up hope of maintaining 
Missouri's neutrality in the national struggle. They sent James 
E. Yeatman of St. Louis to Washington to outline their views 
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to the President. A wire went to Hamilton R. Gamble, then 
near Philadelphia, imploring him to join Yeatman. 

The two men secured an interview with Lincoln through At
torney-General Edward Bates. They presented a petition, largely 
the work of Gamble, which asked the President to call a board 
of inquiry to look into the rioting which had followed the cap
ture of Camp Jackson. They also requested that regular federal 
troops be used in patrolling St. Louis rather than the German 
Home Guards, whom the general populace detested.21 Lincoln 
agreed to take the matter under advisement, but when action 
was taken, the conservatives discovered that the President placed 
greater reliance upon the Blairs and their friends. 

With the return of Harney to St. Louis, Lyon had been rele~ 
gated once again to a subordinate position. All of his plans\ 
to squelch the secessionists became subject to the General's 
approval. Lyon's disgust at this turn of events found its way 
into a dispatch of May 12 to Adjutant General Lorenzo Thomas 
at Washington: 

It is with great delicacy and hesitancy that I take the liberty 
to observe that the energetic and necessary measures of day 
before yesterday . . . require persevering and consistent exertion 
to effect the object in view of anticipating combinations and 
measures of hostility against the General Government, and that 
the authority of General Harney under these circumstances em
barrasses, in the most painful manner, the execution of the 
plans I had contemplated, and upon which the safety and 
welfare of the Government, as I conceive, so much depend .... 28 

Without waiting to see what course Harney might take, Fraokt 
Blair sent his long-time agent, Franklin A. Dick, to Washington \ 
to press for the General's removal a second time. Dick empha
sized Harney's Southern background as being prejudicial to his 
taking a strong stand at this crucial moment, and he hinted 
that a number of the General's relatives in St. Louis had be
come avowed secessionists. Dick requested a brigadier general's 
commission for Lyon, who had been elected to that rank by 
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the Missouri volunteers whom he had mustered. In all of this, 
the Blair forces pressed for a free hand for Lyon to carry out 
the suppression of secession sentiment. 

Dick arrived in Washington at about the same time as the 

t
onservative Yeatman and Gamble, who obviously opposed any 
oercive policy such as Lyon apparently had in mind. These 
onflicting views precipitated a division in the Cabinet over 

what should be done. Attorney-General Bates, a conservative St. 
Louis lawyer and Gamble's brother-in-law, sided strongly with 
the conciliationists in seeking the retention of Harney. Postmaster
General Montgomery Blair backed his brother. Secretary of War 
Simon Cameron apparently had some reservations about Lyon's 
competency for a full command, but Dick and Blair overcame 
these with the subtle argument that Lyon alone could save 
Missouri.29 

lIn the end Lincoln d~ided, with some reservations, to go along 
(with the Blairs. The War Department prepared an order on May 

16 removing Harney a second time and granting him an in
definite leave of absence. The order was transmitted to the Post
master-General for forwarding to his brother with instructions 
that it be held in abeyance for the time being. It was to be de
livered only if, in the younger Blair's judgment, Harney's removal 
seemed absolutely necessary. 

To make sure that Frank Blair could have no misunderstand
ing of his desires in the matter, Lincoln wrote him two days 
later of his doubts as to the propriety of the order. The President 
revealed that his misgivings had increased the more he pondered 
the affair. He feared that the Administration might be accused 
of vacillation, and that the move would "dissatisfy a good many 
who otherwise would be quiet." In all of this he continued to 
trust the Blairs, for he closed by stating: "Still if, in your judg
ment it is indispensable let it be SO." 30 

Frank Blair received the President's letter on May 20. That 
same day a special messenger arrived with the order for Harney's 
removal and a cover letter from the Postmaster-General. These 
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communications had been held up to await the drafting of a 
second order--one from the Secretary of War appointing Lyon 
as Brigadier General of Missouri Volunteers.31 

While these events had been transpiring, the conservatives .had{ 
arranged a meeting between the federal and state military com
manders in an effort to effect a truce. Held at St. Louis on May 
21, the meeting resulted in the Harn~Price agreement by which 
the former pledged (in effect) that the federal government \ 
would respect the neutrality of the state. Both governments 
were to help maintain peace. Price was to have active control, 
with Harney's troops being used as a reserve force when needed 
outside St. Louis. 

General Harney accompanied the printing of the agreement 
with a proclamation in which he called upon the people "to 
observe good order, and respect the rights of their fellow-citizens, 
and give them the assurance of protect;.on and security in the 
most ample manner." Three days later Price ordered all troopst 
at Jefferson City to return home to be organized by the com
manders of their respective districts as the law required. Only 
one company was exempted from this order. It remained on duty 
at the capital. 32 

The promulgation of the Harney-Price agreement caused the \ 
Unionists in St. Louis considerable alarm. Writing for the Union 
Safety Committee on May 22, James O. Broadhead com
plained to Montgomery Blair: " We fear that no good will come 
of the arrangement but that it will only result in putting off the 
evil day until such time as the enemy will be better prepared to 
make resistance." He strongly recommended that the full force 
of the federal government be used to insure the peace of Missouri. 

The following day Frank Blair wrote Secretary of War Came
ron: "The agreement between Harney and Price gives me 
great disgust and dissatisfaction to the Union men; but I am 
in hopes we can get along with it, and think that Harney will 
insist on its execution to the fullest extent, in which case it will 
be satisfactory."33 
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6 
Blair's hopes quickly disappeared in the days which followed. 

etters began pouring into St. Louis from all comers of the 
state. Their writers complained of mistreatment at the hands of 
the secessionists and of military preparation and organization be-
ing carried on by the state government. President Lincoln be
came alarmed when these reports were relayed to him. On May 
27, he directed The Adjutant General to remind Harney that 
it was his duty to prevent such outrages regardless of whether 
they continued from the inability or from the indisposition of 
the state authorities to suppress them. "The authority of the 
United States is paramount, and whenever it is apparent that 
a movement, whether by color of State authority or not, is 
hostile, you will not hesitate to put it down."34 

Harney had been keeping the telegraph operator busy with 
messages to Price, seeking reassurance that the state authorities 
were keeping their part of the agreement to maintain peace. 
He intimated that he might send a regiment of federal troops to 
Springfield to protect the peaceable citizens there. Price replied 
that the reports which had alarmed Harney were false rumors; 
he promised to carry out the agreement faithfully. These assur
ances satisfied the federal commander, and he wrote Frank Blair 
to this end. 3~ 

6 
Blair now became convinced that the Union cause could no 

onger afford to retain Harney in command of its forces in Mis
souri. To him the indications of violations of the Harney-Price 
agreement were too strong to be overlooked, so he delivered 
the removal order to the General on May 30. At the same time 
he forwarded to Lincoln his reasons for doing so. 
l Lyon now assumed temporary command of the Department of 
{he West and wired the Secretary of War for reinforcements 
from Illinois and Iowa. With Blair's having asked for authoriza
tion to enroll citizens in the interior of the state into the federal 
army, all seemed prepared for the outbreak of hostilities. Price, 
upon learning of Harney'S removal, decided that the agreement 
between the two had been broken. He sent instructions to his 
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district commanders to hasten the enrollment of the State Guard 
in order that the expected invasion might be met. 36 

The conservatives were unwilling to resign themselves to open \ 
conflict within the borders of Missouri. Some sought to reverse the 
President's orders and to secure Harney's reinstatement. On May 
31, the General wrote the Secretary of War that he had the 
situation under control. He asked for another chance.57 

When it became evident that the Administration had no inten
tion of reversing itself again, Congressman William A. Hall and 
several others sought to bring the opposing leaders together in 

an attempt to work out a new compromise. Under persuasiO~ 
from Frank Blair and Thomas T. Gantt, a prominent jurist, 
Lyon agreed to give Jackson and Price safe conduct to "visit 
St. Louis on or before the 12th of June, in order to hold an 
interview for the purpose of effecting, if possible, a peaceable solu
tion to the troubles of Missouri." 

The two state officials, accompanied by Thomas 1. Snead, 
Governor jackson's aide, arrived late on the afternoon of Tues
day, June 11. That evening they conferred at the Planters' House 
with Lyon, Blair, and Major Horace A. Conant, the latter's 
secretary. The men argued for more than four hours about the 
relations between state and nation, Lyon dominating the discus
sion. Unfortunately, no agreement could be reached. Finally, 
Lyon rose. With little passion, he deliberately and emphatically 
closed the meeting with this declaration: 

Rather than concede to the State of Missouri the right to de
mand that my Government shall not enlist troops within her 
limits, or bring troops into the State whenever it pleases, or move 
its troops at its own will into, out of, or through the State; 
rather than concede to the State of Missouri for one single 
instant the right to dictate to my Government in any matter 
however unimportant, I would see .. . every man, woman, and 
child in the State, dead and buried. This means war. In one 
hour one of my officers will call for you and conduct you out of 
my lines.38 
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The three state officials did not wait that long. They imme
diately proceeded to the railroad yards, where they secured a 
locomotive. They headed at full speed for Jefferson City, stopping 
~nly long enough to fuel the engine and bum the bridges over 
lthe Gasconade and Osage rivers. Immediately upon their arrival 
in Jefferson City, Governor Jackson issued a proclamation to the 
people of Missouri. He reported the interview and its failure and 
called for 50,000 volunteers to fill the ranks of the State Guard. 
This proclamation he quickly dispatched to all parts of the 
state.S9 

At the same time orders went out to the district commanders. 
They were to assemble their men immediately at some con
venient place and prepare them for instant service in the field. 

IBrigadier General John B. Clark was ordered to report with 
his men to Boonville. Here Jackson and Price joined him with 
their staffs and the one militia company from Jefferson City in 
the belief that Boonville could be defended more easily than 
the capitaPO 

Lyon embarked at St. Louis with about 2,000 men on Thurs-
day afternoon, June 14, just as the last remnants of secession 

(
left Jefferson City. Moving up the Missouri River, he occupied 
the capital without opposition the following day. He left three 
companies there for garrison duty and advanced on Boonville. t The state troops were driven from that city on Monday, June 17. 
During subsequent weeks, various skirmishes followed between 
the opposing forces, and in July the scene of action shifted to 
southwest Missouri!t 

Thus, by the early summer of 1861, the duly elected state 
(government of Missouri was in flight from its capital, pursued 
\ by the forces of the federal government of which it was still a 
part. The efforts of the vast majority of Missourians to remain 
neutral in the great struggle which was rending the Union asun
der had been of no avail. Missouri had embarked on a bloody 
voyage which would not end until the national conflict came to 
a close. 



The Provisional Government 
Is Established 

3 

T HE FLIGHT of Governor Claiborne F. Jackson with much of) 
the state government from Jefferson City created a power 

vacuum at the capital. For almost two months there was no 
official in the city who could supervise the necessary day-to-day 
Operations of government and assist local officials in their efforts 
to promote stability. With federal armies overrunning large 
areas of the state, some kind of civilian responsibility needed to I 
be established in order to coordinate the efforts of the federal \ 
government with those of Missouri's loyal citizenry, who still 
formed the bulk of her population. 

Some Union men are said to have suggested that the Presiden1 
appoint Frank Blair as military governor. But this proposal did 
not seem generally satisfactory, and Blair himself wisely dis
Couraged it. Rather, most of Missouri's pro-Union leaders began 
to talk about the possibility of reconvening the state convention.( 
Before its adjournment on March 22, that body had appointed 
a committee of seven members with the power to call the con
vention into special session should a majority of the committee 
decide an emergency existed. Following the retreat of jackson's 
forces into the southwest corner of the state, five of the com
rnittee members decided that such an emergency did exist. They 
issued a proclamation on July 6, calling the convention to as
semble in Jefferson City on July 2V 

Governor Jackson, s~ill claiming the full exercise of his execu
tive powers, continued to hope that he could take Missouri out 
?f the Union. Following the victorious battle of Carthage earlyr 
10 July, he left General Price at Cowskin Prairie to reorganize' 

33 
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and prepare his raw recruits for further combat. Accompanied 

\ 
by former Senator David R. Atchison, Jackson made the long 
trek to Richmond, Virginia, to seek aid from the Confederacy. 
The two men arrived in the Confederate capital on July 26, and 
held a number of conferences with Jefferson Davis during the 

[

next few days. These meetings resulted in the Confederate presi
dent's promising Jackson and Atchison financial aid to pay 
Missouri's troops in the field as soon as the money could be ap
propriated by the Confederate Congress.2 

r By the time the two men returned to Missouri, the state con
{vention had met and deposed the Governor. Early in August 
they arrived at New Madrid, then occupied by Confederate 
forces, and found Lieutenant-Governor Reynolds awaiting them. 
There followed a thorough discussion of the military and political 
situation in the state, with Jackson and Atchison informing Reyn
olds of their accomplishments at Richmond. The three decided 
~he situation called for definite political action to establish a 
jlegal basis for negotiating with the Confederate government. 
Consequently, on August 5, Governor Jackson issued a proclama
tion declaring Missouri an independent and sovereign state. The 
Governor justified his action on constitutional grounds by listing 
the violations of the United States Constitution and Missouri's 
sovereignty by federal authorities.s 

t 
The following month, Jackson issued another proclamation 

rom Lexington, calling the Twenty-first General Assembly to 
meet at Neosho on October 21 to approve his action. This body 
had been deposed by the state convention in July. However, a 
number of members (their exact number and identity undeter
mined to this day because of scattered records) appeared at the 
Newton County seat on the appointed day. Protected by Price's 
army, they deliberated the now moot question of secession and 

)passed an ordinance severing Missouri's ties with the Union. 
Jackson signed the ordinance at Cassville on November 3. It was 
thus that Missouri's government-in-exile marched into the arms 
of the Confederacy! 
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Governor Jackson had sent Thomas L. Snead and Edward C\ 
Cabell to Richmond to negotiate a more definite agreemen 
with the Confederacy, a mission they completed on October 31. 
Their agreement provided for Missouri to be admitted as a full 
partner in the Confederacy as soon as her legislature should pass 
an act of secession and ratify the Confederate Constitution. Under 
this arrangement the Jackson government continued to funci 
tion throughout the war even though driven from the state\ 
shortly after being admitted to the Confederacy. It sent senators 
and representatives to the Confederate Congress and cooperated 
with the Confederacy in every way possible. When Jackson died 
late in 1862, Lieutenant-Governor Reynolds became head of the 
government-in-exile and maintained a phantom administration 
until the end of the war.5 

ThiS narrative must tum back, however, and take up the 
story of another government, the one established by the statef 
convention, for this Provisional Government of Missouri was to\ 
rule the state until almost the close of the war. Around its 
efforts to coordinate federal-state policy the remainder of this 
study will center. 

The members of the state convention converged on the Capitol 
at Jefferson City from all comers of Missouri on July 22. Byeve
ning sixty had arrived, a sufficient number to constitute a quor
rum. After requesting the state printer to furnish them with 
copies of the laws and journals of the current legislature, they 
turned to reorganization. The convention adopted, 54 to 21, 
a resolution declaring the presidency of the group vacant inas
mUch as Sterling Price was now at the head of the secession 
forces in southwest Missouri. It then proceeded to elect unani
mously Robert Wilson of Andrew County, the vice-president 
of the first session, to fill the vacancy. Aikman Welch of Johnson 
County became vice-president, also by unanimous vote.6 

The debate soon made it evident that many Southern sym~ 
pathizers had not followed Price into the Southwest. The number \ 
of negative votes on the question of unseating the absent presi-
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dent were but an indication of what was to come. Following 
the election of Wilson and Welch, some of the more ardent 
Unionists attempted to unseat the pro-Southern doorkeeper of 
the preceding session. A bitter debate ensued between U riel 
Wright of St. Louis, the apparent leader of the Southerners, and 
John B. Henderson of Pike County, one of the more rabid 
Union men. The convention solved the issue temporarily by 
referring the matter to a committee of three.7 

With the question of organization temporarily resolved, James 
O. Broadhead of St. Louis offered a resolution calling for the 
appointment of a committee of seven to report what action should 
be taken under the existing circumstances. Amended to require 
that the committee membership include one representative from 
each of the state's seven Congressional districts, the motion passed 
without difficulty. The convention elected Broadhead, Hender
son, William A. Hall of Randolph County, Willard P. Hall of 
Buchanan County, William Douglass of Cooper County, Little
berry Hendrick of Greene County, and Joseph Bogy of Ste. 
Genevieve County to the committee. None of these men could 
be considered as a representative of the pro-Southern group led 
by Wright. Four of them had served on the Committee on Fed
eral Relations at the previous session. 8 

The following day saw resolutions introduced by both sides 
outlining the steps which should be taken. The Southerners pre
sented one calling upon the convention to leave unchanged the 
status of the state government as it existed at the time of the 
February election. This resolution asserted that the administra
tion at Washington should acknowledge at once the independence 
of the Confederacy. The border slave states should be allowed 
to hold voluntary elections to determine which side they would 
join. 

The Unionists, on the other hand, offered resolutions which 
declared that the executive branch of the state government had 
"expatriated" itself and committed treason in opposing federal 
forces. They wished the executive offices declared vacant. This 
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group maintained that the convention represented the people in 
a constitutional capacity, with full power to act as it saw fit. 
All resolutions were referred to the committee of seven.9 

Broadhead presented the report of that committee on the 
fourth day of the session. In it were summarized the events in 
Missouri leading up to that moment, as they concerned the 
convention. Now the state government had abandoned the capital 
and was inciting opposition to the government of the Unit; 
States. In this situation, the committee solemnly declared: 

It is the duty of this Convention to do something, if possible, 
to remedy these evils-to restore peace to the country and 
establish the relations which have existed between this State and 
the Government of the United States-to consider, in the 
language of the act of the legislature ... the "relations between 
the Government and people of the State of Missouri" and to 
adopt such measures for "vindicating the sovereignty of the 
State, and the protection of its institutions," as may "appear to 
be demanded by the occasion. 

DraWing upon the language of this act and the provisions of the 
thirteenth article of the state constitution10 as a warrant for their 
power, they made the following recommendations: ( 1) that the 
offices of governor, lieutenant-governor, secretary of state, and 
members of the General Assembly be declared vacant ; (2) that 
the first three offices be filled by the appointment of the con
vention, the appointees to have full powers until the election of 
successors in August, 1862; (3) that such an election be held; 
(4) that the membership of the"state Supreme Court be increased 
to seven; (5) that the governor elected by the convention ap
point four judges to the Court in addition to the three already 
serving, all of whom would hold office until the August, 1862, 
election. All of the above were proposed as amendments to the 
state constitution.ll 

The committee further recommended the abrogation of the \ 
Military Act passed by the late legislature and the re-enactment 
of the Militia Act of December 31, 1859, for the purpose of pro-
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viding the state with troops. Another proposal was to place 
the amendment changing the Supreme Court before the elec
torate in August, 1862. Also, the governor appointed by the 
convention should be authorized to call a special election to fill 
the vacancies in the General Assembly if he deemed it necessary.l2 

The convention placed the report on the table until the next 
day and voted to add Hamilton R. Gamble, who had just arrived, 
to the membership of the committee of seven. Gamble, who had 
dominated the first session of the convention. returned belatedly 
from the East at the urging of Edward Bates and other friends. 
The Attorney-General had written that he believed Gamble's 
presence in the convention would "be of very great importance." 
He recommended "a bold & judicious course" which "may at 
once restore law & order." Bates had spelled out this course 
earlier in a letter to Broadhead as including the deposing of the 
executive and legislative members of the state government. The 

I election of replacements should be controlled, he thought, by re
quiring the voters to take an oath of allegiance.is 

From the moment of his arrival, Gamble again became the 

f
dOminant figure in the convention. He obviously desired some re
vision of the committee's report to make it more acceptable to 
the majority of conservatives, and he told Broadhead so. De-
ferring to Gamble, Broadhead moved to recommit the com
mittee report in order to enable the group to perfect it. This sim
ply meant that Gamble would rewrite the report. This move dis
gusted Broadhead's partner, Samuel T . Glover, who impa
tiently wrote that too much time had been wasted already. While 
he agreed that Gamble should be placed on the committee and 
flattered and praised because of his influence, Glover warned 
"much delay may ruin US."H r Gamble also realized the importance of time. He completed 
F work quickly, and the committee submitted the revised re
port on July 29. The revision differed from the original in that 

\ it made no mention of the Supreme Court, with which ex-jurist 
I Gamble no doubt hesitated to tamper. It advanced the date 
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of the state election from August, 1862, to the first Monday 
in November, 1861; added certain election procedures, inclUding) 
a test oath; and recommended that the entire work of the 
convention be submitted to the people for their approval,l~ 

Gamble and the other members of the committee obviously 
hoped that the revised report might prove more palatable to 
those who had not yet committed themselves to a definite position. 

The Southern element lost little time in attacking the proposals. L 
U riel Wright led the fight with a bitter denunciation of the pro
posed usurpation of the power of the people to select their 
officials. "We have no power to vacate offices," he emphasized, 
"for it requires just as much power to vacate an office as it 
would to make a Constitution." To this Gamble replied that the 
original state constitution rested upon the sole authority of the 
convention which had adopted it, as it had never been sub
mitted to the people for ratification. With regard to the con
vention, Gamble declared: "It is a body assembled by the 
people, directed by the people themselves in their original ca
pacity." He reminded his colleagues that they met "under peculiar 
circumstances ; we are a peculiar body, and we are to act upon 
peculiar questions." When a convention assembles, Gamble 
reiterated, "it has all the power that the people could have if 
they had all assembled in one vast plain, unless there has been 
some limitation upon the power." 

Wright remained adamant and warned his hearers: 

I know the people of Missouri will stand a great deal. They 
have foreborne in many instances; but there is a time when fore
bearance ceases to be a virtue, and I do not think the people will 
stand your dictation of a government. They won't stand the 
government you make for them. They will question you very 
closely about what authority they ever gave you to unmake a 
Legislature, to oust men from their seats whom they, in the 
exercise of their sovereignty, sent there.16 

James H . Birch, who had been quite active in the proslavervf 
anti-Benton ranks during the 1850's, tried to placate Wright.l 
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He thought the convention "competent and necessary to pro
vide for the temporary suspension of the functions of certain 
officers, in order to promote the tranquility of the State." In so 
doing, the convention merely protected "the untrammeled exer
cise of the elective franchise which is to be invoked as the 
legitimate final verdict." Obviously, the changes Gamble had 
made were affecting Birch and others who valued the ultimate 
sovereignty of the people. Birch had also served on the Supreme 
Court. He and other lawyers would have little sympathy for 
any tampering with the judiciary. 
/ Yet, a number of Southern sympathizers remained uncon

,{.inced. E. K. Sayre of Lewis County maintained that instead , 
of creating a rival government, the convention should persuade 
the Jackson administration to return and work peacefully with 
the military authorities. The ridiculousness of this idea was 
obvious. Nevertheless, Sample Orr closed the day's debate by 
accusing the committee of requesting the convention to take 
action against the state officials without presenting definite proof 
that they had disqualified themselves. Presentation of such proof, 
he thought, was only their just due.17 

The next day, P. L. Hudgins of Andrew County made per
haps the soundest contribution to the entire Southern argument 
when he pointed out: 

. . . I call the attention of the members of this body to that 
provision of the Constitution which declares that the power to 
impeach the Executive belongs alone to the Legislature of the 
State of Missouri. If he is impeached by that body, he is con
demned, and his office is made vacant. Weare neither the 
lower House nor the Senate of Missouri. . . . This being the 
case, and we having sworn to support that Constitution, we 
should look well before attempting, on the part of ourselves, 
the violation of it ... . Our Constitution provides further, that 
when a vacancy occurs, the people themselves shall fill that 
vacancy on three months' notice. . . . These are the provi
sions of the Constitution which we have sworn to support.l8 
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Herein the group opposing the committee report had its best 
legal argument. The remainder of the debate concerned itself 
largely with present conditions and past events in the state. 

When the voting began later that same day, the convention 
agreed to consider the report one section at a time. It vacated 
the offices of governor, lieutenant-governor, and secretary of 
state by a vote of 56 to 25 and deposed the General Assembly, 
52 to 28. The opposition came largely from the counties along 
the Missouri River and in the southeastern corner of the state, 
representing about 20 per cent of the state's total white popula
tion in 1860. 

Having vacated the state's three top executive offices and all 
the seats in the General Assembly, the convention proceeded, by 
a vote of 54 to 27, to declare itself the agent of the people to fill 
the vacancies. The provision for the November, 1861, electionl 
was then adopted, 55 to 23. The remaining sections passed 
without a division. 

The convention next abrogated the Military Act of 1861 and\ 
reinstituted that of 1859 by a vote of 52 to 21. Only the question 
of the submission of the convention's work to the people remained 
unsettled. On this the group agreed unanimously, indicating that 
all the members of the convention considered their exercise of 
sovereignty as only temporary.18 

Significantly, the entire revised report of the committee 0t 
ei~ht was approved without change. Certainly this stands as a 
tnbute to the moderating influence of Hamilton R. Gamble 
He had amply rewarded the faith which Bates and others had 
shown in urging him to go to the convention. Accurately gaug
ing the mood of the group, he retained all the features of the 
Original report except the questionable ones on the judiciary, 
which many conserv.atives considered sacrosanct; he added those 
provisions designed to emphasize the ultimate sovereignty of the 
people ; and he included the test oath, which appeased the morer 
ardent Union men. 
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Throughout the two days of debate which preceded the final 
vote, Gamble quietly dominated the proceedings. He was always 
ready to supply an answer or to drive home a point. John F . 
Phillips, a member of the convention, recalled many years later 
that Gamble never made a set speech and disliked overt display. 
Not an orator in the popular sense, "his eloquence was that 
masterful logic, deep, sincere earnestness, that overwhelms sophis
try and convinces intelligent judgment."2o In the end, Gamble 
won over the undecided middle group and carried the day. The 
hard core of some twenty Southern ul~ras remained fairly con
stant. Their consistency indicated that only surrender on basic 
points could have wooed them away from their position. 

On July 31, the ninth and final day of the session, the con-

~
vention proceeded to fill the vacancies it had created. Only 
three men were nominated to fill the three offices. All were 
lected unanimously. The pro-Southern members were excused 

from voting, because they declared the proceedings illegal. They 
still contended that the convention had no right to vacate the 

\

offices. The convention made the obvious choice in selecting 
Gamble as governor. Although reluctant to hold public office, he 
accepted, undoubtedly in part because he anticipated serving 
only a short time. The convention named Willard P. Hall of 
St. Joseph as lieutenant-governor and Mordecai Oliver of Greene 
County as secretary of state.21 

All three men had long been active in state affairs. Gamble, 
a native Virginian, had received his academic education at 
Hampden-Sydney College. He studied law and was admitted 
to the bar of three states before attaining the age of twenty-one. 
He first came to Missouri in 1818, three years before its admission 
as a state, and settled in St. Louis as a deputy circuit clerk under 
his elder brother, Archibald Gamble. Within a short time, 
the young lawyer moved farther west, to Old Franklin. Here he 
became prosecuting attorney of Howard County, which then 
covered much of the interior portion of Missouri. In 1825, Gov
ernor Frederick Bates appointed Gamble secretary of state, 
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but his tenure in this position was brief. The Governer died soon 
after his inauguration, and Gamble resumed the practice of law 
in St. Louis. He became a prominent member of the bar of that 
city, for a time enjoying a partnership with his brother-in-law, 
Edward Bates. 

Although elected to a single term in the Missouri House as 
a Whig in 1844, Gamble generally avoided political office. He 
much preferred to devote his full energies to his legal practice. 
When the state amended its constitution to provide for the 
popular election of judges in 1850, the people literally drafte~ 
Gamble, a persistent critic of the appointive system, to run; 
he was elected by an unprecedented majority, even though a 
member of the minority Whig party. His associates on the 
court selected him to serve as its president, and he soon built a 
reputation as an eminent jurist. It was during his service on the I 
state bench that the Dred Scott case came before that judicial \ 
body, and it was Gamble alone who upheld Scott's right to 
freedom. 

III health forced his resignation from the bench in November, 
1854. Once again Gamble returned to his law practice in St. 
Louis. Having accumulated a small fortune, he went into semi
retirement in 1858. lIe settled at Norristown, Pennsylvania, near 
Philadelphia, to supervise the education of his children. He was 
still in the East early in 1861 when Missourians began talking 
of a state convention to determine the issue of secession. At the 
urging of his friends, Gamble returned to St. Louis to become 
a candidate for election to that body. He delivered a stirring 
address at a Union rally in the rotunda of the courthouse on 
January 12. This catapulted him to the forefront of those ad
Vocating a levelheaded policy. In the election which followed, he 
received a vote larger by one-third than that cast for any other 
candidate. And in ~he convention, as already seen, he quickly 
became the dominant figure. 22 

Willard P. Hall, although of Massachusetts Puritan ancestry, 
Was also a native of Virginia. Graduating from Yale College in 
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1839, he came to Missouri the following year to read law under 
his elder brother, William A. Hall. He practiced briefly at 
Sparta before moving to St. Joseph in 1843, where he made his 
home throughout the remainder of his life. When the Mexican 
War broke out, Hall enlisted as a private in Doniphan's expedi
tion. While in the service he had primary responsibility for draft
ing the code of civil government adopted for the new territory 
of New Mexico. 

He returned to take a seat in Congress, where he asserted active 
leadership in the movement to secure the organization of Nebras-

J
ka Territory. An ardent anti-Benton Democrat, Hall voluntarily 
retired from Congress in 1853 and resumed his legal practice in 
St. Joseph. When Abraham Lincoln, with whom he had served in 
Congress, spoke at Elwood, Kansas, across the river from St. 
Joseph, in 1858, Hall served as his host. Hall did not accept the 
Republican's credo, however, for in 1860 he supported Douglas 
for the Presidency. 

Hall had been a conciliatory force in the state convention 
sessions of 1861. He was Gamble's personal choice for the 
lieutenant-governorship. The newly elected chief executive 
wanted a younger man on whom he could rely in this post because 
of his own poor health. Hall's record served as a firm recommen
dation.28 In the turbulent days which followed, Hall amply re
warded Gamble's faith in him. During Gamble's frequent ab
sences from the state, Hall exercised full powers as acting gov-

r
ernor with patience and firmness. Gamble died early in 1864, 
but Hall had secured the necessary experience to move quickly 
ahead with the work of the Provisional Government during its 
final year. 
J The last of the trio elected by the convention, Mordecai Oliver, 

(}vas a native Kentuckian. Moving with his parents to Missouri 
at an early age, he received a common school education, studied 
law, and was admitted to the bar at twenty-three. He secured 
election to Congress in 1852 on the Whig ticket as a result of 
the split in the ranks of the Democratic party. Oliver served two 
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tenns in that body and distinguished himself largely through 
service on the Howard Committee, which investigated the elec
toral difficulties in Kansas Territory. Declining to stand for re
election in 1856 because of his opposition to the Know-Nothing 
infiltration of the Whig party, he returned to his law practice. 
A staunch Unionist, he was the only one of the three newly 
elected state officials selected from outside the convention ranks.24 

The inauguration of the new officials occurred in the evening 
of the same day on which they were elected. In his inaugural 
address Governor Gamble made it clear that he had not sought 
the office. His words are worth careful study, for they represent 
the sincere thoughts of a man who was eventually to give his 
life for his state. Said Gamble: 

It is the yielding of all my own schemes, of all my own 
individual wishes and purposes, when I undertake to assume this 
office. I could give you, gentlemen of the Convention, no 
better idea of my devotion, to what I believe to be the inter
est of the State, than I do now, if you could only understand 
the reluctance with which I accept the election with which 
you were pleased to honor me .... It is utterly impossible that 
anyone man can pacify the troubled waters of the State. . . . 
I feel I have a right to ask that when you have by your voice 
placed me in such a position, that you shall unite with me 
your efforts and voice, instead of endeavoring to prevent the 
result we all desire. Unite all your efforts so that the good 
which is desired may be accomplished; and with the blessings 
of that Providence which rules over all affairs, public and 
private, we may accomplish this end for which we have labored 
and which shall cause all the inhabitants of the State to re
joice. If you desire the peace of the State-if you earnestly 
desire it, then give this expeTiment fair trial ... . 

Gentlemen, if you will unite with me, and carry home this 
purpose to carry it out faithfully, much can be accomplished, 
much good can be done; and I am persuaded that each one 
of you will feel that it is his . . . individual duty . . . to do 
all he can for the welfare of the State. . . . I have come now 
to express to you my earnest desire that we shall be found 
co-operating for that same common good in which each one 
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of us is equally interested; that, although differing as to modes 
and schemes, we shall be found united in the great work of 
pacification.26 

J 
It is the tragedy of the Provisional Government that many soon 
forgot this declaration ,of devotion and plea for unity. 

Before adjourning, the convention issued an address to the 
people of Missouri in which it outlined its actions and the rea
sons for them. This statement clearly set forth the authority 
upon which the convention had decided its power rested: 

It is one of the fundamental principles of our government that 

I 
all political power resides in the people, and it is established 
beyond question, that a Convention of delegates of the peo
ple, when regularly called and assembled, possesses all the 
political power which the people themselves possess, and stands 
in the place of the assemblage of all the people in one vast 
mass. If there be no limitation upon the power of the Conven
tion, made in the call of the body, then the body is possessed 
of unlimited political power. 26 

The leading conservative journals of the state praised the 
action of the convention and heaped praise on Gamble. Said 
the Missouri Statesman of Columbia in its editorial columns: "It 
is most fortunate for the people that Judge Gamble was pre
vailed upon to accept the position and to bring his great talents, 
ripe experience and tried conservatism to the task of restoring 
peace to the State.,,27 

Edward Bates wrote his brother-in-law : "You better than any 
extreme man, can tranquillize the State. . . . The internal peace 
of Missouri and its security in the Union . . . will do more 
towards the suppression of the insurrection in the border states, 
than 100,000 of our best men in the army. You see the prize 
before you, and God bless you in your efforts to win it."28 

/Even Uriel Wright, the leader of the pro-Southern faction in 
the convention, did not hesitate to praise the selection of Gamble. 
Although he and his followers had refrained from voting for him 
in protest against the convention's action in deposing Jackson, 
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Wright asserted through the Missouri Republican: "There is no 
man in the limits of the State upon whom I more readily confer 
the important trust which must devolve upon a chief executive . 
. . . I know of no man ... who challenges more unqualified ap
probation than Hamilton R. Gamble."29 

The steps taken by the state convention in July of 1861 were / ) 
of great importance for Missouri. In spite of its declaration of { (L 
power, the legality of the convention's action is highly ques
tionable. The argument of P. L. Hudgins opposing the conven-
tion's power of impeachment was probably the soundest which 
was advanced. Yet, that body faced a great crisis brought on 
by extraordinary times. The condition of Missouri was deplorable. 
Acti~n was necessary to insure that responsible authority should\ 
mamfest itself in handling the affairs of the state. Missouri was \ 
still a part of the federal Union, yet its governor, Claiborne F. 
Jackson, stood in rebellion against that government. Therefore, 
it became necessary to set up a state administration which could 
work with the federal authorities in restoring peaceful conditions 
in Missouri. In such circumstances expediency won out. ../ 

President Lincoln immediately recognized the Provisional GOv-\ 
ernment as the legal governing body of Missouri. As such, it 
administered the affairs of the state from the time of its inception 
until January, 1865, when it was superseded by a duly elected 
set of officials. It constituted a unique experiment, the Onl! 
government in the entire history of the United States to be estab 
lished by a convention legally in existence for an entirely differen 
reason. During its tenure the Provisional Government saw its 
authority continually questioned by different groups ranging from 
secessionists to radical Unionists. It frequently ran into conflict 
with the military authority emanating from the commander of 
the Department of the Missouri at St. Louis and his subordinates 
in the field, which made its work much more difficult. Yet, its 
officials never gave up in their efforts to carry out the task set 
for them by Governor Gamble in his inaugural address. 



'The Provisional Government 
Survives Fremont 

4 

tr HE CAREER of Brigadier General Nathaniel Lyon as com
mander of the Department of the West proved short-lived. 

The conservatives in Missouri were not pleased by his appoint
ment; their representative at Washington, Attorney-General 
Bates, backed by General Scott, demanded a more experienced 
commander. This agitation, together with Secretary of War 
Cameron's misgivings about the general competence of Lyon 

[
to command, led the President to place the department under 
Major General George B. McClellan, operating in western 

[

irginia. Lincoln's decision, however, gready irritated the Blairs. 
hey wanted Lyon to have an independent command in Mis
uri. Unexpectedly, however, the change left Lyon great free

dom of action. McClellan, who had his hands full directing a 
campaign in the East, could not pay much detailed attention to 
affairs in Missouri.1 

General conditions in the Mississippi Valley during the summer 
of 1861 prompted the governors of the Northwest to meet. They 
urged "the appointment of a competent commander who might 
organize the immense resources of the West, and make them 
effective in a grand campaign southward to open the Mississippi." 

~
aving failed to secure the independent command for Lyon, the 

Blairs pressed for the removal of Missouri from under the wing 
of McClellan. They considered the situation critical and wished 
the appointment of someone who could take direct control of 
affairs. 

The man chosen by the Blairs as their candidate for the com
mand had spent the past winter in Europe. After the outbreak 

48 
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of the war, John Charles Fremont returned home to offer hisf 
services to the Union. He was an old friend of the Blair family. 
As the son-in-law of the late Thomas Hart Benton, he had a con
siderable acquaintance in St. Louis and seemed the ideal choice 
for commander in that area. His many explorations had made 
him famous as "the Pathfinder of the West." Upon his arrival in 
New York on July 1, the President appointed him a major 
general in the regular army and assigned him to the command 
of a new Department of the West with headquarters at St. Louis. 
This department consisted of Illinois and all the states and ter
ritories west thereof between the Mississippi River and the Rocky 
Mountains.2 

Instead of quickly accepting the command and hastening to 
his post, Fremont waited until mid-July before agreeing to take/ 
the assignment. Even then he failed to proceed to St. LouiJ 
although ordered to do so by General Scott. Montgomery Blair 
daily urged him to leave for the West in the belief that his pres
ence there was badly needed. But Fremont continued in the East, 
seeking military supplies for the department and assembling his 
staff. He did not reach his post until July 25. His instructions 
from President Lincoln were not detailed. In essence they called 
for the "clearance of all rebels from Missouri, and a movement 
down the Mississippi upon Memphis." Fremont later reported 
that the President told him: "I have given you carte blanche ; 
you must use your own judgment and do the best you can."3 

Six days after Fremont's arrival in St. Louis, Hamilton R. \ 
Gamble became provisional governor of Missouri. During the 
next one hundred days his administration received its "baptism 
under fire." Gamble was determined to stand upon his constitu
tional rights and do whatever he felt was necessary to bring 
peace to Missouri. As the Governor saw it, loyal Missourians\ 
could keep order in their state better than outsiders. But the 

V impetuous and ambitious Fremont had little intention of allow
ing the Governor much authority in his new domain. Inevitably 
the two men clashed, and a controversy arose which found its 
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way to the desk of the President. He tried to get the Governor 
rand the General to work together but failed. In the end, Fremont 
ldeparted and Gamble stayed, establishing a pattern of change in 
Missouri's military command and stability in its civil leadership 
which four years would not alter. 

When Gamble assumed office the state was in turmoil after 
nearly two months of political anarchy. As his first official act, 
he published a proclamation on August 3, announcing the action 
of the convention and asking all citizens to work for peace. 
The Governor promised that military intervention in the state 
would be stopped as soon as possible. He declared it the inten
tion of the Provisional Government to protect all peace-loving 
citizens regardless of their political beliefs, and assured the people 

('that his administration had no intention of interfering with the 
I institution of slavery. He called upon citizens to surrender any 

secret caches of military supplies so that they could be used by 
the state in its efforts to restore order. Then, in a final effort 
to secure unity and peace, Gamble promised amnesty to all those 

~
hO had taken up arms with Jackson and Price but now 

desired to return peacefully to their homes and occupations. In 
this last move, the Governor received the prompt backing of 
President Lincoln, who desired the restoration of peace to Mis
souri as much as he! 

General Fremont had arrived in St. Louis to find "this com
mand in disorder, nearly every county in an insurrectionary 
condition, and the enemy advancing in force by different points 
of the southern frontier." He complained to Lincoln: "I am 
sorely pressed for want of arms .... Our troops have not been 
paid, and some regiments are in a state of mutiny, and the 
men whose terms of service have expired generally refuse 
to enlist."5 This latter situation threatened to become an in
creasing problem. The original ninety-day enlistments of the 
early volunteers expired at the same time that their hopes and 
enthusiasm for a short war went a-glimmering. 

The new commander found himself harassed on two sides by 
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~alls for more men. General Lyon had advanced to SPringfiel~ 
ill southwest Missouri on July 13. There he faced what he be 
lieved to be an overwhelming force of Price's State Guard sup 
ported by Confederates moving up from Arkansas under Briga
dier General Ben McCulloch. Lyon, with only 7,000 men, had 
been making repeated requests for reinforcements and supplies 
from the East with little success. Following Fremont's arrival, 
Lyon besieged the headquarters at St. Louis for additional troops. 
His messengers met with delay and red tape in their attempts to 
reach the Commander through his aides. One of them finally 
burst in upon Fremont, unannounced, and presented Lyon's 
demands. The Commander promised help, but it failed to 
materialize. John M. Schofield, Lyon's adjutant, later wrote in 
his memoirs that the General was greatly depressed by his in
ability to secure the reinforcements and supplies he considered es
sential to his campaign. He apparently had a strong conviction 
that he was being sacrificed to Fremont's ambition. 

Governor Gamble did his utmost "by application in Writing, 
and in person" to secure reinforcements for Lyon, even though 
he did not agree with all the latter had done. The Governor 
feared that a successful Price in southwest Missouri might try 
to reoccupy Jefferson City and restore Jackson to office. But 
Gamble's efforts to aid Lyon also proved in vain. Fremont's 
adjutant informed one of the Governor's emissaries early in 
August that "they are just notified Lyon & Sigel have men 
enough" although he understood "they purpose to send more 
men in that direction as soon as possible." Dispatches for this 
period fail to bear out the adjutant's contentions.6 

While Lyon cried for reinforcements in the southwest, Briga-1 
dier General Benjamin M. Prentiss urgently requested additional 
troops in southeast Missouri. He reported that Major General 
Leonidas Polk was moving on Cairo, Illinois, the key to the 
upper Mississippi, with a large Confederate force. Prentiss an
ticipated difficulty if not reinforced. In this situation, Fremont 
decided to reinforce Prentiss with 4,000 men. He personally 
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conducted them down the Mississippi. Upon Fremont's arrival at 

\

Cairo, the Confederates apparently became frightened and de
parted, for no engagement occurred.1 

Fremont hoped to secure more troops from Illinois and In
diana. En route to Cairo, he sent Lyon an order to fall back 

r'upon the railhead at Rolla and await reinforcements if he did 
\not think himself strong enough to maintain his position at 
Springfield. Lyon received the dispatch early on the morning of 
August 9. He replied that he would hold his position as long as 
possible, in the belief that he could resist any attack if not 
surrounded. 

Lyon believed his army offered the only hope against disaster 
befalling the Union people of southwest Missouri. He called in 
Franz Sigel, his second in command, shortly after receiving ' 
Fremont's letter. They made plans to move forward against 
Price before new orders might come, forcing their withdrawal. 

he next morning at dawn Lyon's army attacked the numerically 
superior force of Price and McCulloch at Wilson's Creek near 
Springfield. The attack was repulsed, and in the fray Lyon 
lost his life. Forced to retreat to Rolla, the federal forces aban
doned southwest Missouri with its large Unionist population to 
the Confederates.8 Although the federal troops withdrew at this 
time this region was to see much more fighting and devastation 
before the war's end. 

Lyon's heroics in Missouri had caught the imagination of a 

lNorth eager for action. Now he became the Union's first 
martyr. The Governor of Connecticut, his home state, wired 
Gamble asking that Lyon's body be preserved for transportation 
to his birthplace at Norwich, where he was to be buried with 
full military honors. Missouri's chief executive complied. En 
route, large crowds gathered wherever the funeral train stopped. 
When it became known that Lyon had bequeathed his life 
savings of $30,000 to the United States Government for the 
prosecution of the war, the martyr's crown glowed even brighter. 
Congress passed a resolution enabling each regiment which had 
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fought at Wilson's Creek to embroider "Springfield" on its 
colors in gold.9 

The blame for Lyon's fate fell on Fremont from all sides/ 
Lack of action at Cairo undennined the Commander's excuse 
of reinforcing that point at Lyon's expense.10 The disaster at 
Wilson's Creek marked the beginning of constant complaints of 
various sorts which plagued the noted "Pathfinder" in Missouri. 

The Confederate victory at Springfield greatly depressed Union f' 
men in Missouri. It left the way open for many secessionists to 
join Price's army. Brigadier General John Pope, in charge 
of Union forces in north Missouri, encountered considerable 
guerrilla activity and little success in restoring order because of 
the fear or apathy of the population. "When troops were sent 
out against these marauders, they found only men quietly work
ing in the field or sitting in their offices, who, as soon as the 
backs of the Federal soldiers were turned, were again in arms 
and menacing the peace. To such an extent had this gone that 
there was no safety of persons or property in North Missouri ex
cept to the secessionists, and the Union men were too timid 
or too much in the minority to offer the least resistance."l1 

Pope decided to make the people in each locality responsible' 
for law enforcement in that area, as his troops could not be I 
everywhere at once. On July 31, he issued Special Order 
Number Three in which he decreed that a committee of public 
safety be established in each locality to maintain order. This 
local group should call out the citizenry for militia purposes any 
time the area became menaced by marauders. If the local citizens 
refused to perform this police function, federal troops would be 
used to keep order. The latter were to be paid by a levy assessed 
against the county or community, and that area would have to 
provide quarters, subsistence, and transportation for them while 
so engaged. Pope assured Robert T. Van Hom: "I am satisfied / 
that peace can be kept if the people will interest themselves m 
keeping it & I have therefore furnished them with a very 
strong inducement to do SO."12 
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Trouble quickly followed. In those instances where the local 
citizenry failed to take action and it became necessary to send r in troops, the latter conscripted supplies from Unionist and 
I secessionist indiscriminately. By August 17, J. T. K. Hayward, 

President of the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad, was writing 
Gamble: "The Union cause in our section of the State is being 
greatly injured by the bad management of our military affairs. 

/ \ The outrages committed on the people by the soldiery . . . are 
all causing Union men to leave." 

Hayward had welcomed Pope's policy at first, because it meant 
better protection for his trains. Now he complained to Fremont 
that the actions of the Union troops, especially those from Kansas 
and Illinois, simply aggravated and intensified guerrilla activity 
because of the outrages being perpetrated. Hayward also wrote 
numerous letters to John W. Brooks, one of the railroad's officials 
in Boston, who forwarded them to the Secretary of War. These 
spelled out in vivid detail the terror being visited upon the 
populace by troops who seemingly considered all Missourians as 
"rebels." General Pope, nevertheless, continued to defend his pol
icy as the only one which would "keep North Missouri quiet with 
the smallest force."' s Efforts were continually made to tighten 
control over these out-of-state troops, but trouble of this sort 
cropped up frequently throughout the war. A large part of the 
difficulty can be attributed to the desire of many Missourians with 
strong Southern sentiments to remain neutral in a conflict which 
brooked no neutrality. 

/ All of these conflicts, civil and military, made the position 
/ ~.f the new Provisional Government extremely difficult. The state 

convention had abrogated the military measures of the Jackson 
administration in reinstituting the Militia Act of 1859. As con
ditions in the state deteriorated rapidly, Governor Gamble issued 
a proclamation on August 24, calling for 42,000 volunteers to 
fill the ranks of the militia for six months. Only 6,000 men 
answered the call, a most disappointing response. With the 
Confederates victorious in southwest Missouri, few Missourians 
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wished to join what appeared to be a losing cause. If they were 
disposed to enlist, Fremont's recruiting officers could offer 
regular pay, while the depleted state treasury held little but 
promises for those who joined the militia. 

The task of organizing the new militia fell to George R. Smitbl 
of Sedalia, Gamble's newly appointed adjutant general. SmitH 
set up headquarters at St. Louis and proceeded to muster the 
volunteers into regiments. He had little with which to work, as 
most of the records and supplies for his office had been taken by 
the Jackson forces when they departed.14 

Gamble wrote President Lincoln on August 26, outlining his 
action and reviewing the sorry state of the depleted treasury. 
Describing the deplorable internal condition of Missouri, the 
Governor laid at least a part of the blame at the door of the{ 
Home Guards. Originally recruited by Frank Blair among the \ 
Gennans, this outfit was maintained by Fremont as a special 
unit. They had little sympathy for those Missourians who did n01\ 
share their radical Union enthusiasm, and were therefore a \ 
Source of constant friction with the civilian population. Gamble 
recommended that the Home Guards be either disbanded as such 
and integrated with regular United States regiments or placed 
under state control. The Governor also complained of the out
of-state troops brought into Missouri. Their lack of understanding 
of the situation within Missouri caused them to assume that all 
Missourians were disloyal. In such circumstances, clashes with 
civilians were inevitable, and cooperation unlikely. 

Gamble assured Lincoln that he would have no difficulty\ 
raising a sufficient force to keep order in the state if he couldJ 
but secure the means to sustain them. Such a force would be 
doing the work now attempted by federal troops. These could 
then be released for. needed service elsewhere. Under the cir
cumstances, the Governor thought it only fair that the national 
government provide for sustenance of the state militia in the 
fonn of money and material.1 5 
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6
Gamble emphasized the urgency of his request by going to 

Washington at the end of August to seek a personal interview 
with the President. He already had two strong advocates there 
laying the groundwork for his negotiations. Attorney-General 
Bates had written William G. Eliot of St. Louis on August 19 
that he had been working for months to secure the concentration 
of a force in Missouri which would "look down" opposition and 
prevent insurrection. Bates was ably supported in this by Charles 
Gibson of St. Louis, Gamble's nephew, who had recently become 
solicitor of the United States Court of Claims. These two worked 
constantly in Washington to obtain recognition of Missouri's 

fproblems. As a result of their efforts, Gamble was well received 
I by President Lincoln. He obtained the promise of arms for the 
use of his troops and a loan of $200,000 from the federal govern
ment. The latter would come from an appropriation made by 
Congress in July for the purpose of aiding the loyal citizenry of 
rebellious states.16 

~ 
The Governor's order calling for the enrollment of the state 

militia had greatly irritated Fremont, who believed that Gamble 
as usurping his authority. The Governor had had no such 

intention and later explained to Fremont: "I thought that if I 
could bring into the field a body of troops acquainted with the 
country and with the rebels themselves, they would perform 
service which troops from other States could not perform." 
Learning of Gamble's visit to Washington, the General wired 
Lincoln a brief m~age: "Will you allow me to suggest that for 
the present no authority be given to Governor Gamble to raise 
regiments in Missouri?"17 The aid which the Governor received 
during his visit to the capital effectively answered Fremont's 
"suggestion. " 
I Gamble had come into conflict with General Fremont almost 

Vfrom the outset of his administration. "The Pathfinder" had no 
desire to let any authority prevent his carrying out the steps he 
deemed necessary to keep Missouri loyal to the Union. In this 
respect his personality closely paralleled that of Lyon, although 
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~ the motives of the two men were not the same. Fremont desire<\ 
\1 - personal advancement and saw Missouri as but a step to greater\ 

things for himself. With the backing of his ambitious wife, the 
daughter of Thomas Hart Benton, the General apparently was 
already eyeing the ~bility of another presidential nomination 
in 1864. Fremont's policy undoubtedly was influenced by the 
radical German element in St. Louis. Strongly antislavery, they 
disdained any course of moderation as weakness. Moreover, the 
General had nothing to gain and much to lose by catering to 
the pro-Southern element in Missouri. 

Governor Gamble, on the other hand, firmly believed that 
the state constitution must be upheld at all costs, even if . 
prevented his doing some things which he would have liked t 
do. He had been one of the leaders of the conservative group in 
Missouri from the very beginning of the war. As such he had 
advocated consistently a policy of moderation toward the pro
Southern group. He believed that, if treated properly and fairly, 
many of the Southern sympathizers would return to their former 
allegiance to the Union and the task of pacifying the state would 
be made easier. This moderate, conciliatory attitude had been l' 
manifested in his inaugural address and in his proclamation to \ 
the people on August 3. He had no desire to set forth upon a 
radical program of spectacular measures and changes. Yet the 
policy of moderation he sought to carry out could succeed only 
with the backing of the military commander at St. Louis. Such 
support was not forthcoming from General Fremont. 

On August 2, the General wired Gamble hrough his assistant 
adjutant, requesting that he make no appointments in the state 
volunteer regiments until Fremont could write him. The next 
day the Commander himself wrote Gamble. He enclosed a list 
of certain officers he wished appointed to head these battle 
groups. The Governor. replied that his power of appointment was 
narrowly limited by the state constitution, which permitted each 
regiment to elect its own command. He agreed to appoint the 
men suggested by Fremont for the posts of adjutant general and 
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quartermaster general if they would accept the appointments in 
spite of the low pay of those offices. 

This response did not satisfy Fremont. He replied on August 
12, through another aide, assuring the Governor that it was 
his privilege to make the appointments under the act of Congress 
regulating volunteer regiments. He urged Gamble to follow the 
previous suggestions as closely as possible. There is no record 
that this letter received a reply from Gamble.18 

Within the week Fremont wrote the Governor two more 

t
Personal notes. The disunionist police board of St. Louis, which 
had been appointed by Governor J aclcson, remained in office. 
Fremont suggested the removal of its members and their replace-
ment with four men of his own choosing. These new members 
could be expected to cooperate better with him in keeping order 

r
in the city. Again Gamble felt powerless to comply under existing 
law. To his knowledge, the members of the police board had 
done nothing to give him just cause for their removal. Shortly 
after this, however, a vacancy occurred on the board through 
resignation. The Governor promptly appointed one of Fremont's 
nominees, at the same time asking him to examine the records of 
the board in order to find cause for the removal of the others. The 
nominee hesitated; but the board itself, hearing of Gamble's 
desire to examine their records, sent them to the Governor. He 

( quickly found the cause he sought and removed them. Fremont's 
I nominees were appointed in their stead.19 

f 
The Commander's other note of mid-August requested the 

ppointment of Frank Blair as brigadier general of Missouri 
volunteers. "In organizing my force for the field I am embar
rassed by the want of superior officers to whom important trust 
may be confided," Fremont confessed. Gamble quickly informed 
Blair that he could not make the appointment within the limita
tions of the state constitution. He requested that Blair write the 
President and get him to issue commissions. Frank wired Mont
gomery instead, asking him to bring the matter to Lincoln's 
attention.2 0 The Administration held up action on the matter, 
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pending the arrival of Governor Gamble for consultation on 
militia matters. By the time Gamble made his trip at the end 
of August, Frank Blair had become disillusioned with Fremon~ 
and began to seek the General's removal on grounds of ini 
competence. Indeed, the Governor became an emissary between 
the Blairs, carrying a note to Montgomery in which Frank out
lined his complaints.21 

Fremont later claimed that his break with Frank Blair stemmed.t 
from difficulties over his refusal to grant contracts to Blair's\ 
friends. Apparently though, the rupture had its beginnings in an 
interview which Blair and Major John M. Schofield had with 
"the Pathfinder" toward the end of August. Schofield had come 
to St. Louis to report on the events at Wilson's Creek. He and 
Blair sought an interview with Fremont. After being kept waiting 
for some time, the two men were ushered into the General's 
presence. Much to their surprise, Fremont asked not one question 
about the battle in which the valiant Lyon had so recently been 
slain. Rather, he engaged in an enthusiastic one-sided conversa
tion about his coming campaign against the Confederates in 
south Missouri. The two men came away somewhat dazed and 
agreed that the General left much to be desired.22 

Certainly Frank Blair's letter of September 1 to his brother, a 
follow-up of the one sent through Gamble, reflected this opinion. 
Bl~ir complained that Fremont had become unapproachable. \ 
HIS subordinates neglected their duties and kept the Commander 
misinformed. Messengers with important dispatches were kept 
waiting while Fremont, engrossed in his own plans for a future 
campaign, neglected present conditions. To make the situation 
worse, there was an utter want of discipline in the camps around 
St. Louis. 

"Oh! for one hour of our dead Lyon," Frank cried. While 
not disposed to blame Fremont entirely for the martyr's fate, 
Blair affirmed that had reinforcements been sent to Lyon, his 
disaster might have been averted even as the attack on Cairo 
had apparently been so thwarted.23 
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Montgomery Blair showed the letter to the President. Similar 
messages had come from James O. Broadhead, John How, and 
Lincoln's good friend, Samuel T . Glover. Attorney-General Bates 
also passed on to the President reports he had been receiving from 

issouri.24 
Hard pressed by censure from all sides and strongly influenced 

1 
by the radical antislavery German element of St. Louis, Fremont 
decided it was necessary for him to take matters into his own 
hands. This decision resulted in his famous proclamation of 
August 30, which began: "Circumstances, in my judgment, of 
sufficient urgency render it necessary that the commanding 

\ 

general of this department should assume the administrative 
powers of the State." Accordingly, Fremont proclaimed martial 
law throughout the state and declared that anyone found with 
arms within Union lines would be shot upon being found 
gllilty by a court-martial. The most disturbing features of the 
new policy dealt with the property of those who had taken up 
rarms against the Union. The proclamation declared that property 
lof such persons would be confiscated and their slaves freed.u 

There had been no preliminary warning. The whole country, 
including President Lincoln, learned of the proclamation through 
the newspapers. Governor Gamble's first inkling of the new policy 
came when he alighted from the train at Washington and bought 
a paper. He had stopped to see Fremont en route to the capital 
but had been unable to obtain an interview because the General 
was absorbed in the formulation of his proclamation. There is no 
record of what his feelings were as he read of Fremont's action or 

\what he may have said to Lincoln on the matter. There can be 
tto doubt that the policy ran counter to his own. Certainly he 
preferred civil law and government as the agencies for keeping 
the peace, and certainly he felt them adequate to the situation. 
Less than a month previously, in his proclamation of August 3, 
the Governor had declared that "no countenance will be afforded 
to any scheme or to any conduct calculated in any degree to 
interfere with the institution of Slavery existing in the State." 26 
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Union leaders in the border states were greatly alarmed by t~ 
last aspect of Fremont's proclamation. Heretofore the war had 
been fought to restore the Union. To turn it into a crusade for'{ 
Negro liberty would make it extremely difficult for these men I 
to hold their states in that Union. The Unionists in Kentucky 
were especially concerned with the implications of the proclama
tion. They wrote Lincoln urging him to repudiate the act.21 

Both the Missouri Democrat and the Missouri Republican 
supported Fremont in his emancipation policy. The former con
tended that the proclamation would act as a "powerful preventa
tive and sedative" to those who were disposed to or were laboring 
under "the delirium of secession." The Republican, not aware 
of the real implications of the proclamation, reported that it felt 
Gamble and Fremont were in agreement in that the emancipation 
policy did not refer to those who had accepted the Governor's 
amnesty. It denied a statement by the New York Independent 
that the proclamation was tantamount to complete emancipation 
in Missouri. 28 

President Lincoln lost no time in making known his feeling$ \ 
in the matter. On September 2, he dispatched a letter to Fremont 
by special messenger. The President feared most keenly the order\ 
to shoot those taken with arms. If carried out, it would lead to 
retaliation by the Confederates. He therefore ordered that not 
such action be taken without his consent. He requested Fremont \ 
to modify his emancipation policy to conform with the act of 
Congress passed on August 6. This act limited emancipation to 
those slaves who were forced to take up arms or otherwise actively 
participate in the war against the Union. The patient Lincoln 
closed significantly: "This letter is written in a spirit of caution 
and not of censure.»29 

Unfortunately, Fremont did not heed the admonishment. If 
replying to the President's letter, he explained his actions in pa 
as follows: 

Between the rebel armies, the Provisional Government, and home 
traitors, I felt the position bad and saw danger. In the night I 
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decided upon the proclamation and the form of it. I wrote it the 
next morning and printed it the same day. I did it without con
sultation or advice with anyone, acting solely with my best 
judgment to serve the country and yourself, and perfectly willing 
to receive the amount of censure which should be thought due if 
I had made a false movement . . . . If upon reflection your better 
judgment still decides that I am wrong in the article respecting 
the liberation of slaves, I have to ask that you will openly direct 
me to make the correction . . .. If I were to retract it of my own 
accord, it would imply that I myself thought it wrong, and that 
I had acted without the reflection which the gravity of the point 
demanded. But I did not. I acted with deliberation, and upon the 
certain conviction that it was a measure right and necessary, and 
I think so still. In regard to the other point of the proclamation 
to which you refer, I desire to say that I do not think the enemy 
can either misconstrue or urge anything against it, or undertake 
to make unusual retaliation. so 

~t is interesting to note the lack of regard with which Fremont 
~eld the newly established Provisional Government. No public 
statement was forthcoming from any official of that administra
tion at the time, but it soon became apparent that Gamble and 
his associates were working actively for Fremont's removal. 

/President Lincoln issued his final order in the matter in a letter '0 General Fremont, dated September 11. He directed that the 
proclamation be modified to conform with previous Congressional 
action. The General had not waited for Lincoln's reaction to his 
freply before beginning to carry out the provisions of the procla
lmation. On September 12, he granted deeds of manumission to 
two slaves of Thomas L. Snead, the aide of Governor Jackson, 
because their master had taken part in the insurrection.31 These 
were the only slaves liberated before the President's second letter 
arrived to stop the practice. 

-
r Fremont's proclamation had long-range significance for Mis
Pouri. To the Radicals who later agitated the emancipation 
question, it marked the beginning of the attempt to bring free
dom to Missouri's Negroes. 
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Martial law was the one aspect of Fremont's policy which re-l 
mained in force throughout the war. Each succeeding federal 
Jnilitary commander in Missouri considered it necessary to help 
maintain order. This did not affect the civil courts where condi-
tions were such that they could operate efficiently. In many areas! ' 
guerrilla warfare and general turmoil made it impossible tel 
maintain an impartial judicial system. Here martial law was the/ 
only answer. It had its abuses, to be sure, but conditions in Mis
souri rendered it imperative. 

Governor Gamble returned from Washington on September 
11 just as the controversy over Fremont's proclamation was 
reaching its climax. Immediately, Gamble sent the Commander 
a note requesting an appointment and stating that he bore a 
letter from the President. Fremont responded promptly that he 
would see the Governor any time it might be convenient. There
Upon Gamble decided to call that same afternoon. 

Upon handing Fremont the President's letter, Gamble in
fonned him that he knew its contents which indicated "a want of 
cordiality" between them. The Governor told Fremont that if 
such existed he had been unaware of it. He assured the General 
that he had not gone to Washington specifically to oppose his 
proclamation, as Fremont had supposed. The proclamation had 
been issued after his departure, and he did not know of it until 
his arrival in Washington. The General, however, seemed pri
marily interested in knowing when Gamble would carry out 
his requests concerning appointments. The Governor replied that 
he had written on August 6 of his inability to do so under the 
state constitution. Fremont could recall having seen the letter, 
but he did not remember its contents. Again, Gamble explained 
his position. He also pointed out that he had honored the Gen
eral's request concerning the St. Louis police board as soon as 
he could legally do :?o. 

Fremont remained silent at the end of this explanation. Gamble 
then brought up the subject of state troops. The President's 
letter requested Fremont to give the Governor all the help pos-
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sible in recruiting and equipping the state militia. Gamble tried to 
assure the General that he had had no desire to irritate him by 
calling out the militia without prior consultation. He had simply 
thought that in so doing he would be following the very course 
of action Fremont desired. These troops could better than any 

j
other forces rid the state of rebels because of their familiarity 
with the countryside and the places where secessionists might 
be hiding. Furthermore, their use would release the regular troops 
for service elsewhere. When the Governor informed him that the 
Secretary of War had agreed to accept fifteen militia regiments, 
Fremont muttered something about lack of cooperation between 
state and federal forces. The Governor hastened to assure him 
that in all instances the state troops would be subject to the 
command "of those carrying on the military operations of the 
United States." 

As the conference broke up, Fremont told the Governor that 
he would like to think about the matters which they had dis
cussed and would communicate further. Gamble asked if "on 
the points discussed all unfavorable impressions had been re
moved from his mind." 

"Oh, yes," Fremont replied vaguely, "let that all go." 

~ 
The one positive assurance from the interview for Gamble 

eemed to be the promise of Fremont that he would send the 
Governor 10,000 stand of arms within sixty days. But Gamble 
wired Charles Gibson that he did not expect to get them. And in 
this surmise he was correct. 

The next day Fremont sent his judge advocate, Major R. M. 
Corwine, to Gamble's quarters. The two discussed matters at 
some length. The Governor assured Corwine of "a disposition on 
my part for a hearty cooperation," whereupon the Major said he 
was sure that Fremont would want to see Gamble again. The 
Governor delayed his departure for Jefferson City two days, wait
ing for an appointment. When a time was finally set, Gamble 
made his appearance at Fremont's headquarters promptly on the 
hour. He sat in the anteroom nearly an hour without gaining ad-
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mittance to the General, who was obviously in his office. Dis
gusted, the Governor arose and left. Asked by one of Fremont's 
aides if he would call again, Gamble replied that he might if he 
found time before going to Jefferson City, but he did not return. 52 

The anns and money which Lincoln had promised the militiar 
were slow in coming. Gibson wired Gamble on September 18 
that it would be impossible to act upon his request for anns until 
the result of his interview with Fremont was known. The Gov
ernor immediately wired a brief resume of the conversation with 
the promise that a more detailed letter would follow promptly. 
The letter, prompt in arriving as Gamble had promised, gave a 
full account of his encounter with the General and the events 
that followed. It showed only too clearly that the Governor had 
be:n deeply hurt by his treatment at the hands of Fremont. Fromt 
this time on, Gamble's friends in Washington spared no effort to 
secure the General's removal. S8 

With the receipt of Gamble's telegram of September 19, the ( 
Administration began to implement its promise of arms for the 
militia. William M. McPherson, a prominent St. Louis broker, 
Was serving as Gamble's agent while on a trip in the East. He 
wrote the Governor that he had reached Washington on the 
18th to be whisked before a full Cabinet session within four 
hours of his arrival. There he explained his business on behalf 
of the Provisional Government, only to have the President com
plain that Gamble had not yet relayed the requested details 
of his interview with Fremont. McPherson consequently was 
forced to wait two days before receiving an order from Lincoln 
for 4,000 guns. He went to New York to procure these but 
found that the arsenal there had only 2,810 guns available. 
These he shipped by express before going on to Hartford, Con
necticut, to continue his search for adequate supplies. 

Five days later McPherson could report to Gamble that he 
had secured eighty additional carbines, eighty-five pistols, and 
other miscellaneous anns. These he was forwarding immediately. 
lIe advised the Governor to pay for the aImS out of state funds, 
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since they were not regulation issue, and the federal authorities 
might not approve of them. McPherson promised to keep search
ing for more guns, but indicated that arms were difficult to 
obtain because of the heavy demands from all quarters. Attorney
General Bates wrote Gamble in a similar vein on September 
27 after receiving a letter from the Governor which showed 
his obvious irritation over the delay. Bates reported that the 
federal government was not entirely to blame for the arms 
shortage, as the demand was great in Kentucky and Tennessee.5

' r The money promised by the Administration was also slow in 
~rriving. Gamble urged Bates to look into the matter and to 
bring pressure in the right places. Replying, the Attorney-General 
said that he had seen the Secretary of the Treasury, who in
formed him that an order for the money had been issued and 
that it was assumed that Gamble had received it. The Secretary 
promised to look into the matter, and the money eventually ar-

l
·ved.56 

In spite of the shortage of arms and the lack of regular pay, 
the state militia undertook the protection of Missouri. Most 
of the 6,000 men who volunteered for service came from the 
interior of the state. They were interested in protecting their 
homes and families from roving bands of Confederate marauders 
(and served within their own counties for the most part, seek
ling out guerrilla camps. In addition, they frequently acted as 
guides and scouts to the several bodies of federal volunteer 
troops in various parts of the state. 56 

( Fremont, in the meantime, faced a new crisis. Following his 
victory at Wilson's Creek, Sterling Price moved slowly north 

(toward Lexington. As early as August 15, certain citizens of 
the area wrote Fremont that they needed troops badly, as they 
lived in the heart of secession country. Dispatches from Colonel 
Jefferson C. Davis, commanding at Jefferson City, began com
ing into the St. Louis headquarters on September 12. Th~ 
indicated that an engagement was imminent and that Price 
had between 10,000 and 15,000 men with him. Colonel James 
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A. Mulligan had been sent to Lexington with a small force but, 
obviously, he could not hold off the secessionists very long. 

Governor Gamble added his plea for action in a note 
to Fremont on September 13. Should Lexington fall, he warned, 
"it would be a great disaster, giving control to the enemy of 
the upper country." He urged that the troops under Generals 
John Pope and Samuel D. Sturgis in northeast Missouri be 
hastened by rail to reinforce Mulligan's command. In a post
script he added significantly that he had learned that the 
bank vaults at Lexington had $750,000 in coin which Price 
and the Jackson government badly needed. 

Fremont underestimated the danger and urgency of the/ 
situation and did not order sufficient reinforcements until the 
14th. To compound his error in judgment, various delays and 
mishaps prevented the troops from arriving where they were 
needed. Although Pope promised he would have 4,000 men 
at Lexington by the 19th, none ever arrived because of con
fusion in the transportation facilities. Davis set out from Jeff 
ferson City, but through some mischance, in the darkness, lili\ 
troops fired into each other's ranks. Sturgis came closer to 
Lexington than the others, but hearing reports of Price's "over
whelming" force, retired. He returned whence he had come 
Without making any effort to aid Mulligan, who held out until 
September 20. 37 

The loss of Lexington, while not directly Fremont's fault, addecf 
to the already growing discontent with him in Missouri. Gambl~ 
Wrote Gibson: "He [Fremont] is incomprehensible to me. We 
have lost Lexington. We will soon lose the whole State." A 
friend of Secretary of War Cameron, visiting the central Mis
SOuri area, warned that if a change did not occur in the de
partment soon "it will require double the number of men to 
do what could be done now with a proper man at the Head." 
Others echoed these sentiments. When the St. Louis Evening 
News criticized Fremont editorially for his failure to reinforce 
Lexington in time, the General suppressed the paper and ar-
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..rested its editors. This action did not increase his stature with 

I ~hose many St. Louisans who had protested his earlier ban of 
critical Eastern papers.88 

Nevertheless, the blow at Lexington goaded "the Pathfinder" 
into more concerted action. In reporting the defeat to head
quarters at Washington, Fremont revealed that he had finally 
decided upon a definite course of action. "I am taking the 
field myself," he declared, "and hope to destroy the enemy 
either before or after the junction of forces under McCulloch. 
Please notify the President immediately." 

General Scott replied that Lincoln was glad to hear of Fre
mont's decision and expected him to "repair the loss of Lex
ington" quickly. Once decided on his course, Fremont organized 

t
"his forces rapidly. He moved out of St. Louis on September 
27, his immediate destination being Jefferson City. In so do
ing, he gained a temporary reprieve. Bates informed Gamble 
in very despondent tones the same day: "Genl Fremont is not 
to be removed, at least until he has had a full opportunity to 
retrieve his fortunes, or to ruin our state utterly & endanger 
our cause."89 The movement to secure Fremont's removal as 
commander of the Department of the West nevertheless had 

\ 

gained considerable momentum by this time. It was to reach 
its culmination before "the Pathfinder" could return to St. 
Louis. 

Although Fremont did have some positive accomplishments 
to which he could point, he did not seem to understand the 
problems of Missouri. He particularly did not concern himself 
sufficiently with the outstate situation. Most Missourians, aside 
from the German radicals, failed to see the necessity of the 
strong entrenchment he built around St. Louis. Neither did 
they appreciate his grand schemes for a drive down the Mis
sissippi while guerrillas infested the interior of Missouri and 
Price roamed through the western half of the state with little 
apparent hindrance. 
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Fremont's inaccessibility was another factor which galled thosV 
who sought action. They resented the General's surrounding 
himself with foreign officers who wore gaudy uniforms and 
bore fantastic titles in ostentatious display. Shocking irregulari
ties existed in the issuing of commissions and the letting of con
tracts. The Administration at Washington became appalled at 
the costs being run up in the department.4o 

Early in September, during the proclamation controversy, 
President Lincoln became alarmed at the reports emanating from 
Missouri. The President's action at this time took the form 
of a letter to Major General David Hunter, a long-time regular 
army officer, then stationed at Chicago. Revealing his keen in
sight, Lincoln wrote: 

General Fremont needs assistance which it is difficult to give 
him. He is losing the confidence of men near him, whose support 
any man in his position must have to be successful. His cardinal 
mistake is that he isolates himself, and allows nobody to see 
him; and by which he does not know what is going on in the 
very matter he is dealing with. He needs to have by his side a 
man of large experience. Will you not, for me, take that 
place?41 

Hunter went, accompanied by Montgomery Blair and Quarter
master General Montgomery C. Meigs, Blair's brother-in-law, 
Who had brought him the President's message. The latter two, 
Were sent to St. Louis ostensibly to arrange for the Overland 
Mail; their real mission centered upon a friendly investigation 
of Fremont's activities. 

The men arrived in St. Louis on Thursday evening, Septem
ber 12, the day after Gamble's interview with Fremont. Blair 
quickly arranged a conference with the General. "He seems 
satisfied & almost unconscious, & is doing absolutely nothing," 
the Postmaster-General reported to Lincoln two days later. Blair 
Consulted others, including his brother Frank and Governor 
Gamble, still waiting for a new appointment with Fremont. 
AU of them considered Fremont "unequal to the task of or-
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6
anizing the defences of the State." Blair consequently rec

ommended the General's removal and immediate replacement 
'th Meigs. Lincoln bided his time, having received a mes

sage from Fremont which indicated action was forthcoming.u 

Jessie Benton Fremont, bearing the General's reply to the 
President's first letter on the proclamation, crossed the path 
of Blair and Meigs on her way to Washington. She hoped to 
lay her husband's case personally before Lincoln. Arriving 
late on the evening of September 10, after two nights and two 
days on the train, she immediately sent the President a note. 
She asked for an interview "with as little delay as possible." 

Lincoln granted her request that same evening, although the 
hour was quite late. A thorough discussion of the Missouri situa
tion followed. The two participants disagree as to exactly what 
was said, but Lincoln apparently told her he would consider 
things overnight. When she did not call the next day, he sent 
Fremont his final letter rescinding the emancipation policy. 

Failing to hear from the President by the morning of Septem
ber 12, Mrs. Fremont dispatched a note to the White House 
begging an answer to the General's letter so that she could 
return quickly to St. Louis. Then, pondering what appeared to 
be a strange delay, she wrote a second letter without waiting 
for a reply to the first. This letter revealed that Francis P. 
Blair, Sr., had called on her the previous day. In the course 
of the conversation he let drop the information that his son 
Frank had written a letter concerning Fremont's conduct of 
the Department of the West which had been submitted to the 
President. The elder Blair further implied that his son's letter 
had prompted Lincoln to send the Postmaster-General to St. 
Louis to investigate conditions. Jessie now demanded, on behalf 
of her husband, all correspondence relative to the "investiga
tion." 

Lincoln's reply, when it came, assured her that Montgomery 
Blair had gone to St. Louis only as a friend to see if he could 
help her husband. The President declined to furnish her letters 

J 
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in his possession without the consent of the authors. He also 
informed her that he had replied to Fremont directly by mail 
on the emancipation question.u 

Jessie Fremont soon left Washington and again crossed th~ 
path of Blair and Meigs on their way back to the capital. Un
doubtedly she had harmed her husband's cause more than she 
helped it. Reaching St. Louis, she informed Fremont of all 
that had happened in Washington and showed him the Lincoln 
note. 

In the midst of these revelations a letter appeared in t~ 
pages of the Missouri Republican which, with jessie's goadings 
~rought Fremont to take an action which made any reconcilia 
bon with the Blairs virtually impossible: he arrested Frank BI . 
and charged him with insubordination. The letter in question 
had been addressed to the editors of the Missouri Democrat. 
In it Blair accused the editors of s~g up a nonexistent quar 
reI between Fremont and himself. The apparent crusher came 
in the last paragraph with Blair's announcement that he was 
not frightened by "the pompous threats which appeared in your 
columns, but whose unfamiliar garb betrays another origin 
[Fremont]." Seeking to tie down his case, Fremont now wired 
the President asking for a copy of the Blair letter which Jessie 
had heard about. He requested Lincoln to secure the necessary 
consent of the writer if he had not done so already"· 

The President showed Fremont's wire to Montgomery Blair, 
Who quickly telegraphed Fremont: "I will send Franks letter. It 
is not unfriendly. Release him. This is no time for strife except 
with the enemies of the country." In dispatching the letter the 
follOwing day, Blair reiterated his contention that he did not 
COnsider it "unfriendly." "But," he continued, "as I am aware 
that men do not readily suppose that others honestly change 
their opinions of their ability & that my relations to the writer 
do not admit of any profitable discussion of his motives with 
you I do not propose to do SO.,,·5 
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/Lincoln apparently thought seriously at this time of a face-to
lace interview with "the Pathfinder." The Robert Todd Lincoln 
Collection in the Library of Congress contains the following 
telegram dated September 19, from the War Department to 
Fremont: "The President desires to discuss certain matters of 
public business with you, personally. Please place Major General 
Hunter, temporarily, in the command of the Western Depart
ment of the Anny, & come hither without unnecessary delay."·8 
The telegram does not appear anywhere in the Official Records of 
the War of the Rebellion. For some reason, having had the 

message drawn up, Lincoln changed his mind and decided 
L not to send it. Had he done so, such a conference might have 
alleviated the situation in Missouri for all concerned and would 
have stemmed much of the bitterness which continued to build 
up on both sides. 

In all of this affair, the Blairs saw the hand of "Genl Jessie." 
According to Montgomery, "Jessie threatened the old man that 
Fremont should hold Frank personally responsible" for his dif
ficulties. To this the elder Blair replied that "the Blairs did not 
shirk from responsibility." So, Montgomery continued, "she 
went back to make a military offense of it."47 

~ 
Frank Blair would have preferred remaining a prisoner in the 

hope of seeing his charges sifted in a public trial, but Fremont 
agreed to release him after Montgomery's intercession. The 
malcontent Blair promptly filed formal charges against the 

(

Commander with The Adjutant General. He charged neglect 
of duty, disobedience to orders, gross extravagance, mismanage
ment and misapplication of the public funds, and despotic and 
tyrannical conduct. Fremont promptly had him rearrested.'s 
The Blairs now worked harder than ever to bring about "the 
Pathfinder's" removal. 

Others also labored energetically to secure this end. As seen 
earlier, Governor Gamble and his associates had become ir
ritated by the General's behavior. They now became quite 
active in the efforts to rid the state of him. Charles Gibson 
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sent Gamble's letter of September 20 to the President. He 
wrote the Governor that he had requested, on his own initiative, 
the removal of Fremont. 

Attorney-General Bates informed James O. Broadhead: "I 
have demanded the recall of Genl Fremont, possibly with too 
much emphasis & too often repeated." He had thought the 
task accomplished a few days previously, but circumstances 
arose which altered the situation. Writing to Gamble a day 
earlier, Bates intimated that the President had decided to give 
Fremont a chance to redeem himself through direct action 
against the enemy.49 

With Fremont in the field, reports flowed into Washington I 
that he was encountering numerous difficulties in getting his 
campaign underway. A great deal of money had been spent 
already in the department. Senator Lyman Trumbull, after a 
visit to St. Louis, wrote the President on October 1 that he 
found things there in a deplorable condition. "Thousands ot 
his [Fremont's] men have no arms, others are ragged & half 
clad, & there was yesterday no money at the command of the 
Western Department, not enough even to pay for scout service." 
Congressman John A. Gurley, who had been serving on Fre
mont's staff, came east with instructions to "ask for money and 
arms." He warned Lincoln that if these were not immediately 
forthcoming the entire state of Missouri, including St. Louis, 
might fall before the secessionists. GO 

The President became thoroughly alarmed with the situatiOn~ 
He realized that if he continued to let matters drift, total de 
moralization might result. Consequently he issued an order on 
October 7 for Fremont's removal. Rather than implement it 
immediately, he entrusted it to Secretary of War Cameron who, 
with Adjutant General Lorenzo Thomas, proceeded to Missouri 
to make a personal ~vestigation. The final decision on whether 
the order should be delivered rested with Cameron. 

The two men arrived at St. Louis on October 11. They 
promptly consulted with Brigadier General Samuel R. Curtis, 
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who had recently assumed command of Benton Barracks at St. 
Louis. Cameron gave Curtis a letter from the President which 
instructed him to talk frankly and confidentially with the Secre
tary about Fremont. Curtis did so in strong terms. He had come, 
pomewhat reluctantly, to the conclusion that Fremont "lacks 
~he intelligence, the experience & the sagacity necessary to his 
command." The next day, in writing his views to Lincoln, 
Curtis sagely reminded the President: "Public opinion is an 
element of war which must not be neglected."51 

Leaving St. Louis on October 12, Cameron and Thomas ar
rived at Fremont's camp near Tipton the following day. The 
Secretary of War immediately went into conference with the 

\
Commander, during which he presented Fremont with the order 
for his removal. The General, greatly shocked, asked for a 
chance to prove himself in the field, and Cameron granted his 

r~equest. A dispatch to Lincoln outlined the arrangement: Should 
\Fremont fail to intercept the enemy, he would resign at once. 

Cameron also consulted with General Hunter at Tipton. This 
officer, who had been sent to Missouri to assist Fremont and to 
serve as a counterbalance to the General's vagaries, considered 
"the Pathfinder" incompetent. Although Hunter was second 
in command, Fremont never consulted him as to his plans.51 

While Cameron made his investigation, Adjutant General 
Thomas did not hesitate to make inquiries of his own. Upon thp.il' 
return to Washington, he submitted a caustic report to the Sec
retary. This precipitated a Cabinet showdown on the ques
tion of the General's removal.1!.ates confided to his diary that 
Lincoln seemed to thWk that Thomas' report, backed by Hunter's 
testimony, indicated the need for a change; but Seward, Came
ron, and Chase counseled delay so "the President still hangs in 
painful and mortyfying [sic] doubtl'u 

Lincoln had been receiving increasingly adverse reports from 
Elihu B. Washburne, chairman of a Congressional subcommit
tee investigating government contracts in St. Louis. Condi
tions in that city were deplorable. Many prominent Unionists, 
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including Governor Gamble, stood "under the ban" while 
"a gang of California robbers and scoundrels rule, control and 
direct everything." John G. Nicolay, the President's secretary, 
reported from Springfield, Illinois, on the 21st: "The univer
sal opinion is that he [Fremont] has entirely failed, and that 
he ought to be removed." And Ward H. Lamon, Lincoln's 
close friend, wrote the same day from Fremont's camp at 
Tipton that things there were "in a terribly unorganized state." 54 

On October 24, Lincoln made the painful decision. He sent thf 
order for "the Pathfinder's" removal to General Curtis at S 
Louis. The President charged Curtis to forward it to Fremon 
by courier. Only if the messenger found the Commander at 
the conclusion of a successful battle, upon the battleground, or 
facing the enemy with immediate prospects of battle, should 
the order be withheld. 65 

By the end of October, Fremont had moved his forces to 
Springfield. He expected an early engagement between his com
mand and that of Price and McCulloch. Curtis' messenger 
reached his camp at five o'clock on the morning of November 
3. By a ruse he gained admittance to Fremont's tent, where 
he presented the order. When word spread through the cam~ 
of What had happened, the troops eyidenced a great deal of 
discontent; Fremont was generally popular with his men. 
Some of the officers prevailed upon him to lead an attack the 
follOwing morning, if Hunter did not arrive before then to 
assume command. Fremont agreed, but Hunter arrived at ten 
O'clock that evening. The following morning, Fremont relin
quished the command; he issued a farewell address to his troops 
and departed with his staff for St. Louis. There a large reception, 
planned principally by his German friends, awaited him.58 

Thus ended the Missouri career of Major General JOhn\ 
Charles Fremont, "the Pathfinder of the West." He had com
manded the Departnlent of the West exactly one hundred days. 
DUring that time he stirred up one of the great controversies of 
the war. Much of the bitter factionalism which later plagued 
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~
. Missouri politically can be traced to the divisions in the Union 

anks over the Fremont policies which opposed those of the 
Provisional Government. 

Fremont's relations with the Provisional Government, far 
from good, ultimately proved one of the causes for his re
moval. After his failure to arrange a follow-up conference to 
the Fremont-Gamble interview of September 11, all attempts 
at cordiality between the civil and military heads of the state 

j
Ceased. The Provisional Government needed the wholehearted 
support of the military authority in order to establish finn con
trol over Missouri and to bring peace and tranquility to a divided 
state. Fremont was sadly lacking in his role. He saw little need 
for the Provisional Government and considered it in some re
spects as much a hindrance to the carrying out of military policy 
as the secessionists. 

In this crisis, the Provisional Government was fortunate in 

fhaving Attorney-General Bates as an ardent spokesman in the 
Lincoln cabinet and, for one of the few instances in its existence, 
a common cause with the Blairs. As one commander followed 
another with regularity during the next few years, the Pro
visional Government found Bates's presence in Washington an 
increasingly important tower of strength. Through him, Gamble 
or Hall could usually get a sympathetic hearing from the Presi
dent. This closeness helped the Provisional Government hold its 
critics at bay and allowed it to implement its program to try 
to bring peace to Missouri. 

, 



5 
The Partnership Is Cemented 

T HE STRAINED relations with General Fremont were only one 
of several problems facing Governor Gamble and the Pro

visional Government of Missouri in the fall of 1861. The state 
militia was far from effective in coping with internal dissension. I 
The leaders were handicapped by the small number of men in 
their command and by the slowness with which arms and 
money came from the federal government. There also arose 
the question of how much authority federal officers should 
have over a state militia. Some local agents had begun draft
ing and recruiting militiamen into the national service, much 
to the discontent of the populace. Governor Gamble obtained 
the promise of General Curtis that this practice would be 
stopped and that those men already recruited would be re
leased. The need for a more closely coordinated program be- \ 
tween state and federal forces was evident.l 

The state convention had hardly adjourned before Gamble 
and other leaders began receiving recommendations from 
throughout the state that the election set for November be 
POStponed. Many questioned the advisability of submitting so t 
important a decision to a populace distraught by physical violence 
and by emotional involvements. With Price and his army still 
in possession of, or in a position to menace, large portions of 
western Missouri, the question arose as to whether effective 
polling places could be maintained in those areas.2 

These and other problems caused Governor Gamble to calli 
the state convention once again into special session. That body 
convened on OctoOer 10 at St. Louis. The Governor, in~ his 
opening address, enumerated the matters on which he wanted 
it to act. The convention should, he believed, adopt a military 

77 
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law "more simple and more efficient than that now existing." 
Gamble revealed that the State Treasury had been reduced to 
$21,422.73 as of September 24, and much of that amount had 
probably been absorbed in salaries by the time the convention 
met. It had become virtually impossible to collect taxes because 

\ of the unsettled condition of the state. Some other means would 
\pave to be devised to alleviate a pending financial crisis. 

Finally, the Governor reported that widespread opinion seemed 
to favor postponement of the November election. As long as 
affairs continued in their present unsettled state, it would be 
extremely difficult to obtain a fair expression of the public will. 
In this regard Gamble reminded the members that he had 
been chosen to serve only until November, or until the election 
of a successor. He offered to retire from office, should they de
cide to set a later date for the election and wish someone else 
to serve as governor until that time. S 

Although absenteeism was quite noticeable at this session, the 
convention accomplished a great deal in the next nine days 
to enhance and solidify the authority of the Provisional Govern-

\ 

ment. With only one dissenting vote, it postponed the Novem
ber election until the first Monday of August, 1862. It con
tinued the incumbent officials in office until that time. To cut 

I
down the expenses of government, the convention abolished the 
Board of Public Works, the offices of state superintendent of 
common schools, county school commissioner (St. Louis County 
excepted), state geologist, and assistant state geologist. Salaries 
of all civil officials in the state were reduced by 20 per cent for 
the next year. To insure dependable officials who would support 

Ithe Provisional Government, the convention established a test 
oath. This oath required the signer to support the constitutions 
both of Missouri and of the United States, not to take up arms 
against the government of either, and not to give aid or comfort to 
their enemies. Each civil officer in Missouri was required to take 
this oath within the next sixty days or forfeit his office. The 
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Governor could fill vacated offices by appointment for the re
mainder of the term.' 

The convention proposed two schemes to meet the Gov- \ 
ernor's request for a new fiscal policy. The first called on the 
Auditor of Public Accounts to prepare warrants in various de- \ 
nominations from five to one thousand dollars, up to a total 
of one million. These, when signed by the Auditor, counter
signed by the Secretary of State, and registered in the offices of 
both officials, would be redeemable at the State Treasury from 
funds not otherwise appropriated. The state could use these 
warrants in payment of any indebtedness it might incur, and it 
would accept them as payment for taxes. Tax collectors who 
were found discrediting the warrants would be fined double 
the amount of those purchased. Since they were designed strictly 
as a temporary measure, all warrants redeemed by the state 
were to be destroyed annually. 

The second revenue scheme authorized the Governor to issue I 
$1 ,000,000 of "Union Defence Bonds of Missouri." Redeemable 
in ten years at 7 per cent interest, these would be issued in de
nominations of two hundred to five thousand dollars. The in
terest, payable semiannually, would be secured by having the 
State Treasurer set aside seventy thousand dollars each year 
for that purpose. During 1870 and 1871, the Treasurer should 
establish a "Union Defence Fund" to be raised by levying an 
additional fifteen cents on every hundred dollars of taxable 
property. This levy, together with a 25 per cent tax on all tax
gathering licenses issued during those years, would be used to 
redeem the bonds. G 

With Price's army in the southwestern part of the state, in-I 
cessant guerrilla activity elsewhere, and seemingly little prospect 
of immediate peace in the state, the convention readily agreed 
with Governor Gamble's plea for a more effective militia. It 
passed an ordinance' providing in detail for a reorganized body of 
state troops to be known as the Missouri State Militia (M.S.M. ). 
This act declared all physically able white males between the 
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ages of eighteen and forty-five eligible for service by volunteer 
enlistment once they had taken the test oath. They would 
receive pay only when on active duty. Any company mustered 
into state service could enter that of the federal government if 
it so desired. 

As its final order of regular business, the convention adopted 
a resolution which declared that many of Missouri's citizens 
who would not serve in the federal forces seemed inclined to 
participate in a state militia. While many Missourians might 

\
disapprove of Northern policy and war in general, they were 
interested in pacifying their own state. A militia could better 
suppress "the civil and social war" raging in Missouri than 
out-of-state troops because of their familiarity with the terrain 
and with local conditions. In so doing, they would be aiding the 

I 
federal government. Since the state could not provide for their 
"arming, maintenance and pay," that should be done by the 
Administration at Washington. The resolution directed the Gov
ernor to proceed to the national capital "to make known to the 
General Government the condition of the State, its military 
organization and finances, and to propose to that Government 
such measures as will enable the State to cooperate efficiently 
in the prosecution of the present war." 6 

Having fulfilled the Governor's requests, the convention ad
journed. It agreed that its existence should terminate at the con
vening of the legislature which was to be elected in 1862, unless 

\the Governor called it together before that time.7 Never again 
lwas Gamble to find this group so cooperative. Its members recog
nized that Missouri stood at a crisis. They had no alternative save 
that of strengthening the Provisional Government to the utmost if 
the state wished to preserve any independence of action in the 
months which were to follow. 

Governor Gamble soon went to Washington in accordance with 
the wishes of the convention. In several conferences he outlined 
the work and directives of that body to President Lincoln. 
Anticipating large troop needs for the projected military offenses 
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east of the Mississippi River, the President could readily see 
the value of the proposals for a state militia to relieve federal 
forces in Missouri. He requested Gamble, on November 4, to 
draw up specific plans for cooperation between the state of Mis
souri and the federal government in maintaining the militia. 
The President made only one proviso: the proposal should be 
as consistent as possible with the federal laws and regulations 
for volunteer regiments. 

Gamble set to work immediately and was able to submit 
a memorandum to the President the following day. The Gov-! 
ernor was to raise a military force to serve within Missouri which 
would cooperate with federal forces in repelling any invasion of 
the state and in putting down rebellion there. This force was 
"to be armed, equipped, clothed, subsisted, transported, and paid J'
by the United States during such time as they shall be actually I 
engaged as an embodied military force." The Governor was to 
appoint officers as set forth in the memorandum. To prevent 
the possibility of any charges of corruption being levied against 
state officials, Gamble proposed that federal officers handle 
the disbursement of funds, materials, etc., unless the War De
partment wished him to designate someone else to do so. 

The President promptly endorsed the Gamble plan. On Novem-I 
ber 6, he sent it to the War Department with the single proviso 
that the Governor should appoint the commander of the De
partment of the West as major general commanding the M.S.M. 
This had been suggested by General McClellan when Mont
gomery Blair questioned the possibility of divided authority over 
the troops. General Order Number Ninety-six of the War De
partment put the memorandum into effect the following day. 
Governor Gamble, before leaving Washington, appointed Charles 
Gibson as the state's agent to work with federal authorities in 
implementing the agreement. 8 

During these negotiations, word arrived that General Fremont 
had relinquished the military command in Missouri to General 
Hunter. To the disgust of the latter, the appointment proved 
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\

Governor now ordered it dissolved. The men were paid off, and 
those who wished to do so were allowed to join the new force.18 
/ It soon became evident that the agreement between the state 

/and federal governments presented difficulties. A technical inter-
pretation by federal officials made it impossible for them to pay 
and equip less than a full company of eighty-three men. Ac
cordingly, the state was forced to assume responsibility for pay-

, ing the men forming a new group until enough enlisted to 
make a complete company. Governor Gamble found it neces
sary to go again to Washington in January, 1862, to straighten 
out this difficulty. There he secured a more favorable arrange
ment whereby men were mustered into the service singly, the 
federal government paying them from the moment of their en
listment.u 

By April 15, 1862, some 13,800 men had enrolled in the 
M.S.M. and had taken the field under General Schofield. These 
state forces replaced federal troops which were then transferred 
to the more immediate war areas. Most of the military districts 
into which the state was divided gradually came under the 
command of militia officers. In this same period, large numbers 
of men were being recruited for actual federal service as Mis
souri Volunteers.1& 

fNew difficulties arose when Congress, in confirming the agree
ent between Lincoln and Gamble, provided that the force to 

paid from federal funds should not exceed 10,000 men. 
Consolidation of regiments and the mustering out of some of 
the troops necessarily resulted. The remaining force served with 
much credit during its term of enlistment.18 

f Secessionists and guerrillas were not the only menaces to the 
I>eace of Missouri. Kansas Jayhawkers, led by Senator James 
H. Lane and Dr. Charles R. Jennison ("Jim" and "Doc") 
moved into the western counties under the pretense of protecting 
government supply trains and other property from the guerrillas. 
Veterans of the bitter border warfare of the 1850's, Lane and 
Jennison found it impossible to think of Missourians ill any 
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tenns other than as slaveholders and natural enemies. They r 
consequently looted and burned indiscriminately wherever they 
went. By mid-December, Halleck was writing General McClellan 
at Washington: "The conduct of the forces under Lane and 
Jennison has done more for the enemy in this State than could 
have been accomplished by 20,000 of his own army. I receive 
almost daily complaints of outrages committed by these men 
in the name of the United States, and the evidence is so con
clusive as to leave no doubt of their correctness." In response 
to a strong protest from Governor Gamble, Halleck advised: 
"I am doing all in my power to prevent outrages of the kind 
you refer to, but the want of organization & discipline of the 
troops, and the inefficiency & bad character of many of the 
volunteer officers are such that I cannot yet entirely prevent 
them."17 

The situation on the border had become so unbearable by the 1 
early part of 1862 that Halleck ordered General Pope to drive 
the Kansans out of Missouri. If they resisted, the Commander 
directed Pope to disarm them and hold them prisoners. Mter 
considerable vacillation, General Hunter, on January 30, for
bade any trips by Kansas troops into Missouri unless they had 
specific authorization from the departmental commander. At 
the same time he ordered the disbanding of all armed groups not 
in regular service and threatened to arrest those who violated 
his orders. General Halleck quickly wrote him: "I am delighted 
with your recent orders. Keep the Kansas troops out of Missouri 
and I will keep the Missourians out of Kansas. They can't agree, 
and make infinite trouble. The only way is to keep them apart.»18 

Meanwhile, George C. Bingham, well-known artist and neWlY ," 
appointed state treasurer, kept up a steady flow of reports from 
Kansas City to Congressman James S. Rollins in Washington. 
Bingham urged that action be taken against Jennison from 
there. Rollins and Congressman Thomas L. Price interceded with 
the new secretary of war, Edwin M. Stanton, who ordered As
sistant Inspector Major A. Baird to investigate and report on the 
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situation. The Inspector did so. He confirmed all previous re
ports with the observation that the lawlessness could be quelled 
permanently only by transferring the Kansans to another field 
of action. 

Stanton assured the congressmen "that no effort on the part of 
the Government will be spared to protect the Union men and 
loyal citizens of Missouri from all illegal force and lawless 
violence, come from what quarter it may." General Halleck 
called out local militia. By April, three companies were sta
tioned along the border to prevent further depredations. J enni
son was arrested and relieved of his command that same month, 
but the political influence of Jim Lane quickly secured his re
lease and ultimate reinstatement. The border area continued 
to be the scene of great difficulties throughout the war.18 

Another problem, this of a political nature, faced Governor 

j
Gamble by mid-December, 1861. The sixty-day period allowed 
by the convention for state officials to take the test oath had 
elapsed. Many had refused to subscribe. Among these were 
State Treasurer A. W. Morrison, Attorney-General J. Proctor 
Knott, Register of Lands John F. Houston, and Justices William 
B. Napton, William Scott, and Ephraim B. Ewing of the Missouri 

[
Supreme Court. As a result, their offices were declared vacant. 
Gamble, charged with finding replacements, appointed able men 
to fill the vacancies. He named George Caleb Bingham, the 
noted artist, as state treasurer; Aikman Welch, the vice-presi-
dent of the convention, attorney-general; and Sample Orr, the 
Constitutional Union candidate for governor in 1860, register of 
lands. To fill the Supreme Court vacancies, the Governor chose 
Barton Bates, the son of the Attorney-General; William V. N. 
Bay, a former congressman and prominent lawyer of Franklin 
County; and Benjamin T. Loan. The latter declined because 
of his desire to continue as commander of the M.S.M. in the 
Northwest Missouri District. Lieutenant-Governor Hall, acting 
in Gamble's absence, then named John D. S. Dryden, an 
eminent attorney from Palmyra.20 Thus an entirely new set 
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of officials took office under the Provisional Government. Most 
of them remained at their posts throughout that administration. 

On Janu~ry 10, 1862, the United States Senate expelled' 
]'rus~€l WaQe::p,_Jo~ its two members from I 
~ on charges of disloyalty. Neither had taken his seat 
during the current session of Congress, and both were reported 
in the South at the time. This action gave Governor Gamble two 
more appointments to make. He chose John B. Henderson Of\ 
Louisiana and Robert Wilson of Andrew County. Henderson, a 
quite prominent Unionist and a popular choice, had played an 
active role in the state convention and had served as a district 
commander of the first state militia under the Provisional 
Government. Wilson, the president of the convention, seemingly 
owed his selection to Lieutenant-Governor Hall, who announced 
the appointments in Gamble's absence. Gibson and Frank Blair 
had wired Gamble urging the appointment of Samuel T. Glover, 
but their message either reached Missouri too late or the 
Governor ignored it. Some of the more radical press attacked the 
Wilson appointment as being too conservative. The Missouri 
Statesman at Columbia deplored these attacks and assured its 
readers that Wilson would prove an able if not a distinguished 
senator.21 

Lieutenant-Governor Hall served as acting governor from I 
January 15 until the latter part of March, 1862, while Gamble 
lingered in the East. The Governor had gone to Washington to 
straighten out the difficulties involved in mustering in the state 
militia. While there he decided to go on to Philadelphia, where 
he underwent on operation for the excision of a cancer in his 
face.22 The need for surgery at this time is but an indication of 
the ill health which plagued Gamble throughout his adminis
tration. 

A~other concern . of the Provisional Government and the 
military authorities that winter was the question of amnesty for \ 
returning secessionists who had become disillusioned with war. 
Governor Gamble, in his proclamation of August 3, had promised 
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that those wishing to return to the state would be unmolested if 

\ 

they came back peacefully. This rather general pardon raised 
a variety of problems as many who had gone South began to 
make their way back to Missouri. Overzealous Home Guards, 
latCM" to be disbanded by General Halleck, frequently took matters 
into their own hands. They shot or imprisoned returnees in spite 
of their assurances of a change of heart. One colonel of an Iowa 
regiment serving in Missouri attempted to force returning ex
secessionists into the federal anny. Some of the Southerners, of 
course, came back under false pretenses, seeking to use the am
nesty policy as a cover for recruiting more men for Price's anny.28 

tIn an attempt to protect those earnestly desiring to return 
acefully, the state convention in October directed that the 

test oath should be the badge of loyalty. Anyone giving up his 
allegiance to the Confederacy and subscribing to the oath would 
not be molested. Governor Gamble reported this action to Presi
dent Lincoln and sought his support in its application. In doing 
so, he stressed that "many members of the convention entertained 
strong confidence that the assurance of forgiveness thus to be 
offered would induce many misguided men to return peacefully 
to their allegiance." It would at least be worth the experiment, 
in the Governor's thinking.24 

f Fortunately Gamble had a military commander willing to ac
kept and implement this policy. A letter from Halleck to the 
Governor in March, 1862, clearly indicates that the two were 
following the same course, for the General infonned Gamble: 
"All persons arrested, not for criminal offenses, are released on 
taking the printed oath of allegiance and giving bonds for future 
good conduct."2~ 

A month later, James O. Broadhead, recently appointed United 
States district attorney for eastern Missouri, sought instructions 
from Attorney-General Bates concerning indictments for treason 
or conspiracy. He believed the amnesty held out by Governor 
Gamble had induced many to return sincerely to their allegiance. 
He recommended that these not be criminally prosecuted. 
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The Attorney-General replied that it was difficult to give a 
standard fonnula because "great changes are being made in our 
military and political relations with the revolted States any 
minute." Bates did not think it desirable to prosecute treason 
cases where little chance of success existed. He agreed that 
Gamble's proclamation should be upheld and confided that he 
understood "the President is personally pledged to it." As to minor 
offenses, the Attorney-General told Broadhead to use his own 
judgment.26 

Working in con junction with Governors Gamble and Hall'~ 
General Halleck issued a series of orders between December and 
March designed to strengthen the Provisional Government 
through an extension of the convention test oath. On December 
9, the Commander asked Mayor Daniel G. Taylor of St. Louis 
to require all city officers to take the oath. He ordered that all 
state officials who failed to subscribe be arrested by the Provost 
Marshal General if they attempted to exercise civil authorit~ 

Later orders extended the list of those required to take the ( 
oath. Included were the officers of the Mercantile Library Associ
ation and the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce; the president, 
professors, curators, and other officers of the University of Mis
souri; all licensed attorneys, counselors, and proctors; all jurors 
serving in the state courts; and the presidents and directors of all 
railroad companies. The last group was also required to file bonds 
guaranteeing that they would not employ anyone who had not 
taken the oath. To climax the issue Halleck directed, at Acting 
Governor Hall's request, that at all future elections the vote~ 
would be required to take the oath.27 

Halleck's popularity within the state and with the state of
ficials was evidenced by the invitation extended him by Acting 
Governor Hall, Mayor Taylor, and other prominent citizens to 
a banquet in his honor. This function was to be held before he 
left St. Louis to take active command of the spring campaign in 
Tennessee. Although the General declined the honor because of 
the uncertainty of his plans, he did accept a sword presented him 
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by the Union ladies of St. Louis as a token of their esteem.28 

When General Halleck left on April 10, 1862, the temporary 
~I command at St. Louis devolved upon General Schofield, who 
received the brief instruction to "take care of Missouri." The 
Missouri delegation in Congress soon began urging President 
Lincoln to give Schofield an independent command in the state 
during Halleck's absence. Halleck objected that "this is more 
than his rank entitles him to" and threatened to resign if the 
move was made. As Halleck became more deeply involved in 
the campaign beyond the Mississippi, however, the necessity of 
giving Schofield more independence of action seemed imperative. 
Consequently, the General yielded. On June 1 he issued an order 

(
establishing the Military District of Missouri as a separate com
mand under Schofield. The district included the entire state 
except the three "bootheel" counties. The new commander 
promptly divided Missouri into five military districts. Each had 
its own commander from the ranks of the M.S.M. He reported 
his total effective force, including both volunteers and militia, at 
17,360. As the campaign farther south built up, Schofield sent 
many of the Union regulars to reinforce Halleck in Tennessee 
and Curtis in Arkansas, leaving Missouri largely dependent upon 
the militia for protection. 29 

General Curtis had been assigned to the command in south
west Missouri on Christmas Day of 1861. Determined to make 
the most of his opportunity to take the field, Curtis whipped his 
army into shape by rigorous discipline. By February 13 he had 

\

routed Sterling Price's forces from Springfield, and early in 
March he decisively defeated the Confederates at Pea Ridge, 
Arkansas. A signal triumph, many hoped that this victory would 
relieve Missouri from further Confederate activity. But Curtis 
soon moved his army farther south and left the way open for the 
Confederates to begin sending guerrillas into the state. These 

lmen came to enlist and organize reinforcements for Price's army 
with such success that by early summer armed bands roamed 
Missouri, creating considerable havoc.so 
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Schofield applied to Curtis for help but failed to receive it. 
Governor Gamble, expressing full faith in the new commander, 
urged the Secretary of War to send him Ohio and Wisconsin 
cavalry then stationed at Fort Scott, Kansas. Stanton hesitated to 
commit them although they were being held inactive. Gamble 
wired Bates for help; there was none to be had. Fighting raged on 
all fronts that summer, so Missouri was forced to wait for help. 
Indeed, the War Department called upon the Governor for 
troops to be used in the Eastern theater. Gamble was compelled 
to write The Adjutant General that it would be impossible to 
supply any cavalry regiments for use elsewhere because of the 
urgent need for them at home.a1 

On May 29 General Schofield laid down his program for 
ridding Missouri of guerrilla warfare. "The time is passed when 
insurrection and rebellion in Missouri can cloak itself under the 
guise of honorable warfare," he declared. Marauders "caught\ 
in arms" were to be shot down on the spot. Citizens who de
sired peace should help his men in detecting and punishing out
laws and those who protected them. Those citizens who did not 
cooperate with the M.S.M. would be considered as no more 
loyal than those they failed to help apprehend. At the same time 
Schofield reminded his own officers that they were "not only to 
abstain from molestation, but to protect from injury all loyal and 
peaceable citizens."32 

As the situation worsened, Schofield took more drastic steps. / 
On June 23, he ordered all "rebels and rebel sympathizers" held , 
responsible in their property and persons for damages done by 
the guerrillas. Five thousand dollars would be collected from 
these persons for every soldier or Union citizen killed, and from 
one thousand to five thousand dollars for each one wounded. Full 
value for all property destroyed would be assessed against and 
collected from them.if they lived in the vicinity of that property. 
All money collected was to go to the heirs of those killed, to the 
person wounded, or to the property owners. To carry out these 
orders Schofield directed the district commanders to appoint 
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county boards of assessment made up of loyal citizens. These 
boards were to enroll all known rebels and rebel sympathizers 
and distribute among them any damages reported. ss 

I' Failing to get reinforcement from outside the state, Schofield 
,Becided to call for an all-out enlistment of the state militia. With 
the consent of Governor Gamble, he issued, on July 22, an order 
calling upon all those eligible for militia service to enroll in order 
that the guerrillas infesting the state might be exterminated. Al
though the Union men responded enthusiastically, many hitherto 
silent secessionists either hastened to join the nearest guerrilla 
band or fled the state. 

By November of 1862, seventy regiments of this new force 
'had been organized. It became known as the Enrolled Missouri 
I Militia (E.M.M.). The Adjutant General of the state reported, 
following an inspection trip of the forces in central Missouri, that 
he was greeted everywhere with but one request: "Give us arms 
and the authority, and our country shall soon be rid of rebels 
and guerrillas."s6 
J This new body of troops supplemented rather than replaced 
~e M.S.M., so that additional means had to be found to pay 
them. Once again the Provisional Government turned to the 
federal authorities. Gamble wrote the Secretary of the Treasury 
on September 17 that all funds appropriated earlier by Congress 
had been used to pay the excess 3,000 men recruited in the 
M.S.M. Nothing remained to take care of the pay and subsistence 
for the 40,000 men of the E.M.M. except that which was taken 
from disaffected citizens. The Governor asked that money be 
appropriated by Congress to meet these new demands. 

Gamble's agent in the East, Charles Gibson, again busied him
self for the Missouri cause. He reported to the Governor on 
October 3 that Secretary of War Stanton had signed a new 
requisition for $250,000 to supply the E.M.M. Gamble went to 
Washington in mid-November to complete the necessary arrange
ments. Ultimately, departmental headquarters issued an order 
on January 9, 1863, by which the federal government agreed to 
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forage, subsist, and transport members of the E.M.M. when in 
actual service on order of the Governor. The state government 
assumed responsibility for their pay.55 

The Provisional Government, however, had no funds of its\ 
own to take care of the militia. Had it waited for federal au
thorities to clear all the red tape necessary for appropriations, it 
would have faced widespread dissension. So it became necessary l 
to look for funds elsewhere until federal support could be ob
tained. The principal means of securing money during this early 
period was the levying of arbitrary assessments against disloyal ( 
citizens by the various militia commanders. This policy was not 
new to Missouri. General Halleck had employed it the previous 
winter to secure funds to aid refugees pouring into St. Louis 
from southwest Missouri in the wake of Price's army. General 
Schofield announced the first of the new series of assessments on 
August 28, 1862. He levied against the "rebels of Saint Louis 
County" an assessment of $500,000 "to be used in arming, 
clothing, and subsisting the enrolled militia when in active service 
and in providing for those families of militiamen and volunteers 
Which might be left destitute." Using his previous pattern, he 
selected a board of five respected citizens to determine and col
lect individual assessments. Brigadier General Ben Loan and 
Colonel Lewis Merrill of the M.S.M. followed his example by 
levying smaller assessments in various portions of the interior of 
the state.86 

While waiting for the funds from this source, Governor Gamble ., 
took the more immediate step of requisitioning the St. Louis 
banks for temporary financial assistance. On September 1, he 
notified them that the need for $150,000 to buy arms for the 
militia could not wait. He therefore divided the sum among 
them in proportion to their capital and promised to repay out 
of the first money received from the assessments. 51 

While most of the E.M.M. performed notable service in their I 
respective areas, abuses frequently crept into the system. In many 
local situations, assessments led to confiscations as it became 
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necessary to arrange subsistence for the E.M.M. on duty. At this 
. point some of the militia committed outrages against their "seces
sionist" neighbors which paralleled in many respects those of 
out-of-state troops. Local militia officers were usually at fault in 
these instances. Gamble and the district commanders constantly 
sought to remedy these violations when they learned of them. 38 

/The General Assembly, elected in November, attempted a 
/further solution of the money problem. In March of 1863, it 

authorized the Governor to issue $1,000,000 in "Union Military 
Bonds." These were payable in twelve months at 6 per cent 
interest. The bonds were to be supported by the "monies that 
may come into the Treasury of the State from appropriations 
made by Congress . . . for the purpose of paying the military 

I 
forces thereof." Further backing would come from a two-dollar 
poll tax on every citizen and a property tax of one-fifth of 1 per 
cent. The Governor could borrow up to $1,500,000 on these 
bonds for one to three years and use this money to pay the 
E.M.M.39 

When the yield from this measure proved insufficient to cover 
the revenue demands of the state, Gamble recommended to the 
General Assembly at its adjourned session the following No
vember the issue of an additional $1,500,000 in "Union Military 
Bonds." To help overcome the depreciation of the previous issue, 
he asked that the March bonds be made receivable for a part 
of the general state tax. The legislature complied. It authorized 
the State Treasurer to accept the bonds for all state taxes up to 
50 per cent for the years 1863 and 1864 and for delinquent pay
ments. At the same time it ordered the Treasurer to deposit all 
monies in the "Union Military Fund" in the Missouri State Bank 
of St. Louis, to be used in redeeming the bonds when they came 
due!O 

General Schofield had announced originally that exemption 
from service in the E.M.M. might be purchased for a rather small 
sum, in the hope that this money might be used to help pay 
militia subsistence. Quickly realizing the inequity of this policy, 
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he revoked it a week later and ordered all loyal men to report 1 
for duty. "Disloyal men and those who have at any time sympa
thized with the rebellion" should report to the nearest head
quarters, be enrolled as such, and surrender their arms. They 
could then return to their homes "where they will be permitted 
to remain so long as they shall continue quietly attending to their 
ordinary and legitimate business and in no way give aid or com
fort to the enemy."41 

The decision to rely on the enrollment of local militia did nOf ' 
prove popular with some of the more ardent Unionists, especiall~ 
in St. Louis. They still tended to look upon the residents of the 
interior as pro-Southern at heart. They doubted the reliability 
of local militia as opposed to federal troops when it came to a 
showdown in defending Missouri. The new order emphatically 
stated that disloyalists should not be organized into companies 
"nor required nor permitted to do duty in the Missouri Militia." 
Yet some careless officials did mistakenly enroll registered seces
sion sympathizers into the E.M.M. Others no doubt joined under 
false pretenses to escape possible assessment. Whatever the caluse 
reports began to spread that the E.M.M. could not be reli 
upon. Inevitably much of the blame fell on Governor Gamble.6 

A delegation of St. Louis Unionists, led by Henry T. Blow, 
journeyed to Washington early in August, 1862. They sought 
the removal of Schofield from his command and the diminution 
of Gamble's influence in military affairs. To add strength to 
their proposals they claimed to have the authorization of Frank 
Blair, but Blair denied this. He desired a military commander in 
Missouri-whether Schofield or some other mattered little-who 
would be "authorized to act without respect to Governor 
Gamble." He told General Halleck that none of the Union 5(en 
had any confidence in Gamble; consequently, he should be ig 
nored. Blair also recommended the disbanding of the state .. 
tary organization as far as practicable.u 

Frank Blair had written in this vein to his brother Mont
gomery a few days earlier. In this more confidential letter, he 
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lrevealed his prejudice against the state militia by asserting that 
they should be mustered into federal service even as the German 
Home Guards had been. He cited the great dissatisfaction among 
the German radicals in St. Louis because of this action. The 
Home Guards had been promised at the time of their original 
enrollment that they would not see service outside the state. Now, 
having lost their irregular status, many of them served farther 
south. As to Gamble, Frank confided: "I believe that he is now 
disposed to do what is right, but our people will not give him 
credit for it and will not accept the right thing at his hands for 
fear of some lurking sinister design." He disagreed with those who 
wished Gamble replaced by a military governor, although he re
iterated his feeling that the Governor should be ignored in mili
tary matters." 

Gamble was not unaware of this criticism. In an open letter 
directed at his critics, the Governor defended the militia and 
praised the service they had rendered. He declared it unfair to 
criticize them or him when "the need for the militia is plain." 
Writing to General Halleck, who had just become general-in
chief of all United States forces, the Governor again defended 
"my pet State Militia." He reported: they "fight well." Antici
pating continued trouble from the guerrillas, Gamble asked if 
some of the Missouri volunteer regiments might not be sent home 
to protect their state. He also informed Halleck that he had 
written President Lincoln to see if the military draft might not 
be suspended in Missouri. Again he argued that many would 
serve in the militia who would flee the state before consenting to 
draft service in federal forces. Significantly, Gamble closed by 
referring to the "disposition to criticise General Schofield and to 
have him removed from the command." These critics were radi
cals "incapable of judging correctly" the measures necessary to 
put down rebellion. To answer them, Gamble testified simply: 
"General Schofield is doing well, according to my judgment."·s 

Charles Gibson wrote Gamble from St. Louis that "many evil 
disposed persons for their own selfish & ambitious ends are 
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busy circulating & fabricating various rumors & conjectures 
to the effect that the President is about to displace you & ap
point a military Governor for this State." As a result, seeds of 
discord and misunderstanding were being planted in the minds 
of many Union men to weaken the hand of the Provisional 
Government. Gibson urged Gamble to i&c;ue a second procla
mation branding the rumors as scurrilous so that there might be 
no misapprehension as to the cordiality of federal-state relations. 
At the same time he recommended arresting those responsible for 
the rumors. <Ie The Governor took no such action. He doubtless 
realized that to do so would simply accentuate the charges and 
give them wider currency. 

General Halleck had kept Schofield informed of the activities 
of his enemies in Washington. Now he received a reply: "As to 
the charge of inefficiency, I believe it comes solely from the men 
who would have me adopt an extreme policy, not sanctioned by 
yourself or by the President. If I thought otherwise I would ask 
to be relieved at once; and if, upon examination, you think the 
good of the service will be promoted thereby, I will cheerfully 
accept a less responsible command." 

In an unofficial letter to Halleck the same day, August 12, 
Schofield expressed the fear that some might use the current 
discontent to attempt dividing his command. This would be an 
extremely unwise move, he thought. It was "not only important 
but absolutely necessary" to have Missouri and Arkansas under 
the same department because of projected military operations 
and their common dependence upon St. Louis as a base of sup
plies. He recommended strongly that Kansas be placed in the 
same department with Missouri in order to secure harmonious 
relations between the forces of the two. This much-needed c0-

operation seemed impossible to accomplish as long as two sep
arate commands existed!7 

While official Washington pondered charge and counter-\ 
charge, forces along the western border operated to indicate the 
wisdom and urgency of Schofield's latest recommendation. That 
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area had been plagued throughout the spring and summer of 
1862 by the guerrilla activities of William Quantrill and his gang. 

'

These Confederate partisans had been goaded into action 
originally by the Lane-Jennison raids of the previous winter. 
Once begun, their retaliatory measures increased in tempo as the 
spring progressed. They harassed Union communications and 
supply trains and generally disrupted the entire command in that 
area. They were familiar with the country and received support 
from many of the citizens who had suffered at the hands of the 
Kansans. They could strike quickly and vanish almost into thin 
air. Orders to the militia to kill them on sight only increased 
their zeal. 

!: 
The climax of all this activity came on August 11. Quantrill 

and his men attacked and captured the Union garrison at Inde
pendence, a major post on the border. Schofield now undertook 
a concerted effort to rid the area of guerrillas. To do this, he 
sought the cooperation of Brigadier General James B. Blunt, 
commanding the Military District of Kansas. The campaign 
which followed turned out miserably, due in large measure to 
the dilatory movement of Kansas troops sent by Blunt. 

Early on the morning of September 6, the will-o'-the-wisp 
Quantrill appeared at the small town of Olathe, Kansas. He 
captured its garrison and thoroughly looted it, killing three 

\ civilians. This galvanized the Kansans into action. A fruitless 
l ten-day chase followed across three western Missouri counties!S 

To add to the tumult, Lane and Jennison began sending ir
regular raiding parties into Missouri to take advantage of the 
general disruption. One of the primary purposes of these ma
rauders was to steal or entice Missouri slaves away from their 
masters to serve in Lane's "nigger regiment." The Kansas senator 
prided himself on his Negro "recruits." He taught them that 
Missourians were traitors and had no rights which they were 

I 
bound to respect. He armed them without any federal authority 
and then sent them back into Missouri to seek more recruits from 
among their fellows. . 
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By early September the people of Clay and Jackson countie{ 
became so alarmed that they sent a delegation to Governo~ 
Gamble seeking some sort of relief. Late in August the E.M.M. 
had captured eight of Jennison'S irregulars in Clay County. The 
raiders had twenty-five Negroes and forty horses which they 
had stolen indiscriminately from the farmers in the area. 
When the local officials refused "Doc's" demand for the prison
ers' release, he threatened retaliation by making a grand recruit
ment raid into Missouri. He boastfully estimated that some 
5,000 or 6,000 Negroes would flock to his banner. The entire 
force would "forage on the enemy." Any who did not follow 
him would be hanged from the first tree. 

Alarmed, Gamble forwarded the delegation's bill of particulars 
to the President. With it, he dispatched a strong note seeking 
Lincoln's intervention. "If such an invasion is made I will re
sist it with all the force I can command," he warned, with a 
promise to give the Kansans "a taste of the evils of war ill 

their own territory."49 
Although rumors of an invasion by Jennison continued to 

trouble the Missouri air throughout October, none materialized. 
The border settled down. Quantrill and his men moved sout~ 
for the winter. Then, late in November, the "invasion" oc-· 
curred. A detachment of the Twelfth Kansas Cavalry, unde 
Colonel Charles W. Adams, a brother-in-law of Jim Lane 
marched into Jackson County. The cavalry came ostensibly to 
look for bushwhackers. Failing to find any, they turned to in
discriminate plunder. Soon they had forty slaves, mostly children, 
better than one hundred horses, and miscellaneous wagons, 
mules, cattle, and household goods as booty. 

Before the raiders could recross the state line, a troop of \ 
M.S.M. under Brigadier General Richard C. Vaughn intercepted 
them. Vaughn had already ascertained from Generals Curtis and 
Loan that the Kansans had no authority to be in Missouri. As 
the Kansans drew themselves up in battle formation to confront 
the Missourians, Vaughn sent a messenger forward to ask under 
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what orders they were operating. Adams transmitted one from 
General Blunt. Dated October 9, it directed the Twelfth Kansas 
Cavalry to keep order along the border. It specifically forbade 
them to plunder. 
/ An interview between the commanding officers followed. 
Vaughn demanded the return of all the property taken and the 
release of the slaves. Adams demurred on the latter, but when 
Vaughn insisted forcefully, the Kansan gave in rather than risk a 
fight with fellow Unionists. Vaughn thereupon arrested Adams 
for violating his orders and directed him to report to St. Louis on 
December 15 for trial. With nightfall coming on, he decided 
to wait until morning to transfer the stolen property. During 
the night, however, the Kansans attempted to escape. Vaughn 
pursued and overtook them. He arrested Adams' subordinate, 
Lieutenant Colonel Josiah E. Hayes, who had engineered the 
flight. Vaughn now directed the immediate release of the 
Negroes and the return of the stolen property to its rightful 
owners. He ordered Hayes to report to St. Louis with Adams. 
Then he provided an escort for the Kansans, to ensure their 
return whence they had come without further incident. 

Adams and Hayes reported to departmental headquarters at 
St. Louis at the designated time. Major General Samuel R. Cur
tis, now commanding the department, sifted the evidence on both 
sides. This indicated strongly that the Kansans did nothing to ad
vance the interest of the department in crossing the state line. 
Obviously, they had violated military etiquette in refusing to 
cooperate with the officer in whose district they were operating. 
Yet Curtis released them and ordered them restored to active 

~
duty.&O This wrist-slapping exercise did little to assuage the ir
ritated feelings of Missouri officials who had already begun 
agitating for Curtis' removal. But this story remains to be told. 



6 
Difficulties Mount Under Curtis 

I NCREASINGLY, the reports from the border had brought the 
War Department and General Halleck to the realization that 

tighter unifying action along organizational lines needed to be ac
complished. It will be recalled that in March, 1862, the then 
departments of Kansas and of the Missouri had been con
solidated with everything west of Knoxville, Tennessee, to fonn 
the Department of the Mississippi. This in tum had been divided 
into military districts. Since Halleck's move to Washington in 
July as general-in-chief, the Department of the Mississippi had 
been largely a paper entity. Now came a decision to divide it 
into its original component parts, with one major exception. 
The newly created Department of the Missouri, established on . 
September 19, included Kansas and the Indian Territory in\ 
addition to Missouri and Arkansas. According to Halleck, Scho
field's recommendation of August 12 was a major factor in the 
Administration's decision. 

The President appointed Major General Curtis to command 1 
the new department, with headquarters at St. Louis. In writ
ing Schofield, Halleck explained this appointment as "the only 
way of cutting the knot" of political demands upon the Presi
dent. With Western politicians, including the Blairs, "pulling all 
kinds of political wires to cut up the West into departments 
for the benefit of each," the appointment of Curtis could be 
defended on the ground that he was the ranking officer in 
the area.1 

Samuel R. Curtis 'was no stranger to St. Louis and Missouri. 
A native of New York, he had graduated from West Point in 
1831. The outbreak of the Civil War found him practicing law 

101 
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in Keokuk, Iowa, and serving his district in Congress. He re
signed his seat there in August, 1861, to accept appointment as 

J brigadier general. The following month, he arrived in St. Louis 
to begin his war career. His service under Fremont and his 
command of the army in southwest Missouri and in Arkansas 
have already been noted. His decisive victory at Pea Ridge won 

\ him promotion to major general and paved the way for his 
new command. 2 Curtis had proven himself in the field, yet 

the never ceased being a politician-general. This duality ulti
~ately brought his downfall in Missouri. 

General Schofield was at Springfield when he learned of the 
new arrangement. He was undoubtedly disappointed at not 
being promoted to the position Curtis now assumed. He promptly 
wrote Governor Gamble asking to be relieved from the command 
of the District of Missouri and the state militia. Under the new 
setup, he preferred command in the field army in southwest 
Missouri then engaged in an attempt to drive the guerrillas 
out of the state. Curtis complied with his request two days later. 
He abolished the District of Missouri and gave Schofield tem
porary command of the forces in the field. This responsibility 
the latter continued to hold until November 20 when he re
linquished the post temporarily because of ill health. 3 

~
.. There now arose, at Gamble's instigation, a question which 
boded ill for the future relationship of the Governor and the 
new commander. On September 22, three days after Curtis 
assumed command of the department and technically the 
command of the M.S.M., Gamble wrote General Halleck. An 
officer of volunteers in St. Louis had claimed the right to com
mand the E.M.M. and to order them into service. The Governor 
raised the question of whether the M.S.M. and the E.M.M. 
were state or federal troops and asked who had authority to 
command them.' 

Halleck replied on September 27 in a cold, detailed letter 
which completely missed the point of Gamble's it;lquiry. Most 
of the message was a citation of procedure for mustering state 
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militia into federal service. This concerned the Governor not 
at all. Only in a brief final paragraph did the General even 
touch the question at hand. There he stated that he agreed 
with Gamble that federal officers had no authority over the 
E.M.M. until the units were brought into actual United States 
service. 5 

This constituted a somewhat evasive answer, but Gamble did 
not pursue the matter until other circumstances forced the 
question into sharper focus. Upon the recommendation of an 
examining board, the Governor had dismissed Colonel Albert 
Jackson of the M.S.M. for incompetence. The Colonel appealed 
his case to the Secretary of War, seeking reinstatement on the 
ground that the Governor had no legal authority to dismiss him. 
The points raised entailed a lengthy conference of Lincoln, 
Halleck, and Stanton to determine who commanded the militia, 
the President or the Governor. Gibson wrote Gamble that the 
trio considered the command of the Missouri militia a most 
important issue. On it hinged the President's control of the 
militia of the other states.6 

The upshot of the White House conference was a decision that } 
Colonel jackson's discharge was illegal. Halleck wrote Gamble 
accordingly on October 3. The grounds used to arrive at this 
conclusion indicate that the War Department considered the 
Missouri militia as actual United States troOps.7 

Gamble protested in a long, bitter letter. Reiterating his ques
tion of September 22, he informed Halleck that it still lacked an 
answer. The Governor denied that the militia in any way con
stituted United States troops. He asked Halleck to re-examine 
the original agreement setting up the militia. Colonel Jackson 
had never been mustered into federal service. Indeed, Jackson had 
served as the muster officer in bringing his men into the service 
of the state. Consequently, the Governor asserted th~t he had 
full authority to dismiss him. He cited other cases in which he 
had dismissed men from the state service under similar circum
stances. He had also accepted resignations for various causes. 
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All of this had been done because state troops were involved. 
Gamble had no objection to the militia being mustered into 
federal service-if it was done with their consent. These troops 
had served gallantly in the past; they would continue to do so 
in the future whatever their status.s 

~
. This whole proceeding puzzled Gamble. During Halleck's 

stay in Missouri, the two men had worked closely together in 
rganizing the militia. The Governor thought a feeling of mu

tual trust and respect had developed between them. His mis
apprehensions ended when Halleck wrote him unofficially that 
his two previous communiques had come at the direction of 
the Secretary of War. The first, designed for general consump
tion, had been published to serve as an answer to claims raised 
by other governors. As to the second, it appeared to Halleck 
that the original agreement between Gamble and the Presi
dent had been left deliberately vague. All could interpret it to 
suit themselves. "I don't think it will make much difference 
anyway, so far as you and I are concerned," he confided. "I 
am very certain that it will not, for I know that we can cor
dially co-operate. If left to me, your action will in all cases 
be confirmed, for I know that you will do nothing which is 
not right and just." 

To this, the GovernQr replied promptly and heartily. He con
curred readily in the sentiments expressed by Halleck and 
asserted: "Would to God it were possible for those in power 
to conceive of a man acting from petfectly unselfish patriotism." 
Gamble contemplated starting for Washington on business 
shortly, and he expressed the hope of personal consultation 
then.9 

Gamble arrived in the capital in mid-November to solicit 
additional federal support for the E.M.M. During his con
sultations at the War Department, the topic of authority over 
the militia naturally came into the conversation. Halleck un
doubtedly had been working on Stanton. The latter now agreed 

. to ratify all past actions by the Governor with regard to re-
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movals and resignations. At the same time the Secretary asked 
the right to approve all future ones. This the Governor con
sidered a restriction upon his authority. He feared its undermin
ing influence at home. He unwisely wrote President Lincoln 
before leaving the capital to ask that the question be settled 
by him. "I have been about to consolidate the regiments," he 
reported. " I have no such power if they are not a state force." 

When he failed to receive an answer toward the end of his 
stay in the East, the Governor wrote Bates from Philadelphia. 
He asked him to bring pressure upon the President to make 
a decision in the matter. Lincoln was vexed at this continued\ 
agitation of what seemed to him a relatively minor problem. 
He had difficulty in hiding his annoyance while discussing the 
situation with the Attorney-General. The President could not 
understand that Gamble sought pQlitical support to show his 
constituency. Lincoln feared that a specific statement would 
bring in a raft of new problems. Better, he thought, to settle 
each difference as it arose, on the basis of its own merits. Stan
ton's proposal seemed quite liberal and logical. Another month 
elapsed, however, before he decided in favor of the Secretary's 
arrangement.1 0 

By mid-December the campaign to open the Mississippi River 
had begun. Troops were badly needed in that theater. Presi- ( 
dent Lincoln wired both Gamble and Curtis asking if the 
E.M.M. could maintain law and order north of the Missouri 
River. Their control of the area would release regular troops for 
service farther south. . 

The Governor responded immediately: "I can maintain law 
and order north of the Missouri River with the enrolled militia 
alone if they can be certainly provided for with subsistence, 
clothing, and pay for the time they may be in actual service .... 
Taking other troops would help rather than hinder me. I would 
keep the smallest number in service that could protect the coun
try." This dispatch is interesting. It seems to indicate Gamble's I 
assumption that he alone controlled the E.M.M. and his de-
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sire to show what he could do with them if given the chance. 
When Gamble received no further word, he wired Lincoln to 
ask the President's intentions. He requested that immediate 
orders be given so that arrangements could be made.ll 

The President replied that he did not wish to institute the ar
rangement without the "concurrent judgment" of both Curtis 
and Gamble. The former's had not been received. He suggested 
the two men confer and reach agreement. 
I Curtis had answered Lincoln's original query promptly enough, 
(but in the negative. He asked that the matter be left to his 
discretion. He promised to pull the regular troops out of the 
region soon. Such a move would be unwise at present, how
ever, because the area had just been cleared of guerrillas. Even 
now they might be filtering through the lines. Curtis hinted 
vaguely that the E.M.M. was not always reliable. Many of 
its officers were proslavery men, and the General advanced 
the opinion that some secessionists had entered its ranks. 
/ Curtis also broached the subject of conflicting authority. Gam
ble seemed to "desire the sole control" of the E.M.M. The 
Governor had so worded the commission making him major 
general of the M.S.M. as to seem to exclude him from any 
control over the other militia. Curtis considered himself com
mander of all troops in the state but, he confided, he had been 
careful not to press the issue. He and Gamble got along pretty 
well. As the use of the E.M.M. increased, however, a definite 
statement of the "paramount sovereignty" of the United States 
would have to be made and enforced in such a way as to "avoid 
eternal discord and strife.»l2 

G 
Perhaps one reason Curtis did not care to press the issue 

of authority with Gamble came from his awareness that efforts 
had been made already to have him removed from command 
of the department. Whether Curtis knew the source of these 
efforts is not clear. Certainly Gamble wasted no time in seek-
ing to make his appointment as short as possible. To aid him, 
the Governor chose a strange partner: Montgomery Blair. Five 
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days after Curtis assumed the command, Gamble queried the 
Postmaster-General: "How on earth did he [Curtis] come to 
be appointed to this Department?" He claimed that the General/, 
was more a politician and a cotton speculator than a military 
man, and decried having such an individual in command at 
such a crucial time. "Help us to get clear of Curtis," he 
pleaded. 

Gamble found Blair a willing ally, although had he known the { 
reason he might have been wary. The Postmaster-General had 
been boosting his brother Frank for departmental commander 
and was quite disappointed when Lincoln bypassed him. Now 
he wrote the Governor that Halleck had been responsible for 
the Curtis appointment. He promised to do what he could to 
help Gamble "get clear" of him. Blair asked for evidence of 
Curtis' cotton speculations-information which might be used 
to further the project. This evidence the Governor provided. 
Blair laid the Curtis case before Halleck and Lincoln. The 
President, seemingly impressed with Curtis throughout, informed 
the General that charges had been preferred against him and 
asked for a reply. 

Curtis responded quickly. Although he did not know his 
accusers or their charges, he could guess at their identity. He 
had heard rumors that the matter concerned his policy of 
licensing cotton speculators during the time he commanded 
the forces in Arkansas. Curtis explained his policy. He charged 
those ( "secessionists") whom he had excluded from cotton 
dealing as being the source of the present trouble. He denied ( 
any personal involvement in speculation and apologized to 
Lincoln for causing him concern in the matter. The President 
apparently accepted his explanation, for the matter ended 
here.l s 

The most seriou~ disputes during the Curtis regime con-\ 
cerned the issues of confiscating the property of and collecting -
assessments against pro-Southern men. These levies became so 
great that eventually they led to an open break between Gamble 
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and Curtis. This time, Gamble's objections to Curtis resulted in 
the latter's removal from his command. 

On September 5, Secretary of War Stanton had sent General 
Schofield a communique. As he understood many persons with
in the Missouri Military District were subject to the Confisca
tion Act passed by Congress, he asked Schofield to enforce its 
provisions. This act, passed the previous July, provided for 
t he confiscation of the property of those known to be sup
r.0rters of the "rebel cause." Slaves whose masters were known 
'rebels" would be freed whenever the opportunity presented. 

Upon receipt of Stanton's request, Schofield issued an order to 
this effect but made no attempt to carry out its enforcement.14 

/ General Curtis, however, quickly succumbed to the radicals 
~ho demanded the rigid enforcement of the order. He estab
lished an unrelenting policy with regard to secessionist sympa
thizers. To carry out this policy, Curtis expanded and solidified 
the provost marshal system. This system served as the corner
stone for the administration of martial law in Missouri. Hence
forth each military district was to have a provost marshal with 
as many deputies as he might need. All would be subject to the 
Provost Marshal General at St. Louis. This military police force 
had broad authority. If necessary to ensure the peace in their 
district, they could "cause the arrest and confinement of dis
loyal persons," and cases of a minor nature might be tried locally. 
This provision gave these officials tremendous power. Serious 
offenders were to be sent to St. Louis with sworn charges and 
evidence in writing. While this system was not new in Missouri, 
General Curtis made it much more effective and gave its officials 

1 
new responsibilities. Soon hundreds of arrests were being made. 
Union stockades and prisons bulged with individuals incarcerated 
for a variety of reasons.1 5 

One of the major problems connected with the rigid en
forcement of the Confiscation Act in Missouri concerned the 
<question of runaway slaves. General Halleck had established the 
policy of excluding these unfortunates from the various mili-
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tary posts and camps throughout the state. He contended that 
the military could not be responsible for determining whether 
runaways belonged to a loyal or rebel master and should or 
should not be returned. l6 The Confiscation Act provided that all{ 
fugitive slaves entering Union lines should be given shelter. 
Under no circumstances should they be returned to their masters. 
When Curtis sought to implement this policy, trouble quickly J 
followed. Reports began coming in that some of his more 
ardently radical troops were deliberately enticing Negroes away 
from their masters and then setting them free when they got 
into camp. Governor Gamble refused to allow the militia to carry 
out this policy. When one of the militia commanders, claiming 
to carry out federal policy, brought some fugitive slaves to St. 
Louis, contrary to orders that he send them back to their masters, 
the state Adjutant General suspended him for insubordination.17 

Curtis issued supplementary orders in an effort to clarify the 
policy. The new orders specifically forbade the soldiery to en
tice the slaves of loyal masters. Curtis wrote Brigadier General 
Ben Loan in northwest Missouri: "The Negroes of loyal Union 
men should be encouraged to stay at home and mind their 
business. It is only the Negroes of men in rebellion or giving 
encouragement to rebellion that are free. Some overt act is 
implied, and here in Missouri, where a large majority of the 
State is loyal, we should be quite certain that the occasion 
for free papers justifies it. »18 The extent to which the district 
commanders heeded this admonition varied with their political 
views. The problem of fugitive slaves plagued federal-state rela
tions throughout the rest of the war. Slaves became aware] 
that escape to Union military lines meant automatic freedom 
Since there were few who did not take advantage of this avenue 
to freedom, the Confiscation Act, as much as anything, brought! 
practical emancipation to Missouri. 

The idea of martial law had always been repugnant to Gamble} 
Curtis' increased use of it certainly did not improve the Gov
ernor's feelings toward him. There is no evidence that Gamble 
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protested the situation at this time, but Lincoln, apparently 
alarmed at the increased tension and arrests, wired Curtis on 
December 17: "Could the civil authority be introduced into Mis
souri in lieu of the military to any extent with advantage and 
safety?" The General shot back a message the same day: "The 
peace of this State rests on military power. To relinquish this 
power would be dangerous." This exchange closed the matter 
temporarily, although the Secretary of War did curtail some
what the provost marshal system in Missouri in mid-January, 

~
63.19 

It had been the practice to send people suspected of South
rn loyalties to prison or to exile them to some Northern state. 

Curtis stepped up these banishments. He began to send many of 
these persons south to join their Confederate friends. Many 
were wives and families of Missourians who had joined the 
Southern forces. Those sent in this manner were allowed to 
take $1,000 with them if they had families, $300 if they were 

t
single. The remainder of their property was confiscated for the 
Union cause.20 

In carrying out banishments Curtis relied heavily upon the 
provost marshal system under Franklin A. Dick, his Provost 
Marshal General, who used so little discretion that much dis
satisfaction arose. One case in particular deserves attention. It 

I involved one of St. Louis' more distinguished conservative min
isters, the Reverend Mr. Samuel B. McPheeters, pastor of the 
Pine Street Presbyterian Church. This minister's difficulties had 
begun the previous June when, in a public ceremony, he bap
tized Sterling Price Robbins, an infant whose parents belonged 
to his church. He later claimed that he knew nothing of the 
baby's name until the parents announced it in the midst of the 
ceremony. He could not then deny the child the rites of the 
church. Some of the more radical members of his congregation 
became incensed and began to examine his public prayers more 
closely. Their examination led them to decide that he was not 
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vocal enough in upholding those In authority before the AI-I 
mighty. 

Thirty members, led by George K. Strong, a prominent at
torney, addressed a communication to McPheeters. They sought 
to test his loyalty with a series of minute questions to which 
they wanted explicit answers. The minister replied in general 
terms to their charges and reminded them that he had taken 
the test oath as required by the state convention. This failed 
to satisfy the radicals. A running correspondence continued 
through the fall. McPheeters refused, as a matter of principle, 
to allow himself to be interrogated. So heated became the dis
pute that part of the correspondence took place through the 
pages of the Missouri Democrat, as the Strong faction sought pub
lic support. 

Most of the members of the Pine Street Church stood be- J 
hind McPheeters in the controversy. Strong and his supporters 
never approached a congregational meeting with their charges 
but contended that the church was filled with "secessionists" and 
that the pastor aided and abetted their sentiments. 

The climax came on December 19. The Provost Marshal J 
General, at the instigation of Strong, issued an order banishing 
McPheeters and his family from Missouri. He turned over 
control of the Pine Street Church to a three-man committee of 
the radical faction. No hearing was held. The order caught the 
minister completely by surprise. It allowed him ten days to 
settle his affairs and take up residence somewhere "North of 
Indianapolis and West of Pennsylvania" for the remainder of 
the war.21 

The Session of the church met the following evening. Reluc
tantly the members agreed to abide by the order, although ec
clesiastically they had charge of the congregation in the absence 
of the pastor. They expressed their deep regret at the fate of 
their minister while 'implicitly protesting the order in its entirety. 

McPheeters was not content to accept banishment without 
protest. He packed his suitcase, but not for exile. He knew 
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\
Edward Bates quite well, and Governor Gamble's brother was 
.a member of his congregation. The minister decided to take 
his case to the highest authority in the land. He set out for 

\ Washington with the express purpose of securing an interview 
with Lincoln through Bates's auspices. The Governor offered 
to write him a letter of commendation to take with him, but Mc
Pheeters declined. He feared this would bring him automatic par
don in Washington. Rather, he wished to secure redress at the 
hands of the President on the merits of his contention that no 
pastor should be harassed on political questions by a faction 
of his congregation. 

Granted a White House interview through Bates, McPheeters 
made a convincing presentation of his case before Lincoln. The 

) 
President wired Curtis on December 27 to suspend the order of 
banishment. The General fired back a strong protest the same 
day, defending the action taken and asking for a free hand in 
the matter. Both Curtis and Dick apparently feared that an 
upset in this case, which had gained great notoriety, might 
jeopardize their entire policy. 

Curtis sent Strong to Washington. The attorney did not 
impress Lincoln with his case against McPheeters. The President 
wrote Curtis that the entire case seemed to rest on circum
stantial evidence; no proof had been offered to show that Mc
Pheeters had violated the test oath. Undoubtedly the rpinister 
had Southern sympathies, but Lincoln could discern no overt 
evidence of disloyalty. He was willing to leave the matter in 

\Curtis' hands, however, and agreed to rescind his suspension 
~f the order if the Commander so desired. 

On one point Lincoln made himself emphatically clear: "The 
U. S. government must not, as by this order, undertake to run 
the church. When an individual, in a church or out of it, becomes 
dangerous to the public interest, he must be checked; but let 
the churches, as such take care of themselves. It will not do for 
the U. S. to appoint trustees, supervisors, or other agents for 
the. church."22 
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Curtis complied with this portion of the President's judgment \ 
and returned the Pine Street Church to the control of its ruling I 
Session. Further, he allowed McPheeters to remain in St. Louis, \ 
but suspended him from the active ministry; he knew that 
his case against the minister was shallow. He had gained his 
main point, however, when Lincoln agreed to leave the case in 
his hands. Perhaps Curtis felt that moderation might impress 
the President and assuage the feelings of McPheeters' influential 
conservative friends who already had a number of scores against 
him. 

When it became apparent that McPheeters would be allowed 
to remain in St. Louis permanendy, some of his friends applied 
to Curtis at the end of March for his reinstatement. Before 
agreeing to this, the General demanded of the minister specific 
answers to certain questions designed to elicit the extent of his 
loyalty. These McPheeters refused to give on the grounds that\ 
he had refused them earlier to Strong's committee. Principle 
would not now permit him to change his course. As a result of 
this stand, he remained under suspension throughout the Curtis 
regime. After a change of commanders had occurred late in 
1863, the minister's friends, including Governor Gamble, be
gan agitation in Washington for restoration of his full ecclesiasti
cal rights. The campaign proved successful. On December 22 
1863, all restrictions on the Reverend Mr. McPheeters wen~ 
removed, and the Pine Street Church prompdy invited him to 
resume his pastorate.23 The perseverance of one man against 
the military brought final vindication. Many others, however, 
were not so fortunate. 

The assessment against St. Louis secessionists by General Scho-\ 
field also presented difficulties. The board established to handle 
the work had barely begun its task before General Curtis as
sumed command. Since the purpo!le of the levy was to raise 
funds for the support of the E.M.M., Curtis concluded that 
Schofield had acted in his capacity as militia commander. He 
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expressed genuine surprise therefore, when he received a com
munique from Gamble which seemed to indicate differently. 

On December 1, Dr. William G. Eliot had written the Gov
ernor that the assessment was doing more harm than good in 
St. Louis. To make it effective would require "patient investiga
tion," as there were many differing shades of opinion among 
the city's residents. While the existing board had made every 
attempt to perform its duties impartially, "a general impres
sion of inequality in the rule of assessment and its application 
prevails." Such a situation might have been expected. No two 
tribunals would arrive at the same conclusion regarding per
sons and amounts. The eminent president of Washington Uni
versity maintained that only unqualified proof of disloyalty should 
warrant assessment. In such cases those found guilty deserved 
a far worse punishment. 

L Governor Gamble endorsed Eliot's letter and sent it to Curtis, 
. asking that he give it his careful consideration. As the assess
ment had been directed and enforced by the military, this seemed 
but the logical procedure to the Governor. It was his endorse-
ment of the letter which surprised Curtis. The Commander be
lieved the matter entirely within the state's jurisdiction. He for
warded the letter to General Halleck for clarification. Could the 
federal government levy such a tax for a state purpose, Curtis 
asked. Did it conflict with the Confiscation Act? Did it con
flict with the federal constitution in its mode and object of 
taxation? 

Dr. Eliot wrote a letter of clarification to Halleck on Decem
ber 13. He apologized for the furor he had touched off. He 
shared General Curtis' opinion regarding the origin of the au
thority for the assessment order and had not intended that his 
remarks should go beyond the Governor's desk. Eliot re
iterated his views, with the added information that circum
stances had so changed that the original purpose for the assess
ments no longer prevailed. Money for the state forces was now 
available from other sources.2

• 
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General Schofield was in St. Louis at the time, recuperating 
from an illness. In reply to a letter of inquiry from the presi
dent of the St. Louis assessment board, he asserted that he had 
issued the order under his authority as commander of the Mili
tary District of Missouri. While Gamble had approved the 
measure before its announcement, it had not been issued under 
the Governor's authority. Schofield further revealed that the 
order had never received either the approval or the disapproval 
of the War Department.25 

Gamble now placed the matter in the President's hands with I 
the statement that he could get no answer from Curtis as to 
whether this was a state or federal concern. He reported citizens 
daily applying to him for relief which he did not believe him
self empowered to give. No need now existed in the E.M.M. 
for the money thus raised. Therefore Gamble recommended 
suspension of the board's activities. He assured the President 
that such action would add to the groundswell of Union feel
ing already existing in the state.26 

Lincoln took direct action on December 10. He ordered Curtis

t to suspend for a time all proceedings of the assessment board and 
to send him a statement of the pertinent facts on the question 
with his opinion on it. An order from General Halleck five days 
later made permanent the suspension of assessments. It gave 
as the grounds for such action the opinion that "no present 
military necessity" demanded the enforcement of assessments. 
The General-in-chief left the door open for possible resumption 
by warning: "Should new insurrections occur in Missouri, and 
the people of St. Louis again afford aid and comfort to the 
enemy, they may expect to suffer the legitimate consequences 
of such acts of treason."27 

Governor Gamble now decided that the assessment polic~ 
should be abolished, throughout the state. He wired the Presi
dent on December 31 that he had stopped the practice by 
the militia and requested Lincoln to bring an end to federal 
levies. For his reason Gamble used one terse sentence: "Great 
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distress is produced." Six days later, the Missouri Congressional 
delegation (with one exception) presented the President with 
a memorandum to the same effect. 

Lincoln thereupon wrote Curtis suggesting that he confer 
with Governor Gamble on this and other controversial matters 
in Missouri. Obviously tired of being bothered with Missouri's 
problems, the President concluded: "I could at once safely do 
(or you could safely do without me) whatever you and he 
agree upon. There is absolutely no reason why you should not 

I agree."28 Lincoln little realized that he had asked the seem
r ingly impossible. Gamble and Curtis stood on opposite sides 

of practically every question which confronted them. 
The conference Lincoln wanted was quickly arranged. Curtis 

reported its results to the President on January 15. It was obvious 
from his letter that he and the Governor had agreed on very 
little. Instead of reporting any joint decisions, Curtis outlined 
his own views on assessments, banishments, troop deployment, 
etc. He reiterated his previous view that conflict of authority 
must ultimately come out into the open, but expressed the hope 
that it could be handled adroitly. Curtis informed the Presi
dent that "our Union men" opposed the lifting of the assess
ments in the interior, for they felt that these had deterred the 
secessionists from lawlessness. The Commander had had innumer
able petitions and letters urging him to allow the policy to 
proceed. The county commanders who made the levies claimed 
to know the situation better than he did. Consequently, Curtis 
moved "cautiously and quietly" in thii regard "so as to avoid 
any new inspiration of rebel outrage."211 
/ Lincoln and the War Department had also received numerous 

~etitions. Most of these disagreed with the Curtis viewpoint on 
assessments and urged their cessation. On January 20, the Sec
retary of War wired that the previous suspension of the levies 
had been intended to apply to all Missouri; he requested that 
it be so interpreted until further notice. This order in no way 
affected the confiscation system which Curtis had been em-
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ploying so readily. It continued in effect until Schofield resumed 
command of the department in May.30 

As Curtis maintained his reluctance to give Gamble and 
the E.M.M. free rein in north Missouri, the Governor wrote 
Lincoln once again on February 4. He mentioned the January 
conference with Curtis and outlined a plan of action which he 
had presented to the General at that time. Curtis rejected the 
scheme as too costly. Gamble had heard no more since then. 
The Governor, nevertheless, had begun to put his plan intO! 
operation without Curtis who maintained only one regiment 
of volunteers in north Missouri. Gamble asked the President 
for his approval. 

The plan involved the use of four especially chosen militia / 
regiments. These would rotate regularly from one established 
base to another in the region "to present the appearance of 
overwhelming military strength." Time was of the essence in 
Gamble's view. He warned: "To establish order in this State 
requires that you Mr. President shall manifest publicly what
ever confidence you may have in me."31 There is no record of a 
Presidential reply to this message. Curtis continued to main
tain some regular troops in north Missouri throughout his regime. 

Until this time the relations between Curtis and Gamble had I 
been amicable, at least on the surface, but after the January 
conference, cordial cooperation ceased. It became increasingly 
obvious that Curtis was either consciously or unconsciously in I 
league with the Radicals who were just beginning their agita
tions against the Provisional Government. The Conservatives 
charged that Curtis permitted and encouraged his officers to 
slander Governor Gamble and the militia and to interfere with 
the internal and social affairs of the state. Bates wrote from 
Washington that he had had to talk down a whispering cam
paign against Gamble by warning Halleck and Stanton, among 
others, that failure t~ support the Governor would mean anarchy 
in Missouri. Gamble meanwhile urged Curtis to suppress the 
Neue Zeit, a German paper in St. Louis which had begun writing 
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highly inflammatory editorials against the Provisional Govern
ment. But the General took no action.32 

I Early in February Gamble received a letter from Schofield at 
{Springfield. It reported a movement under way, instigated by 
Jim Lane and General Blunt, to get the Department of the 
Missouri under Kansas control with the latter at its head. Curtis 
reportedly knew of the plan and was agreeable to retirement 
or transfer to another command. Schofield enclosed a letter 
from Blunt which he offered as evidence, but which has not 
been found. 

How reliable this rumor may have been is not known. Scho
field had been carrying on a feud with Curtis for some time. 
While on sick leave in St. Louis that winter, Schofield had sug
gested that Blunt not be given a field command with his army 
in the southwest. He recommended that Blunt be returned to 
the Kansas district instead. Curtis rebuked Schofield and in
formed Jim Lane of that officer's recommendation, thereby 
betraying Schofield's confidence. Lane became so angered at 
what he considered a reversal for Blunt that he blocked Scho
field's confirmation as major general in the Senate while Blunt's 
promotion to the same rank went through without trouble. 

In the meantime, Curtis ordered Schofield back to his com
mand in the field, although the latter had indicated that he had 
no desire to return to that post. His troops had successfully en
gaged the Confederates at Prairie Grove, Arkansas, during his 
absence. Blunt had played a prominent role in this victory and 
was now appointed to command the Military District of Kansas. 
Schofield did not wish to reimpose himself at the head of his 
forces under these circumstances, so he requested a transfer to 
Grant's army before Vicksburg. Curtis refused. 

When Schofield reached his command, he found no enemy 
facing him. Much to his disgust, he spent an idle winter at 
Springfield. In such circumstances, he did not hesitate to write 
Halleck at Washington. He explained his situation and re
quested a transfer with his men to the Mississippi theater of op-
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erations. Without waiting for a reply, he wrote the General-in
chief a second letter complaining that Curtis hindered his every 
movement. He renewed his appeal for transfer, and it was 
eventually forthcoming. s3 

Efforts to secure the removal of Curtis were fully under way \ 
by early 1863. Gibson, Bates, Rollins, and other Missouri leaders . 
in the capital repeatedly urged the matter. It was no easy 
task, for Gamble also had his antagonists in the capital. Hamil
ton Gamble, Jr., visiting Washington that winter, informed his 
father that he had had no idea there were so many persons 
plotting against the Governor until he arrived there. He re
ported that Gamble's loyalty was not only doubted but actually 
denied by committees and petitions seeking his removal.34 

The movement against Curtis gained ground late in February\ 
when Senator John B. Henderson enlisted in the cause. His 
major purpose in heading the campaign was to increase his 
political influence in Missouri where the legislature was in 
the process of electing someone to fill the two Senate seats 
which he and Robert Wilson held by appointment. He shortly 
secured election. Whether this was due to his activities in the 
Curtis affair is uncertain. Regardless of motive, Henderson 
proved an able ally for the anti-Curtis forces. By February 24, 
he had secured Lincoln's assurance that Curtis would be re
moved, once a successor was selected. When the President hesi
tated too long to suit him, Henderson, accompanied by Gibson 
and Rollins, visited the White House on March 5. He threatened 
Lincolr{ with political opposition if the order for Curtis' re
~oval was not forthcoming. The President again promised ac-j 
tlOn. Finally, on March 10, he issued the order replacing Curtis 
with Major General Edwin V. Sumner.35 
. Attorney-General Bates and the other Missouri conservatives \ 
m the capital cOIlJ)idered Sumner's a good appointment. In
deed, Bates wrote Gamble that it marked the turning point in 
Missouri affairs. Sumner called on the Attorney-General sev
eral times before leaving Washington. Bates posted him on the 
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situation he would find in St. Louis and urged him to cooperate 
with the Provisional Government. The high hopes held for his 

\
command were rudely dashed when Sumner died suddenly in 
Syracuse, New York, en route to his new post. Halleck imme
diately telegraphed Curtis to retain the command until further 
notice. 56 

t:.: Lincoln now found himself in a cross-fire. Numerous petitions 
\~rived from the Radical element seeking Curtis' permanent re
instatement; the agitation against Curtis also resumed. Senator 
Henderson had returned to Missouri with the adjournment of 
Congress. When he heard of Sumner's death, he immediately 
wired Lincoln and followed the wire with a letter seeking a 
quick replacement for Sumner to obviate the necessity of re
taining Curtis. He informed Gamble of his action and assured 
him that he felt certain the President would act favorably.81 

At the same time General Curtis sent the President a despairing 
letter in which he asked not to be retained in command. Feign
ing innocence as to the cause of his removal, he asserted that 
reinstatement would render his situation untenable because of 
the already implied lack of trust. He now realized that he had 
apparently failed to satisfy a number of influential people, in-

! cluding the Governor. He maintained that he had not been aware 
. \of it at the time. In his characteristic self-righteous style, Curtis 

\:oncluded that he had outserved his usefulness.88 

Lincoln hesitated to make another change in the command. 
April passed into May with Curtis still at his post. Interpreting 

this retention as a vindication, the General moved increasingly 
Vnto the Radical camp. By the first of May the situation had be
come almost unbearable for the Conservatives. Gamble wrote 
Lincoln: "The disorders in this Military department are fright
ful. Crime in almost every form is committed with impunity." 
The Governor blamed what he considered Curtis' mismanage
ment. He especially denounced his placing the western tier of 
Missouri counties south of the Missouri River in the Kansas 
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district-an action which had aroused the old animosities along 
the border. 

A number of prominent St. Louis citizens, including Samuel T. 
Glover and James O. Broadhead, also emphasized Curtis' mis
management. They blamed Missouri's difficulties on Curtis' sup
port of Radical policies. In particular the situation sUrrOUnding) 
slavery had become bad. Negroes were being encouraged to 
leave their masters and come into the anny camps, bringing with 
them "horses, mules, and other property as their inclinations may 
fancy." 39 

Although he still failed to find anything personally wrong \" 
with Curtis, the President decided that he could postpone action 
no longer. Accordingly, he infonned the Secretary of War on 
May 11 that he had decided to relieve Curtis once again. He 
suggested Schofield as his successor, subject to the approval of 
Stanton and Halleck. No doubt Lincoln made this last recom
mendation in the hope that Schofield would be able to re
establish a cordial working relationship with Governor Gamble 
and thereby end the almost ceaseless flow of argument from 
Missouri!O 

The War Department readily gave its approval to the change. 
Halleck notified Schofield on May 13. That officer had finally 
been promoted brevet major general in April and transferred 
to Tennessee. Now he returned to St. Louis on May 24 to assume 
a .difficult and arduous role, but one for which he was well~ 
sUIted. The move came as a great relief to most of the Con
servatives. Attorney-General Bates confided to his diary: 

It was the only course that could save Mo. from Social war 
and utter anarchy. The Radicals seemed ·to have come to 
the conclusion that Mr. Lincoln's plan of emancipation was 
all wrong, too slow and cost too much money; and that the 
best way to abolitionize Mo. was by violence and fraud-And 
if the state were thrown into anarchy, all the better. It would 
depopulate the State, by death and banishment. And they 
Could settle it anew, getting improved lands, for nothing!U 
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Missouri had been secured for the Union, but the emancipation 
issue, which rose to fever pitch during the Curtis administration, 
split the old Union party asunder. The Conservative and Radical 
parties emerged as chief contenders for control of the state. 

f
Their struggle for power was just as bitter as had been the fight 
over secession. The Radicals would accept no neutral ground 
on any issue they deemed essential to the successful prosecu-
tion of the war. Increasingly, emancipation became the foremost 
item on their agenda. They became the leading antagonists of 
the Provisional Government throughout the remainder of its 
existence. 

The Radicals sought military support by which they might 
harass as Southern sympathizers anyone who did not agree with 
their viewpoint. General Curtis in no small way contributed to 
the encouragement of their excesses by his opposition, right or 
wrong, to Governor Gamble. Eventually the Radicals gained 
sufficient strength to carry the state politically. By that time 
they had made intolerance their watchword, and name-calling 
had become an everyday pastime with them. The effects of these 
developments will be seen in the chapters which follow. 



7 
Missouri Confronts Emancipation 

I N HIS proclamation of August 3, 1861, Governor Gamble 
made clear the stand which his administration would take with 

regard to slavery when he declared: "No countenance will b~ 
afforded to any scheme or to any conduct calculated in an 
degree to interfere with the institution of Slavery existing in 
the State. To the very utmost extent of Executive power, that 
institution will be protected."l 

The Governor took this stand not from any great love of 
slavery but because the Missouri constitution recognized its legal 
existence. As chief executive of the state under that document, 
he felt obligated to uphold its provisions in this as in other 
matters. Most citizens felt relieved at his assurances. Slavery 
did not have the hold numerically and economically in Missouri 
that it had in most other Southern states, yet the people gen
erally considered it as a part of their way of life. A prevalent 
statement of the times claimed that "every decent Missouri 
family had at least one, and usually from two to four, as house 
servants." 2 

When General John C. Fremont issued his emancipation 
proclamation in late August, 1861, Gamble ardently opposed 
it. The Governor, in Washington at the time, doubtless had 
ample opportunity to make known his views on the matter to 
President Lincoln. He found the President more than sympathetic \ 
at this stage of the war. Lincoln soon rescinded Fremont's order.\] 
Although Fremont's, German supporters expressed disappoint
ment at the President's action, the issue died down during the 
winter as other concerns came to the fore. Fortunately for 
Gamble, the question of emancipation did not become a major 

123 
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issue in Missouri until the second quarter of 1862. By that time, 
the Provisional Government was firmly established and could 
keep the matter fairly well under control. 

Renewed antislavery agitation on a large scale emerged, how
ever, following President Lincoln's message to Congress on 
March 6, 1862. The President recommended the adoption of a 
joint resolution placing the federal government on record as 
r,illing to "cooperate with any State which may adopt gradual 
tbolishment of slavery." Lincoln suggested that Congress might 
even grant monetary aid to a state to help in compensating its 
slaveowners. The President made his own position clear: 

Such a proposition on the part of the General Government sets 
up no claim of a right of Federal authority to interfere with 
slavery within State limits, referring, as it does, the absolute 
control of the subject in each case to the State and its people 
immediately interested. It is proposed as a matter of perfectly 
free choice with them. . . . While it is true that the adoption 
of the proposed resolution would be merely initiatory, and not 
within itself a practical measure, it is recommended in the 
hope that it would soon lead to important practical results.3 

This statement served as an answer to those in the abolitionist 
ranks who were beginning to cry for a stand on slavery. 

(i 
A meeting of the border state representatives in Congress on 

March 10 gave Lincoln little encouragement of support in this 
issue. Still, the joint resolution passed the House on March 11 
by a vote of 89 to 31 and the Senate on April 2, 32 to 10. In 
the balloting most of Missouri's delegation in the House ab
stained, although Frank Blair supported the measure and Elijah 
H. Norton opposed it. Missouri's two senators split on the issue, 
Henderson favoring it and Wilson opposing.4 

Missouri's fall election campaign had gotten under way by 

~
his time. Almost immediately the question of slavery became 

an issue. Its leading antagonist was Charles D. Drake of St. 
otas, a recent convert to emancipation. Drake had studied law 

with Governor Gamble and had practiced in St. Louis since 
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1834. He had been successively a Whig, a Know-Nothing, and 
a Democrat in the 1850's and had supported Douglas and Clai
borne Jackson in the 1860 canvass. As late as July, 1861, he l 
denounced antislavery agitation. 

During the following winter, Drake underwent a thorough 
conversion. As the Radical movement emerged in 1862, he be
came its most ardent and fluent spokesman. His speech at Union, 
Missouri, on April 7, set the theme for the campaign against 
slavery : 

As it has, for many years, been generally conceded by cool
headed and sagacious men, slaveholders among us, that Slavery 
is not essential to our prosperity . . . as it is known to retard 
immigration to our State; as it is, beyond doubt, the origin 
and life of this horrible rebellion; as it is undeniably true that, 
but for its existence among us, we should have been almost 
wholly exempt from the immediate presence of this war within 
Our boundaries; and as, judging from the past and the present, 
it may be expected to be a fruitful source of trouble in the 
future; it appears to me . . . that, to provide, in some well
considered, equitable, and gradual way, for its eventual re
moval from our soil, would do more than all other things, to 
lift Missouri speedily out of her present unhappy condition, 
and start her forward in a fresh and higher career of prosperity.5 

Although Drake had no detailed plan to propose at this time, he 
SOunded the clarion call. Others quickly joined him. 

Governor Gamble returned to Missouri in mid-March, 1862, 
after a lengthy stay in the East, to find his popularity running 
high. Under Halleck, military operations within the state had 
been encouraging to Union sympathizers. With the extension of 
the test oath, secession sentiment seemed on the wane. Two other 
men had announced their candidacies for the governorship, but 
Gamble's return brought a strong current of opinion urging 
him to be the Union candidate. Letters and petitions came to 
him from all parts ~f the state. The Missouri Republican pre
dicted that should he so decide he would find no opposition; 
all Union men would unite behind him. 
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,LWith some reluctance the Governor finally responded on 
J'la y 12. While he preferred private life and would not seek 
public office openly, he would render his services to the state 
if the people demanded them. The public generally took this 
as an indication of Gamble's willingness to be a candidate for the 
governorship. Shortly thereafter one of his opponents withdrew 
from the race, stating that he feared the campaign would be 
one of bitter feelings and strife in which he had no desire to 
participate. The other avowed candidate ran into trouble with 
the provost marshal at Rolla who arrested him for making a 
"secessionist" speech, although he had done nothing more than 
criticize certain Administration policies. The candidate was soon 
released to attend the state convention to which he was a dele
gate, but the incident effectively ended his campaign.6 

As the approaching election raised certain problems, Governor 
Pamble deemed it necessary to call another session of the state 
Iconvention to deal with them. Speculation immediately began F. to whether that body would take any stand on the emancipa
tion issue. Emancipation societies formed throughout the state; 
newspaper comment became manifest. The Missouri Democrat, 
the leader of the Radical papers, came out in favor of some 
scheme of gradual compensated emancipation. Conservative 
opinion, as voiced by the Missouri Republican, definitely opposed 
such a move for the present. The Republican favored waiting 
until after the war to decide the matter unless it became obvious 
through the August ballot that the people wished an earlier 
decisio.n.1 

The members of the convention gathered in Jefferson City on 
the first Monday in June. The Governor explained that he had 
called them together because no other body existed to which 
he could turn for legislative assistance upon matters necessary 
to the continued well-being of Missouri. Gamble reviewed events 
in the state since the first meeting of the convention, with spe
cial emphasis on the actions he had taken as governor to carry 
out their directives. Then he began to enumerate the current 
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problems. Most of these centered around the approaching elec
tion. Missouri had gained the right to send two additional con
gressmen to Washington as a result of the 1860 census. This! 
increase in representation necessitated a redistricting of the 
state to assure a fair selection. 

The Governor called attention to objections to the early August 
date set for state and Congressional elections in Missouri's con
stitution but made no suggestions regarding a change. He did 
recommend annulment of the provision of the July, 1861, 
session for submitting the work of the convention to the people. 
More than 30,000 Missouri servicemen outside the state would 
not be able to vote. Certainly their voices should be heard on 
such a vital question. Then, too, such an election would make 
a choice between the Provisional Government and no govern
ment. The state would be without a functioning administration 
should the people annul the work of the convention. Further
more, after a year's existence the maintenance of the Provisional 
Government should not be open to question. 8 

While the convention waited for its committees to begin re
porting, it debated a resolution declaring the seats of eight 
members vacant because their holders had gone over to the 
Confederacy. The special committee dealing with the matter 
recommended the expulsion of five of the men, including Sterling 
Price and Driel Wright, who had definitely espoused the South
ern cause. The other three seats should simply be vacated because 
their owners had left the state for reasons unknown. Three at
tempts to have certain names stricken from the resolutions 
failed. The convention then accepted the recommendation unani
rnously.9 

Once the other committees began to report, the convention} 
Went quickly to work grinding out the legislative program re
quested by the Governor. It also added some ideas of its own. 
The convention encountered surprisingly little difficulty in passing t 
an ordinance redistricting the state, to the general satisfactionl 
of all concerned. In an endorsement of General Halleck's poli-
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(

cies, it extended the provisions of the test oath ordinance to in
clude all voters, candidates for office, jurymen, attorneys, bank 

\
officers, teachers, ministers, and the officers and faculty of the 
state university. Election judges and clerks were required to 
take yet another oath that they would not record the vote or 
pennit it to be recorded for any person who had not previously 
taken the test oath. Violation of this ordinance could result in 
trial for perjury. Provision was made for voting by Missouri 

)
' volunteer troops outside the state in subsequent elections. And 
the convention amended the state constitution to pennit the 
holding of all general elections, state and national, in November.lo 
/ Perhaps the most lively topic of the convention was what 

6hould be included in the fall election. The committee on elec
tions and elective franchise presented an ordinance which it 
deemed was in accord with the Governor's message. This 
ordinance provided for the continuation of the Provisional 
Government in office until the regular fall election of 1864, 
at which time the term of the administration elected in 1860 
would normally expire. An amendment was proposed from the 
floor, calling for dispensing with the 1862 election for all 
offices except members of Congress, continuing present county 
officials in office, and the filling of any vacancies by appoint
ment by the Governor. Another amendment was proposed which 
would give the Governor the power to call a special election 
before 1864 to choose members of the General Assembly if he 
thought such an election necessary. Debate on these amend
ments consumed most of the next day. When the vote came, the 
convention defeated the amended amendment, 29 to 40, and 
then killed the ordinance, 31 to 35.11 

Most of those who voted against the ordinance did not in
( tend it as a criticism of the Provisional Government, but that 
I evening word reached the members that Gamble and Hall looked 
t upon the vote as a censure of their administration. The mem-

bers, who had wished merely to give the people a chance to 
name their own officers in the 1862 election, were puzzled by 
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Gamble's and Hall's reaction. Their vote was based on the 
assumption that the provisional officers would stand for election 
and be chosen without difficulty. The next morning the conven
tion, out of consideration for the feelings of Gamble and Hall, 
voted 43 to 15 to reconsider the ordinance. It then passed,r 
45 to 21, after an unsuccessful attempt to have it referred back/ 
to committee. Most of the members who voted against the 
ordinance the second time later joined the yet unformed Radical 
party which was to contend bitterly with Gamble and Hall dur
ing the next two years. 

As a result of the vote on the ordinance, the convention con- J 
tinued the Provisional Government in office through 1864. To 
show their unqualified confidence in Governor Gamble, the 
members unanimously adopted the following resolution: 

R esolved, That this Convention has undiminished confidence 
in the ability, integrity and patriotism of Governor Gamble and 
the other officers of the Provisional Government elected by 
this Convention at a former session, and now continued in 
office by an ordinance adopted at the present session. 

Several members reiterated these sentiments in speeches on the 
floor of the convention.1 2 

:he reasons for Governor Gamble's attitude in this matter re- , 
mams one of the mysteries of his administration. The ques
tion is not discussed in any of his extant personal correspondence. 
To what extent Lieutenant-Governor Hall may have influenced 
him at this time is not known. Certainly the view Gamble 
took must have seemed to many members of the convention 
at the time as a reversal of his previously known feelings. He 
~ad been reluctant to accept the governorship when first offered 
It; he had indicated . a willingness to relinquish it the previous 
October should the convention so desire; further, his announce
lllent in May had seemed to make him a candidate, albeit a re
luctant one, in the forthcoming election. 
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An examination of his message to this session of the conven
tion may throw some light on the subject. Here Governor Gam
ble stated that he did not think the existence of the Provisional 

\
Government should be brought into question at a time when it 
had existed successfully for almost a year. If rejected, anarchy 
would result. While the election of officials would not necessarily 
be a test of the popularity of the Provisional Government, the 
defeat of the incumbents might seem to imply disfavor. The 
extent to which Gamble feared possible defeat should he stand 
as a candidate before the people is not known. On the eve 
of the convention his elder brother, Archibald, whom he greatly 
respected, wrote in questioning terms of the vote he might 
expect to receive from the unvocal majority.l8 

If Gamble had such a feeling he made a serious mistake in 
allowing himself to fall prey to it. The popularity of the Pro
visional Government was at its height in the summer of 1862; 

f the Missouri Republican estimated that the secessionists could 
~ muster no more than 20,000 votes against Gamble in the fall 
' election.l4 Even this number is probably an overstatement of 
the opposition to Gamble. Most of that group had been dis
franchised by the test oath ordinance. While a split appeared 
in the ranks of the Unionists that fall over emancipation and 

II the use of the militia, it did not assume large enough propor
I tions to hurt Gamble until after the convening of the newly 
\elected legislature. Had Gamble and Hall then had the power 

J
Of a legal election behind them, they would have had a much 
easier time facing the problems which confronted them dur
ing the next two years. Following the adjournment of this 
session of the convention, those problems mounted steadily, 
and the popularity of the Provisional Government waned. No 
,doubt its failure to stand before the people for election was 
b. factor. 

To the surprise of many, the conservative Governor made 
no mention of slavery or emancipation in his opening message 
to the convention. Nevertheless, Samuel M. Breckinridge of 

,..". 
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St. Louis, a Conservative, introduced an emancipation ordinance \ 
on June 6 which called for an end to the importation of slaves 
into Missouri; all slaves born after January 1, 1865, were to 
be freed at the age of twenty-five; the General Assembly should 
provide some means of compensation for the owners of the 1 
freed slaves by taking advantage of the offer of Congress em
bodied in its resolution of April 2; if adopted, the ordinance 
should secure the approval of the voters at the 1864 election 
before going into effect. 

Breckinridge set forth his position in a long speech. He in-" 
sisted that the war had doomed slavery in Missouri as else- J 
where. Recognition of this fact would secure more quickly ,> 1 
the necessary Eastern capital which the state needed for her 
economic development after the war. He pointedly asked the 
Conservatives to vote for his measure in order that more radi-
cal demands might be curbed. Breckinridge warned them that 
should they fail to do so a bitter conflict would develop over 
this question to the great harm of the state. 

Most of the Conservatives paid little heed to this plea. As ( 
soon as Breckinridge had finished, Congressman William A. 
Hall, the brother of the Lieutenant-Governor, moved that the 
ordinance be laid on the table-a move to kill the measure as 
far as this session was concerned. In the vote which followed, 
Hall's motion passed, 52 to 19.u 

The moderate proposal of Breckinridge had been the work 
of several St. Louis Conservatives who realized that if they 
faced the issue squarely they might control it better. They did 
not expect the measure to pass, but wished the issue joined. 
Samuel T . Glover wrote Broadhead suggesting that if the con
vention voted down the ordinance an attempt should be made 
to secure a resolution to the simple effect that "Slavery ought 
not to be perpetual in Missouri.m6 

The Conservatives took no further action on the floor of 
the convention. They may, however, have placed pressure on 
Gamble to make some kind of stand, for the Governor sent 
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a special message to the convention on June 13, the eve of 
adjournment, asking it to adopt a resolution in response to the 
offer made by Congress. He reminded the members of the 
aid which the state had received from the federal government 

J 

in the past. Gamble feared their action on the Breckinridge 
ordinance without an explanation might be interpreted as hos
tility to the Congressional offer. He did not ask them to re
consider the ordinance but did request that through a resolu-
tion they make clear their action on the question of emancipa
tion.17 

The convention referred the Governor's message to a special 
committee of five, all of whom had opposed the ordinance except 
Breckinridge, who was named chairman. The committee re
ported a resolution which acknowledged the Congressional offer 
and declared it worthy of "deliberate and respectful considera
tion." Although the majority did not feel authorized "to take 
action with respect to the grave and delicate questions of pri
vate right and public policy presented by said resolution, yet 
this body desires to recognize the liberality therein displayed ... 
and to express its profound appreciation thereof." Considerable 
debate followed before the convention adopted the resolution, 
37 to 23. Most of the opposition came from the more extreme 
Conservatives.18 

/ Senator Henderson wrote Gamble to commend his action 
6n securing the resolution. He had approved Lincoln's pro
posals the previous March. Now he considered it important 
that the President receive some approbation from the border 
states for whom he was trying to do a great deal. Looking to 
the future, Henderson warned: "We cannot secure interest 
in slave property by closing our mouths or our ears in Missouri 
whilst events here are daily demonstrating to all who take the 
time or pains to think at all that if this war continues (and I 
think it will continue long enough to accomplish this end) slavery 
will be forever destroyed in the United States. me 
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Two days after the adjournment of the state convention, 
another group met in Jefferson City. Called by B. Gratz Brownj 
Thomas C. Fletcher, and other budding Radicals to conside 
the emancipation question, it attracted 195 delegates from 
twenty-five counties. There were many speeches before the 
group adopted a platform drawn up by Brown. This document 
called for a plan of gradual compensated emancipation and } 
asked the legislature to avail itself of the offer of assistance 
by Congress and the President in carrying this out.20 

The M issouri Democrat praised the work of the meeting with 
the observation that the organization of an emancipation party 
was a welcome event. The conservative Missouri Statesman, on 
the other hand, condemned the group. If slavery were doomed, 
as Breckinridge and Brown proclaimed, it should be allowed 
to die a natural death. The paper accused the emancipationists 
of delaying the day of that death by their action rather than 
hastening it. Another critic, albeit on different grounds, was\ 
Charles D. Drake, later a leader of the Radical party which ' 
grew out of this meeting. He did not participate in the pro
ceedings and indeed, denounced the members at a later date 
as not being as "emancipationistic" as they claimed to be.21

/ 

Events were happening in Washington which were to have a 
profound effect on the situation in Missouri. The Radicals in I 
Congress 'had been pushing for more daring action than simply 
an offer to help border states compensate their slaveowners. 
To take care of their own back yard, they passed a bill providing J 
for compensated emancipation in the District of Columbia . . 
Debate followed on a measure to abolish slavery in the terri
tories. There was considerable denunciation of those generals in 
the field who returned fugitive slaves to their masters. Finally, 
toward the close of the session, the Radicals managed to pass( 
the Confiscation Act discussed previously. 22 

As the Radical movement gained momentum in Congress, the 
President called the border state congressmen together on July 
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12. He urged them to use their influence in bringing about 
emancipation in their states under the April 2 resolution. Ken
tucky and Maryland had ignored this completely, and Missouri's 
response had been far from satisfactory in Lincoln's eyes. Again, 
the President met with a lack of enthusiasm. Twenty of his 
listeners, including Senator Wilson and Representatives Hall, 
Phelps, Price, and Rollins of Missouri, issued a joint reply two 

\

dayS later. They assured Lincoln of their loyalty but declined 
to comply with his wishes. They denied the right of the federal 
government to interfere with a problem which they considered 
strictly within the province of the states. They pointed out 

l
that adequate compensation would add a tremendous amount 
to the national debt and impose a tax burden on the people 
which they did not feel could be justified. Seven others, including 
Representative John W. Noell of Missouri, wrote collectively 
that they would endeavor to carry out the President's pro
posals, and Senator Henderson wrote a separate reply promis
ing his cooperation. 2 3 

The President's thinking on emancipation had advanced one 
step further by this time. He had come to the realization that 
emancipation could not begin in the border states, yet he felt 
that slavery was a millstone around the neck of the United 
States. The President determined to free the slaves farther 

~
uth' even though it might be done only on a technical basis 

t this time. He began broaching the matter to members of 
is cabinet on the ground that the base on which the war was 

being fought needed broadening. At a full-scale Cabinet meet-
ing on July 22, he found the group divided. Interestingly 
enough, Montgomery Blair seemed more concerned about the 
sensitivity of the border states than Edward Bates, who en
dorsed Lincoln's plan enthusiastically. The entire Cabinet agreed 
with Secretary of State Seward, however, that this was not an 
opportune time for such a move, inasmuch as Union arms 
were meeting reverses everywhere. Consequently, the Presi-
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dent shelved his proposal until a more propitious moment-after 
the battle of Antietam. On September 23, Lincoln announced 
that all slaves in those states still in rebellion at the first ofr 
the year would be free. 2

' 

At the time of Lincoln's proclamation, the governors of most 
of the Northern states were meeting at Altoona, Pennsylvania, to 
consult on measures they might undertake to aid the war 
cause. Governor Gamble had declined to attend, largely on 
the advice of Bates who wired: "GO NOT. WHATEVER 
THE DESIGN, THE END IS REVOLUTIONARY." A letter 
followed, explaining that the conference owed its origins "to the 
leaders of the extreme wing of the Republican party," namely, 
the abolitionists. When this same conference drafted a resolu
tion approving the President's proclamation, Governor John 
A. Andrew of Massachusetts sent Gamble a copy seeking his 
endorsement. The Missouri governor declined on constitutional 
grounds. He declared his belief that this constituted an unwar-\ 
ranted interference by the federal authority with a state prob-

lem.
25 

~ 
While the Emancipation Proclamation did not apply to Mis- ~ . -J 

souri directly, it appeared in time to have a profound effect ~ 
on the state's fall election. Coming as it did in the final stages /~ 
of the campaign, Lincoln's proclamation had the effect of { -.ft 
~oving many Missourians one step further left from the posi-f IO/:v.,.-, 
bon they had held earlier in the summer. B. Gratz Brown and 
his supporters from the Jefferson City emancipation convention 
joined Charles D. Drake at the extreme left and began demand-
ing more immediate freedom for Missouri's slaves. Many of 
these men had belonged to the fledgling Republican party 
prior to the war. They had been called "Black Republicans" 
derisively at the time by the Democratic opposition; now it 
took no effort to apply the name "Charcoal" to them. 

The Breckinridge Conservatives now attracted a larger num
ber, including Governor Gamble, into their ranks. Lincoln's 
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(proclamation made these men realize that some form of eman
·cipation was inevitable. As the Charcoals considered this mid
dle ground colorless, they came to apply the sobriquet, "Clay
banks," to these gradual emancipationists. That minority of 

I Conservatives who still stood adamantly against emancipation 
were termed "Snowflakes" by the Missouri Statesman because 
they were "more concerned about the white man than about 
the nigger."26 

/ Most Missourians manifested little interest in the election 
(of 1862 for several reasons. Foremost was the disfranchise
I ment of many citizens because of their refusal to take the test 
oath required by the state convention. Much unrest still existed 
in the western half of the state, making that area unreceptive 

, to a full-fledged campaign. Emancipation was the only major 
issue. Party lines tended to disappear. Most candidates ran 
on an individual platform which either supported or opposed 
the concept of immediate emancipation as embraced by Lin
coln's proclamation. 

'

When the votes had been counted, only one thing was clear: 
Missourians generally favored emancipation in some form. Five 
of Missouri's nine congressmen had been elected as Republicans 
or outright Emancipationists. Frank Blair wired Lincoln: "The 
Legislature is emancipation in both branches on your plan 
& secures two Senators to support the administration." This 
proved to be an overstatement. The Charcoals swept St. Louis, 
where they elected five state senators and eleven of twelve rep
resentatives. The interior of the state tended to be more con
servative. The forthcoming session of the General Assembly 
presented a body sharply divided both on the form of emanci
pation and the election of senators.21 

The Twenty-second General Assembly convened at Jefferson 
City on December 29, 1862. It received the Governor's mes-

\

sage the following day. This document dealt with three topics 
primarily: finances, railroad legislation, and emancipation. On 
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the last subject, Gamble suggested a plan for gradual com! 
pensated freedom. He gave three reasons for his position 
( 1) the substitution of free labor for slave labor would en~ 
courage immigration from the other states into Missouri; (2) 
emancipation would discourage the efforts of the Confederacy 
to gain the state; and (3) there had been a diminishing num
ber of slaves since war broke out, and that type of property 
was no longer secure. Gamble reminded the members that, 
under the state constitution, they could pass no emancipatio~ 
law which failed to compensate the owners for the loss ofl 
slave property unless the legislature secured the prior consent 
of the masters to such a scheme. 

To overcome this difficulty and to gain the aid of the 
federal government, the Governor recommended that the legis.{ 
lature provide that all children of slaves born after the adop-\ 
tion of the act should be free. They should, however, remain 
under the custody of their mother's owner until reaching a 
certain age. In this way the only compensation needed would 
be that required to pay for the diminished value of the female 
slaves, who could no longer bear slave children. Such an 
amount could readily be gained through the Congressional res
olution. Under this scheme those Negroes already in servituder 
would remain slaves the rest of their lives.28 

After a month of debate, the General Assembly passed con
c~rrent resolutions declaring that $25,000,000 in Congressional { 
ald would be needed to carry out emancipation in Missouri. 
Agreement ended here. In the weeks which followed the mem
bers wrangled long and loud over the method of emancipation. 
The Claybanks wanted the old state convention to handle the 
problem, while the Charcoals wished a new convention called to 
deal specifically with this question. Neither group could gain a 
majority in both houses, so the matter lagged.211 

By February 6, the Missouri Republican became thoroughly 
disgusted with the prolonged proceedings. They had consumed 
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six weeks and produced nothing. The Republican recommended 
that the General Assembly forget emancipation and concentrate 
on getting sorely needed revenue into the State Treasury. Ten 
days later, State Treasurer George C. Bingham wrote Congress
man James S. Rollins that he believed the Charcoals were stalling 
on the emancipation question. They would oppose any scheme 
which would secure justice for the slaveholder. In their de
mands for immediate emancipation he feared they might drive 
many Conservatives from the state. Then they could take over 
from want of opposition.80 

While the Missouri General Assembly remained deadlocked 
over the means of carrying out emancipation, Congress con
sidered the question of providing the state with funds to com
pensate the slaveowners for their anticipated losses. Representa
tive John W. Noell and Senator John B. Henderson intro
duced bills in their respective houses. The two measures dif
fered considerably. Noell's allowed only $10,000,000 compensa
tion and stipulated that, in order to qualify, Missouri must 
endorse immediate emancipation by January 1, 1864. The 
Henderson bill set aside $20,000,000 for Missouri's use, with 

I gradual emancipation the anticipated goal. The Noell bill passed 
the House early in January with only the author and Rollins 
voting for it from the Missouri delegation. In the Senate, Hen
derson undertook a thorough revision of the measure to make 

(

it conform more nearly to his own. This completely altered bill 
passed the Senate on February 12, but the necessity of its re
turning to the House killed it, as Noell and his Radical allies 
refused to accept the changes.81 

The significance of this matter lies in its indication of the 

(

willingness of Congress to help Missouri in some way; the tragedy 
rests in the inability of Noell and Henderson to agree on a 
joint bill which could readily have been pushed through both 
houses, and in the determined opposition of Hall, Norton, and 
Price in the House and of Wilson in the Senate. These four 
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Conservatives from Missouri opposed any form of compensa
tion as government interference with states' rights. They sought 
to block the bill's path at every tum. 

The General Assembly adjourned late in March without { 
perfecting an act of emancipation. Governor Gamble now de
cided to call the state convention into session once again to 
deal with the matter. In issuing his call on April 15, he made 
it explicit that he did so primarily for this one pUrpose.32 

Eight vacancies existed in the convention, necessitating a spe
cial election to fill them. A lively contest ensued between the 
Charcoals and the Claybanks. The most important test of 
strength came in St. Louis, which had just elected a Charcoal 
mayor. There someone had to be chosen to replace Uriel Wright. 
Charles D. Drake became the Charcoal candidate when thatf 
group's original choice, B. Gratz Brown, failed to return from 
an eastern trip to file the required oath for candidates in time. 

The Missouri Republican had repudiated Drake earlier. Now 
it came to the support of his Claybank opponent, James E. 
Yeatman, the head of the St. Louis Sanitary Commission. Drake 
received the support of the Missouri Democrat which forced a 
somewhat reluctant German press into line. The Germans re
membered Drake's diatribes against them in the prewar era. 
They could never believe that the lawyer had had a change of 
heart from his Know-Nothing days. To them he seemed a 
mere political opportunist, and their distrust of him lasted far 
into the Reconstruction period. 

Little difference existed in the actual statements of the two. 
candidates. Drake demanded immediate emancipation "in the 
most speedy manner consistent with good order" while Yeat
man desired slavery "abolished in the shortest possible time 
consistent with true humanity and common justice." But Drake 
attacked the Gamble government and gave the impression that he 
stood on an unqualified Radical platform. His flair for dramatic 
oratory, perhaps as much as anything, carried the day for him. 
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(
In all, the Charcoals elected five delegates to the convention, 
each of whom was pledged to a platfonn of swift emancipation.88 

In the period between the election and the meeting of the 
convention, the radical Democrat delivered a bitter denun
ciation of Governor Gamble. It is typical of the abuse which the 
Radicals heaped on those who failed to stand with them in 
the years which followed: 

Governor Gamble never thoroughly enjoyed the confidence of 
the truly loyal people of Missouri. He was not raised to office 
by their votes. He had entered the Convention not without grave 
suspicions resting upon his loyalty, and his elevation to the 
responsible position of Governor of the State did not dispell all 
doubts. Nevertheless, the Union men of Missouri were dis
posed to acquiesce in his selection, give him a fair trial, and 
if he honestly carried out their views, render him a hearty 
support. In this, after a trial of nearly two years, he has signally 
failed. At the end of that period . . . we see him trembling 
with apprehension in his chair of state, and his public organs 
sending out piteous notes of alarm lest an indignant people may 
rise up to hurl him from his place. 

/ ' The Democrat listed seven causes for Gamble's failure as 
governor. These were (1) extraordinary selfishness; ( 2) nepo
tism; (3) narrowmindedness; (4) desire for preservation of his 
own power; (5) seeking support from the President more than 
from the people; (6) interference with and material thwarting 
of the operations of all federal military commanders, procur
ing their removal and appointment in such quick succession 
as to allow no settled state policy; and (7) high partiality for 
friends and political sympathizers in militia appointments.8

• 

The next day the Republican called the attack "a pitiful per
fonnance." It voiced the opinion that the Democrat's charges 
would be funny if they were not so disgusting.85 Although 
the accusations made by the Democrat obviously had malicious 
intent and overlooked or misconstrued a number of facts, they 
represented the views of a growing number of Radicals. 
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Governor Gamble addressed the New York delegation to the 
Chicago Ship Canal Convention when it visited St. Louis a 
few days later. He ignored the abuse flung at him by the 
Radicals and assured the visitors that emancipation was imminent 
in Missouri. Emancipation would cut a link binding the state 
to the South and make it more attractive to the introduction 
of Eastern capital. Even on this occasion the Radicals sought 
to goad him. The new Radical mayor, Chauncey I. Filley, 
followed Gamble to the platform. He expressed his delight 
to learn that the Governor now favored "immediate emancipa
tion as St. Louis does."36 

The state convention met for the fifth time on June 15, 186~ 
in the Capitol at Jefferson City. The highly partisan Democrat 
classified the members as follows: 35 Conservatives, 28 Copper
heads, 18 Radicals, and 11 Rebels. sT It failed to mention how it 
arrived at the criteria for these categories. No other paper made 
any attempt at such a classification. 

In his opening message to the convention, Governor Gambler 
concerned himself largely with emancipation and military af~ 
fairs within the state.ss Regarding the former, he reminded 
the members that the General Assembly had not acted upon 
the question. He added that its urgency was increasing. Un
like his stand with the Assembly the previous December, Gamble 
did not undertake to lay down a definite plan of emancipation 
in his message to the convention. He wisely recognized the 
divergent views held by the members, although he sagely ad
monished them: 

This, however, I may be allowed to say, that if a body of in
telligent and patriotic men will approach the subject with a 
deep conviction that it is of the highest importance to the State 
that the subject be disposed of, they will be able to dispose 
of it by agreeing' upon some measure, although it may not, in 
all its details, be the exact expression of the will of any 
individual who sustains it. 
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In concluding, the Governor made it clear that he would not 
remain aloof from the proceedings of this session as he had 
from the past two. He announced in rather an emphatic manner: 
"I propose, gentlemen, to take my seat in your body, (of which 
I am still a member), in order that I may render any assistance 
in my power in maturing and adopting such measures as you 
may attempt for the good of the State."39 With this state-

rment, <?amble once again became the leading figure of the 
lconventlOn. 

Although the Democrat's classification may not have been 
entirely accurate, it soon became evident that at least three 
distinct groups existed in the convention. These were the Clay
banks, led by Governor Gamble; the Charcoals, whose chief 
spokesman was Charles D. Drake; and the Snowflakes, led 
by James H. Birch. The first two groups both favored some 
type of emancipation though differing as to how and when it 
should be carried out; the third thought the question of emanci
pation entirely outside the scope of the powers delegated to 
the convention. 

This last group made its move early. When someone moved 
to have the Governor's message printed, Birch took the floor 
to state their case. He revealed by his remarks that this group 
was still living in the past; they failed to see that conditions 
and sentiment had been changed by the wartime disruption of 
the state. Birch denounced Gamble for calling the convention to 
consider a matter outside its jurisdiction. He maintained that 
retention of slavery and loyalty to the Union were not incom
patible and denied that destruction of the institution would 
bring peace to Missouri. Realizing the hopelessness of his cause, 
but unwilling to go down without a struggle, Birch closed by 
crying that he could not stand idly by and see a policy such 
as Gamble proposed brought about contrary to established law.'O 

1 With such speeches the proslavery group u.nerringly played into 
lhe hands of the Charcoals. The latter had maintained through-
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out the preconvention period of 1863 that this body was out ( 
of tune with the times. They contended that a new convention 
should be called which would more nearly express the will of 
all the people with regard to emancipation. 

The Charcoals lost little time in presenting their proposals. 
When Birch had finished his speech, Drake stood ready with 
a resolution calling upon the convention to pass an ordinance 
providing for the emancipation of all slaves by January 1, 1864. 
Slavery should be perpetually prohibited from Missouri after 
that date. 

Drake hesitated at this early stage to propose outright im
mediate emancipation with no safeguards, so he included in his f' 
resolution a clause providing for a system of apprenticeship to 
follow the granting of freedom. This system would be maintained 
"for such period as may be sufficient to avoid any serious in
convenience to those interests with which slave labor is now con
nected, and to prepare emancipated blacks for complete free
dom." Drake's resolution also included a proposal to submit such 
an ordinance, if passed, to a vote of the people on the first 
Monday of August, 1863. The Charcoal leader asked that his 
resolution be considered the following day, but Sample Orr 
moved that it be referred to a committee of nine. Pending con
sideration of this motion, the convention adjourned for the day.n I 

An amended version of Orr's motion was adopted the follow
ing day. It provided for a nine-man committee on emancipation 
with one member from each Congressional district. The con
vention elected the following to serve: Governor Gamble, Isidor 
Bush of St. Louis, Joseph Bogy of Ste. Genevieve County, M. H. 
Ritchey of Newton County, John F. Phillips of Pettis County, 
Abram Comingo of Jackson County, Lieutenant-Governor Hall, 
his brother Congressman William A. Hall, and Senator John 
B. Henderson. Of these, Bush was the only Charcoal. 

Judge Breckinridge now repeated his performance of the pre
vious session. His new proposal differed from Drake's in that the 
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system of apprenticeship would end definitely on July 4, 1876. 
During the interim, slaveowners would not be required to pay 
taxes on their human property. Breckinridge made no provision 
in his ordinance for ratification by the electorate. 

Drake wished to have his resolution acted on directly by the 
convention, but it, with that Qf Breckinridge, was referred to the 
committee of nine. While these were not the only ordinances 
proposed, they represented the considered opinion of the majority 
of the respective groups which backed them. All proposals were 
referred to the committee.42 

After a delay occasioned by the necessity of Gamble's being 
absent part of the time, the Governor reported as chairman of 
the committee on June 23. Debate began the following day on his 
proposed ordinance which called for an end to slavery, except 
as punishment for crime, on July 4, 1876. All slaves brought into 
the state who did not at the time belong to citizens of Missouri 
and all slaves brought in from seceded states should be free. To 
prevent this plan's being upset by some future legislature of a 

( more radical stripe, the ordinance would forbid the General 
Assembly . to pass any emancipation act without the consent of . 
the slaveowne~. The committee report made no provision for 
ratification by the people. Isidor Bush submitted a minority re
port which embraced the Breckinridge proposal in form, although 
it would end apprenticeship on July 4, 1870.68 

It may seem strange that Gamble and the majority should 
submit what appears on the surface to have been an extremely 
conservative proposal. Yet it differed from the Breckinridge 

r
· plan mainly in that slavery would continue through July 4, 1876, 
rather than granting the slave his technical freedom first and 
then tying him to a long period of apprenticeship. The Claybanks, 
of course, realized that, regardless of the package which sur
rounded it, the date was far too distant for Charcoal acceptance. 
Undoubtedly anticipating an eventual compromise solution, the 
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Gamble group probably thought that by starting from an ex
treme position the final arrangement would be more to their 
liking. 

The Charcoal element lost no time in proposing amendments. 
Drake immediately sought to have the date of emancipation 
advanced to January 1, 1864. This motion went down to defeat, 
18 to 65. Amendments and debate then followed in rapid suc
cession. J. J. Gravelly of Cedar County proposed immediate 
emancipation, owners being compensated $300 for each slave. 
This, too, was defeated decisively, whereupon Drake made 
another attempt to get the date of emancipation advanced. This 
time he proposed November 1, 1866, and declared it the latest 
date he would accept. He modified his position only to the extent 
of being willing to have an apprenticeship period of seven years 
beyond the date of emancipation. Breckinridge rose to rebuke 
Drake for his adamant stand. He reminded the Charcoal~leader 
that he should be willing to compromise in order to secure the 
best method possible!' 

Governor Gamble now took the floor, as it appeared that I 
~ttle was being gained and that all might be lost through 
wrangling. He proposed informally' July 4, 1867:5 as the dat 
for emancipation. All slaves freed were to remain with the· 
owners for the following periods: (1) those over forty years 0 

age for the remainder of their lives; (2) those over twelve yea 
of age until they reached twenty-three; and (3) all others until 
July 4, 1874. 

Drake declared this proposal acceptable if Gamble would add\' 
that these slaves could not be sold in the interim. This the \ 
Governor did. In addition, he moved the date of his amendment 
up to November 1, 1866, to make it more palatable to the Drake 
Radicals. Before Gamble's proposal could be acted upon, Senator 
Henderson, convinced that November 1, 1866, was too early a 
date for the majority to accept, moved that emancipation be 
effected November 1, 1868. This motion carried, 51 to 32. A 
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bitter debate followed between Henderson and Drake over the 
question of forbidding the sale of slaves in the amendment.46 

Controversy still raged when Major General John M. Scho
field , the newly appointed commander of the Department of the 
Missouri, visited the hall and was seated as a special guest. The 
General, who held the balance of power within the state, was 
no neutral observer. On June 23, three days before his visit to 
Jefferson City, Schofield had written William G. Eliot that he 
had no doubt the convention would pass an emancipation 
ordinance. It would not perhaps be as speedy in its operation 
as some, themselves included, might like. The General believed, 
however, that once the ordinance passed, Missouri would be 
virtually a free state. Social and economic interests would adjust 
themselves accordingly. Schofield strongly expressed his hope that 
once the convention had taken action it would receive the 
wholehearted support of all citizens.H The General had conveyed 
similar views in an earlier letter to John E. Williams of New 
York. He favored a plan which would be acceptable to both 
sides: compensated, gradual, but "speedy" emancipation. Scho
field noted later in his memoirs that he used his personal influence 
with members of the convention, including the Governor, to 
this same end.48 

General Schofield did not content himself with simply exerting 
his own influence to secure a satisfactory ordinance. He believed 

(
that positive assurance of support from the Administration would 
aid the cause of emancipation in the convention. He therefore 
wired President Lincoln on June 20, asking for authority to 
pledge in some manner, directly or indirectly, that the federal 

(government would back any ordinance passed and would protect 
Lslavery under it!9 

The President replied two days later. He agreed that such a 
pledge might be given if the period between the enactment of 

l the ordinance and the final abolition of slavery was to be 
relatively short and if provision were made that no slave should 
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be sold during that period.50 Schofield undoubtedly made this 
information known to his friends in Jefferson City during his 
visit there on June 26, but it apparently had little effect on the 
Conservatives. The final version of the ordinance contained1 
neither of Lincoln's two conditions. 

On June 29, James O. Broadhead moved the substitution of 
July 4, 1870, for the date in Henderson's amendment. After that 
date the provisions of Governor Gamble's amendment regarding 
periods of servitude should be applied. The convention accepted 
this substitution, 54 to 30. Then began another series of attempts 
to amend the ordinance. One of the more important amendments 
accepted came from Abram Comingo. It provided that slave
owners should be exempt from all taxation on their slave property 
after the passage of the ordinance. 51 

An important consideration before the final vote was whether\ 
the handiwork of the convention should be submitted to the 
electorate for approval. Alexander M. Woolfolk of Livingston 
County proposed that a ballot marked simply "For Emancipa
tion" and "Against Emancipation" be placed before the people 
in the November, 1864, election. Drake did not like this proposal. 
He thought it failed to test the power of the convention over the 
issue. He therefore moved to amend Woolfolk's proposal to make 
the ballot read "For the Emancipation Ordinance" and "Against 
the Emancipation Ordinance." 

Gamble objected to Drake's motion on the grounds that such 
action might bring defeat to the work of the convention. Some 
people might oppose only portions of the ordinance, yet for 
that reason be forced to vote against all of it. Then too, he 
argued, submission to the electorate in some sections of the state 
would be a farce because of unsettled conditions. In the end,[, 
the convention agreed and voted down the question of sub-
mission. 52 . 

Drake made one last effort to have his way in the convention. 
He proposed a substitute for the entire ordinance calling a new 
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convention, to be elected in November, 1863, to deal with the 
question. Again he met defeat, 19 to 61.GS 

Debate completed, the convention proceeded on July 1 to a 

'

final decision on the ordinance as amended. Adoption came by 
a vote of 51 to 30. With few exceptions, this represented a split 
along partisan lines, Claybanks versus Charcoals and Snowflakes. 
The latter two groups, however, opposed the ordinance for en
tirely different reasons.3

• 

The press of Missouri lined up characteristically in taking a 
stand on the ordinance, each paper acting according to its past 
policy. The Missouri Statesman quoted an article from the St. 
Louis Union which showed nineteen outstate papers favoring the 
ordinance and only eight opposed. Adding the St. Louis papers 
to the list, one found the Union and the Republican strongly 
endorsing the ordinance while the radical Democrat just as 
vehemently opposed it.35 

, Although emancipation had been effected by the state con
Lention, the Radicals did not cease their agitation to change the 
I~ituation. Indeed, the convention's failure to provide immediate 
emancipation launched the Radicals on a full-fledged campaign 
to overthrow the Conservatives and rescind the convention's ac
tion. In this they finally proved successful when Missourians, in 

\ 

the election of 1864, approved a Radical proposal to call a new 
constitutional convention. , 



8 
The Radicals Mount Their Offensive 

GENERAL SCHOFIELD had been at his new post but a few days 
when he received a letter from President Lincoln which re

vealed the Chief Executive's personal thoughts on Missouri. 
The President wrote: 

Having relieved General Curtis and assigned you to the com
mand of the Department of the Missouri, I think it may be of 
some advantage for me to state to you why I did it. I did not 
relieve General Curtis because of any full conviction that he 
had done wrong by commission or omission. I did it because of 
a conviction in my mind that the Union men of Missouri, con
stituting, when united, a vast majority of the whole people, 
have entered into a pestilent factional quarrel among them
selves, General Curtis, perhaps not of choice, being the head 
of one faction, and Governor Gamble that of the other. After 
months of labor to reconcile the difficulty, it seemed to grow 
worse and worse, until I felt it my duty to break it up some
how, and as I could not remove Governor Gamble, I had to 
remove General Curtis. 

Now that you are in the position, I wish you to undo nothing 
merely because General Curtis or Governor Gamble did it, but 
to exercise your own judgment, and do right for the public 
interest. Let your military measures be strong enough to 
repel the invader and keep the peace, and no~o strong as to 
unnecessarily harass and persecute the peoplE( It is a difficult 
role, and so much greater will be the honor if you perform 
it well. If both factions, or neither, shall abuse you, you will 
probably be about right. Beware of being assailed by one and 
praised by the other.l ') 

The choice of Schofield to head the department at this time I 
was undoubtedly wise. He was thoroughly familiar with affairs 
in the state and had utmost confidence in Governor Gamble. 

149 
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Irhat official returned his regard. Thus the two could work 
Jt-ogether with great benefit to Missouri. This very situation, how
\ever, made Schofield anathema to the Radicals from the outset. 
Through the German press and the Missouri Democrat they bit
terly denounced those responsible for the removal of General 
Curtis. Only someone with no previous Missouri connections 
might have hoped to escape Radical abuse. Schofield certainly 
could not.2 

/ The new commander began to encounter problems with the 
fRadicals shortly after he reached his post. A copy of Lincoln's 

letter, cited above, somehow fell into Radical hands. They pro
ceeded to make political capital of it. Drake quoted part of 
it during a debate in the state convention on June 25; two 
days later the Missouri Democrat printed it in full. This last 
move greatly angered Schofield, who was attending the con
Tention in Jefferson City at the time. Inasmuch as he considered 
the letter official and confidential, Schofield feared its pub
lication might be construed by Lincoln as a breach of confidence 
on his part. 

Upon his return to St. Louis, the General sent for George W. 
Fishback, one of the proprietors of the paper. He demanded to 
know how the Democrat had obtained the letter. Fishback re
plied that his partner, William McKee, was responsible for it. 
Schofield asked McKee on two occasions to call at his head
quarters to explain how he had come into possession of the 
letter, but the newspaperman ignored both requests. Failing 
to secure satisfaction, the General arrested McKee and demanded 
to know the paper's source of information. Although McKee 
declined to divulge it, Schofield released him on an oral parole 
and gave him ten days to formulate a reply.' 
J Schofield's arrest of McKee stirred the Radicals into action. 

They appealed directly to the President, charging Schofield with 
violating his instructions in the letter in question by arresting 
McKee. Without determining which letter had been published, 
Lincoln wired Schofield of the Radical complaint. He requested 
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that the matter be dropped. Obviously wishing to avoid further 
controversy, the President pleaded significantly: "Please spare 
me the trouble this is likely to bring."4 

In his reply, Schofield explained and defended his action. He 
believed McKee had "obtained the letter for publication through 
some friend of General Curtis, to whom, I presume, you sent 
a copy of it, and not through the infidelity of some person in 
my command." At the same time he expressed his willingness 
to comply with the President's request to avoid further contro
versy. 

Lincoln had sent a copy of the letter to Curtis, but that 
officer hastened to assure the President, through an aide, that 
he was not responsible for its publication. Lincoln, while syml 
pathizing with Schofield's motives, had no desire to prolong th9 
issue. So he closed the door on it with this message to his com
mander: "While I admit that there is an apparent impropriety 
in the publication of the letter mentioned without my consent 
or yours, it is still a case where no evil could result, and which 
I am entirely willing to overlook."5 ( 

The "evil" had been done, however, for the incident caused a 
tremendous stir. So far as the Radicals were concerned, they 
now felt confident that had Lincoln been able to remove Gamble, 
he would have done so. They agitated this theme continually. 
The publication of the letter, in reality, added more fuel to 
the fire which the Radicals had already begun building under 
the Provisional Government. 

Governor Gamble did not hesitate to express his views in 
the affair. He had known nothing about the letter prior to 
its publication but, upon seeing it in print, he sent Lincoln 
a stinging defense. He rebuked the President for attacking him 
in a manner "unbecoming your position," and called the pub
lication of the Lin~oln message a "most wanton and unmerited 
insult." Gamble denied that he had ever acted as a factionalist. 
He assured the President that his every action was molded by 
a desire to do his duty by his state and country. He reminded 
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Lincoln that, although he had disapproved of Administration 
.~cts in the past, he had never attacked the President or his 
advisers personally because of the possibility that it might dam
ge the national cause. Gamble implied that Lincoln, in doing 

this very thing to him, had weakened the Governor's position 
in the eyes of the people of Missouri.6 

Lincoln replied ten days later. He had declined to read 
what his secretary called a "very cross" letter "as I am trying 
to preserve my own temper, by avoiding irritants, so far as 
practicable." He assured Gamble: "I was totally unconscious 
of any malice, or disrespect towards you, or of using any ex
pression which should offend you, if seen by you.m This soothed 
the Governor temporarily. 

~ 
The letter to Schofield had come to public light just two days 

fter the state convention returned to the Governor the resigna
ion which he had submitted at the opening of the June session. 

Gamble had called the convention, as noted in the preceding 
chapter, to deal with the question of emancipation. This issue 
took up most of his opening message. He dropped a bombshell 
in their midst toward the close of his remarks, however, by an
nouncing that he felt this a suitable time to tender his resig
nation, to take effect on the last day of the present session. 
He explained that he had long contemplated the move ; he now 
believed the task for which he had been called to the governor
ship had been fulfilled.s 

Drake and the Radicals tried to secure resolutions accepting 
the resignation and calling for a state election in the fall. Their 
efforts met rebuff. The convention passed a substitute motion on 

\June 23 returning Gamble's resignation to him. With it went 
\the request that he continue in office until the 1864 election. 

When he arrived in Jefferson City, General Schofield also 
urged Gamble to reconsider his resignation. Schofield reasoned 
that there would be no improvement secured in such a move. 
The conservative nature of the convention would not allow 
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it to elect anyone who would greatly alter Gamble's policy. 
Indeed, the whole result might be "confusion worse con
founded."~ 

Gamble hesitated to change his resolve. Before doing so, 
he sought to reach an understanding with Schofield as to the 
policy they might mutually pursue should he retain his office. 
He assured the General that he did not doubt his loyalty, yet 
he was tired of the attacks being made upon him; his health 
was suffering under the strain. With regard to cooperation be
tween the civil and military authorities, Gamble enumerated 
the following measures which he thought Schofield should 
adopt as department commander: ( 1) make it known that 
the Provisional Government is recognized and will be sup
ported, with military power if necessary, by the federal gov
ernment; (2 ) allow no interference by the military in civil 
and criminal procedures carried on through state courts in fed
eral military posts; ( 3) prohibit recruiting of Negroes with
out the written consent of the Governor and punish those so 
doing ; (4 ) carry out confiscations only under directions from 
the War Department. Concluding, Gamble assured Schofield: 

When we arrive at a perfect understanding between ourselves 
I am willing to put myself in the same boat with you, and we 
will sink or swim together. If you should be censured or re
moved from this command because of what is done to carry 
these propositions into effect, I will abandon office immediately . 

. All of this would obviously have forced Schofield from the l 
nuddle path down which Lincoln had directed him. Conse
quently, the General replied that he could not enter into 
any such agreement. Rather, he must be free to act according to 
circumstances or to carry out any orders from the President.10 

In spite of Schofield's refusal and the Lincoln letter, which 
h~d been published by this time, Gamble officially withdre'f 
his resignation on the last day of the session. He did so, he 
reported, although he knew that more criticism would be his 
POrtion. He pleaded with the members once again to co-
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operate with him in suppressing the enemies of the state and 
suggested that they put partisan politics aside until this had 
been accomplished.l1 

The Missouri Democrat had claimed a Radical victory when 
Gamble resigned. It crowed that his resignation resulted from 
popular demand and not from the Governor's own free will. 
Another article in the same issue, however, reported that 
some observers thought the Governor's resignation simply a 
scheme to get convention backing. They suspected that Gamble 
would eventually withdraw his resignation upon the solicitous 

Z
e uest of that body.12 

Although this ultimately happened, there is no evidence to 
dicate that Gamble's resignation was other than sincere. His 

health had never been good. Criticism had been heaped in
creasingly upon him. Yet he recognized that if he resigned, 
the Conservative cause would be left virtually leaderless at a 
critical moment. Deeply interested in seeing the new emanci
pation policy carried out, Gamble seemed to believe that the 
times demanded his sacrifice. To this end, he somewhat re
luctantly withdrew his resignation. 

\ Gamble was not without his supporters. The Missouri Repub
lican asserted, in urging the convention to reject his resignation, 
that the Governor held the confidence of the "real people" 
of the state. After the convention's adjournment, the Repub
lican enthusiastically praised Gamble. It announced that the 
whole state, except the "Jacobins" and "Revolutionists," re
joiced that he had agreed to withdraw his resignation.IS The 
Conservative organ failed to mention how many people in the 
state belonged to the two groups named. The rest of the 
Missouri press seemed more concerned with the emancipation 
ordinance which the convention had adopted than with Gamble's 
resignation. 

6
-The probability of closer cooperation between the military 

command at St. Louis and the Provisional Government was 
further enhanced, shortly after Schofield's arrival, by the selec-
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tion of James O. Broadhead as provost marshal general of 
the department. This close friend of the Governor had re
ceived the post largely through the efforts of Senator Henderson 
and Representative Rollins, both staunch Gamble men. Charged 
with supervising martial law in the state, the position carried 
tremendous power. 

Broadhead's predecessor, Franklin A. Dick, had not always 
seen eye to eye with the Governor. Dick was a Curtis man who 
had irritated Gamble in the McPheeters case and others. He 
had also irked the Governor by refusing to arrest the editor 
of the Kansas City Journal of Commerce. That journalist had 
written a scurrilous article the previous March, blaming Gamble 
for the guerrilla warfare along the border. When Schofield suc
ceeded Curtis, Gamble refused Dick the necessary commission 
to allow him to remain in office. The Democrat roundly de
nounced the move, but it evoked slight comment from the 
rest of the state's press. A change usually occurred when a new 
commander took over.14 

One of the first demands confronting Schofield was the neer 
for troops to aid General Grant in his campaign against Vicks 
burg. Even before he reached St. Louis, Schofield receive 
a message from General Halleck asking that he send all the 
volunteer troops he could spare from Missouri and Kansas into 
the field. Schofield complied and thereafter relied entirelyf 
upon the state militia to maintain order within Missouri. ComJ 
menting on the difference between himself and General Curtis in 
this regard, Schofield later wrote: "For my part, I could see 
neither necessity nor excuse for quarreling with the governor 
of Missouri, and thus depriving myself and the nation of his 
legitimate aid.m~ 

Troubles on the Kansas border soon increased. Unfortunatelyl 
Schofield continued Curtis' policy of attaching western Mis-, 
souri counties to Kansas in forming military districts. On June 
9, the new commander created two such districts to replace 
the old Military District of Kansas. The District of the Frontier, 
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comprising this area south of the thirty-eighth parallel, remained 
under the command of Major General Blunt; the District of 
the Border stretched north from parallel thirty-eight to the 
Missouri River and encompassed the remainder of Kansas.16 
Here the influential Jim Lane virtually dictated the choice 
of Brigadier General Thomas Ewing, Jr., one of his political 
sycophants and a brother-in-law of William T . Sherman, as 
commander. Urged on by Lane, Ewing began a ruthless sulf 
pression of the border population, which had spawned a con\ 
siderable guerrilla force to combat the Kansas Jayhawkers 
earlier in the war. Not trusting the Missouri militia to main
tain order in this area, Ewing relied on Kansas troops whose 
"loyalty was unquestioned." By August 3, as guerrilla activity 
continued unabated, Ewing in desperation wrote Schofield. 
He proposed a mass evacuation from the border of those families 
known to harbor the desperadoes. 

General Schofield hesitated to approve such a sweepini 
policy. Yet he realized that, regardless of cause, the situation 
was becoming increasingly difficult. Consequently, he approve<{ 
the general plan on August 14. In so doing, he instructed Ewing 
that the group affected should be limited to the smallest num
ber possible because of the expense involved and "the suffering 
it may cause to children and other comparatively innocent 
persons. !!l7 

On that same day, another of Ewing'S policies reached a tragiJ 
climax. One of his innovations had been the incarceration of 
the mothers, wives, and sisters of those suspected of guerrilla 
activity. Disaster came on August 14 when one of the makeshift 
prisons in which they were housed collapsed. Five women wer4 
killed, and several others were seriously injured. When word 
of this accident reached the guerrillas hiding out in the vicinity, 
it carried with it the rumor that Ewing had planned the tragedy 
deliberately. No evidence exists to support this story, but these 
desperate men needed none. 
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The border commander soon issued the order putting into 
effect the plan which Schofield had just approved. The guer, 
rillas were spurred into action. Led by the young William \ 
Quantrill, a large force of them moved out of Johnson County, 
Missouri, headed for Lawrence, Kansas. Their leader had long 
since chosen Lawrence as a target. After an all-day and all
night ride, the Quantrill gang swooped into the Kansas town 
early on Friday morning, August 21, 1863. There followed 
one of the bloodiest massacres in the history of irregular war-\ 
fare. Some 150 men and boys of Lawrence were gunned down, 
leaving 80 widows and 250 orphans. Property damage totaled 
more than $2,000,000. Only one guerrilla lost his life; he had 
stayed behind in a drunken stupor and was shot by an Indian. 
A vengeful mob, finding his body, tore it to pieces.Is 

By the evening of August 22 the guerrillas were back in 
Missouri. They disbanded but were pursued by most of the 
Union troops along the border. Those caught were promptl~ 
executed. Kansas, emerging from the bloody disaster, thirsted 
for revenge. Governor Thomas Carney warned Schofield in 
a terse message: "I must hold Missouri responsible for this 
fearful, fiendish raid." He called for a court of inquiry. And in 
the same breath, he reported that he had requested arms from 
the Secretary of War. His requisition had been promptly ap
proved. Jim Lane organized a meeting in Leavenworth which 
resolved to raise a large force of Kansas men by September 
8. It was their purpose to enter Missouri and retaliate against 
its citizens. 

The Radical press of Missouri joined the cry being raised' 
by the Kansans. The Democrat went so far as to accuse Gov
ernor Gamble of supporting Quantrill. Indeed, it held him 
personally responsible for the outrages perpetrated by the guer
rilla leader.19 

Lane and A. C. Wilder wired Lincoln on the 26th: "The 
imbecility and incapacity of Schofield is most deplorable. Our 
people unanimously demand the removal of Schofield, whose 
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policy has opened Kansas to invasion and butchery." The 
President promptly forwarded the message to the General, seek
ing an explanation for the entire Lawrence affair. In his re
ply, Schofield hedged. He sought to pin the blame on Curtis 
and the Radicals and their policies. He promised action, how
ever, and assured Lincoln that he had taken measures to 
strengthen the force along the border to prevent future raids.20 

Under these conditions, General Schofield left St. Louis for the 
border. He arrived at Leavenworth on September 2. There 
he conferred with Governor Carney, Jim Lane, and other 
Kansas leaders. Lane wished to make "a large portion of 
Western Missouri a desert waste, in order that Kansas might 
be secure against future invasion." He tried to persuade Scho
field to lead personally the force he proposed to send into 
Missouri. He assured the General that they would abstain 
entirely from unlawful acts. 
/ Schofield declined. He had already issued an order forbidding 

fny armed men not in military service to cross the border 
from one state to the other. He immediately proceeded to 
station sufficient troops in the region to enforce this order. 
On September 4, he wired Acting Governor Hall: "There will 
be no invasion of Missouri by the people of Kansas. The Gov
ernor and the people of Missouri may be perfectly at ease on 
that subject."21 

£
SChOfield did prevent the Kansans from seeking indiscriminate 

evenge, but he failed to save the Missouri border from devas
ation. Urged on by Jim Lane, General Ewing decided that 

circumstances necessitated the implementation of the program 
he had instituted only partially before the Lawrence raid. 
Without waiting to secure Schofield's consent, he issued General 

Ibrder Number Eleven on August 25-a document forever in
~amous in Missouri history. General Order Number Eleven 
required all persons in Jackson, Cass, Bates, and the northern 

(half of Vernon County, living more than a mile from Union 
'filitary posts, to abandon their homes within fifteen days. 
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Those who could prove their loyalty might remain at some I 
post in the area; all others would have to move completely) 
outside the military district. 

To make matters worse, Ewing brought in the Fifteenth Kan
sas Cavalry under the intensely despised Doc Jennison to help 
carry out the order. This outfit performed an already brutal 
assignment so vengefully that the area lay in ruin within two 
weeks. It was known for years as the "Burnt Districtt In 
Cass County, which had had a population of 10,000 before the 
war, only 600 remained; Bates County was reduced to an even 
greater degree.22 

Acting Governor Hall strongly protested the order and asked 
Schofield to rescind it. The Commander hesitated, then re-A 
luctantly approved it as the only possible remedy for a hope! I 
less situation. His explanation to the War Department is a good 
summary: 

The evil which exists upon the border of Kansas and Missouri 
is somewhat different in kind and far greater in degree than 
in other parts of Missouri. It is the old border hatred intensified 
by the rebellion and by the murders, robberies, and arson which 
have characterized the irregular warfare carried on during the 
early period of the rebellion, not only by the rebels, but by our 
own troops and people. The effect of this has been to render 
it impossible for any man who openly avowed and maintained 
his loyalty to the Government to live in the border counties of 
Missouri outside of military posts. A large majority of the 
people remaining were open rebels, while the remainder were 
compelled to abstain from any word or acts in opposition to 
the rebellion at the peril of their lives. All were practically 
enemies of the Government and friends of the rebel guerrillas. 
The latter found no difficulty in supplying their commissariat 
wherever they went, and, what was of vastly greater importance 
to them, they obtained prompt and accurate information of every 
movement of our troops, while no citizen was so bold as to 
give us information in regard to the guerrillas. In a country 
remarkably well adapted by nature for guerrilla warfare, with 
all the inhabitants practically the friends of guerrillas, it has 
been found impossible to rid the country of such enemies. At 
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no time during the war have these counties been free of them. 
No remedy short of destroying the source of their great ad
vantage over our troops could cure the evil.23 

All of these events occurred while Governor Gamble was 
absent from Missouri on another eastern trip. He and his 
family left St. Louis on July 21 to go to Philadelphia where 
they hoped to obtain surgical aid for his wife, whose eyesight was 
failing. While there, the Governor received a letter from At
torney-General Bates urging him to come to Washington. The 
President wished to see him, and Bates thought that much good 
could come of such a visit.2f 

Gamble went to Washington. Undoubtedly he hoped to 
straighten out the difficulties he had had with Lincoln and to 
enlist the President's full support in the struggle against the 

\ Radicals. The conference proved instead a decisive failure. Ac
cording to Gamble, former Governor William Dennison of 
Ohio, "accidentally or purposely," walked by in the corridor 
just as the discussion turned to the "graver aspects" of the 
Missouri political situation. The President hailed Dennison to 
join the conversation, which finally took such a tum that Gam
ble deemed it proper for him to leave. He had accomplished 

\

nothing except an intensification of his already bitter feeling 
against Lincoln. When the President remarked that he hoped 
Gamble would not release his "cross" letter to the press, the 
Governor shot back that he intended to publish it whenever 
expedient. Gamble never published the letter, but in relating 
the interview to Bates later, he quite revealingly summed up 
his feelings: "I express to you my profound conviction that 
the President is a mere intriguing, pettifogging, piddling politi
cian."25 

On the return trip to Philadelphia, the Governor suffered 
an accident which delayed his departure for Missouri more than 
a month. He had been resting his elbow on the window ledge 
of the train. Timbers of a narrow bridge his train was crossing 
struck his arm, and a fracture resulted. He went on to Phila-
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delphia where it was necessary for him to remain some time 
for treatment. Gamble made a slow recovery from his injury. 
The Missouri Republican reported on August 31 that he was 
still confined to his room and faced the prospect of being un
able to travel for another two weeks. As a matter of fact, Gam-r 
ble did not return to St. Louis until September 20. It was 
reported then that his arm was still lame and its condition 
would prevent him from immediately assuming his active du
ties.26 

While General Schofield was en route to investigate the Kan
sas border situation early in September, the Radicals were \ 
gathering at Jefferson City for a mass emancipation conven
tion. Four grievances had been set forth by the ten Radical 
leaders who called the meeting: ( 1) the insecurity of the 
lives and property of Union men; (2) the emancipation ordi
nance; (3) the Provisional Government's extension of life; and 
( 4 ) the return of secessionists without restraint by the au
thorities. 27 

The convention organized and designated its resolutions com
mittee. Then it settled down to listen to a lengthy harangue by 
Charles D. Drake in favor of immediate emancipation during 
which he roundly denounced the Gamble administration for 
its stand on that issue. The convention formally endorsed "every 
word and sentence" of Drake's address. 

After more speeches, the convention heard from its resolu
tions committee. The committee reported a sweeping series of 
statements for the group's consideration. In addition to the 
resolutions praising Fremont's emancipation proclamation and 
calling for the immediate abolition of slavery in Missouri, four 
of these stood out above the rest. They called for (1) Gamble 
and Hall to vacate their offices, as the Provisional Government 
had been untrue to .the loyal people of Missouri; (2) President 
Lincoln to remove General Schofield from the command of 
the Department of the Missouri; (3) the appointment of a 
cOmmittee of seventy (one from each county represented at 
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the convention) to go to Washington and lay before the 
President a petition containing their grievances (they also ex
tended an invitation to the Union men of Kansas to send a 
codelegation) ; and (4) the appointment of a committee of pub
lic safety to confer with the loyal men of the state in order 
to organize and arm them for the protection of their homes. 28 

This last resolution seemed to give substance to the long-held 
contention of the Conservatives that the Radicals intended to 
use violence to overthrow the Provisional Government. 

The convention chose Drake as chairman of the committee 
of seventy. It charged him with the task of preparing the 
address which that group was to present to the President upon 
its arrival in Washington. Stirred by the Missourians' action, 
the Kansas Radicals held a similar meeting at Leavenworth. 
They adopted resolutions which, among other things, denounced 
the "Gamble-Schofield policy" as one designed to keep Missouri 
a slave state and Kansas a captive province of that state. They 
also appointed a committee headed by Senator Jim Lane to 
accompany the Missouri group to the national capital,29 

After numerous stops en route for speechmaking, the two 
committees reached Washington on September 27. They were 
forced to wait three days for an interview with the President. 
r Things were fast getting out of hand in Missouri during 
I September. The trouble on the Kansas border and the action 
of the Radical emancipation convention in denouncing Gamble, 

\ Schofield, and the militia greatly encouraged the Radical and 
I German press in their outcries. Their incendiary editorials in
cited at least one E.M.M. regiment to mutiny. The regiment 
was being sent from St. Louis to New Madrid to relieve the 
Twenty-fifth Missouri Volunteers for duty in Arkansas. In re
sponse to an editorial protesting their enrollment, this group 
brought their steamboat to shore. There they abandoned it 
and returned home by land. 
f About the same time, General Schofield discovered a plot by 
{some Radicals to kidnap Governor Gamble and himself in an 
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attempt to take over operations in Missouri. The plotters had 
tried to take the guard at Schofield's residence into their confi
dence, but he reported the plot to Schofield, and it was nipped 
in the bud. 

All these evidences of disaffection alarmed the General. ont 
September 17, he issued a directive threatening fines and punish
ment for those who endeavored to create dissatisfaction among 
the troops or who tried to incite the people to violence. He an
nounced that those newspapers violating the order would be 
suppressed.30 In explanation of his order, Schofield enclosed 
seventeen articles of an incendiary nature from the Radical 
Missouri press in a letter to General Halleck three days later. 
Describing their effect, the General minced few words: 

The revolutionary faction which has so long been striving 
to gain the ascendancy in Missouri, particularly in St. Louis, 
to overthrow the present State government and change the 
policy of the national administration has at length succeeded, 
so far as to produce open mutiny of one of the militia regi
ments and serious difficulties in others . 

. . . I am thoroughly convinced of the necessity for prompt 
and decided measures to put down this revolutionary scheme, 
and my sense of duty will not permit me to delay it longer. 
It is barely possible that I may not have to enforce the order 
against the public press. They may yield without the applica
tion of force; but I do not expect it. The tone of some of their 
articles since the publication of the order indicates a determina
tion to wage the war which they have begun to the bitter end. 
This determination is based upon the belief that the President 
will not sustain me in any such measures as those contemplated 
in the order. A distinct approval of the President of my pro
posed action, and a knowledge of the fact here, would end the 
whole matter at once. . . . It is difficult, I am aware, for any 
one at a distance to believe that such measures can be neces
sary against men 'and papers who claim to be "radically loyal." 
The fact is, they are "loyal" only to their "radical" theories, and 
are so radical that they cannot possibly be loyal to the Govern
ment.31 
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I This last comment hit home with Lincoln. He had witnessed 
the same tendency in the Radical leaders. Consequently, the 
/president did not hesitate to approve Schofield's order, al
Ithough he did admonish, through Halleck, "the exercise of 
great caution and discretion" in its enforcement. 

As a result, the Missouri Democrat was led to comment that 
there could be little hope of any results from the visit of the 
Radical committees to Washington. It blamed the entrench
ment- there of the moneyed, unscrupulous Missouri Conserva
tives.82 

Certainly, the Conservatives had not been idle. James S. Rol
lins wrote both Montgomery Blair and Edward Bates urging 
them to use their influence to protect Schofield. He sent the 
Attorney-General a letter vehemently setting forth the Con
servatives' complaints against the Radicals, for transmission to 
the President. Bates saw Lincoln on September 26. He delivered 
both the Rollins letter and a similar one from James O. Broad
head and received assurances from the President that Schofield 
would be sustained unless something new and unexpected should 
be ' revealed against him. Blair had written Rollins earlier to 
the same effect. It would seem that Lincoln had determined 
his course of action even before the Radicals left St. Louis. 

Apparently one of the letters which most influenced Lincoln 
at' this time was that from Joseph A. Hay, the uncle of one 
of the President's secretaries. Hay wrote that he had heard 
Drake in a speech at LaGrange, Missouri, recently. The Radi
cal leader had denounced Lincoln as "a Tyrant and a Dictator" 
because of his recent attempt, through Schofield, at inter
ference with the state convention on the emancipation issue. 
Joseph Hay informed th~ President that he wished Lincoln to 
know who his "friends" and his "opposers" were in Missouri. sS 

I Lincoln received the two Radical delegations at nine o'clock 
~n the morning .of September 30, in the East Room of the 
White House. With the doors locked and reporters barred, Drake 
proceeded to read his lengthy address 'of grievances. He de-
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manded the removal of Schofield and his replacement with 
Major General Benjamin F. Buder of New Orleans fame. He ( 
called for the disbanding of the E.M.M. and the substitution 
of federal forces for it. And he requested action by federal 
authorities to see that persons not entitled by law to vote did 
not do so. The President heard the complaints and discussed 
the demands with the Radicals in detail. He gave them no im
mediate answer except to refuse to consider their demand to 
remove Schofield. Indeed, he warmly defended that officer's 
actions.s• 

Drake later wrote that he felt it a mistake to have the in
formal discussion after his address. During this time various 
members of both delegations made statements, mostly of a back
biting nature, against General Schofield. Lincoln took advan
tage of the meanness of the delegates' charges in his reply. 
The President's attitude is evident from John Hay's transcribed 
notes of the conversation which took place. The Radicals madJ 
it clear that they opposed Schofield because his policies ran 
Counter to their plans for destroying the Provisional Govern
ment, and Lincoln was quick to observe their motives. S5 

Ignorant of events in Washington, Schofield sent the Presi
dent a letter of defense which arrived the day after the audience. 
He reported conditions in Missouri better than at any previous 
time. He pointed . out with obvious pride that he had accom-\ 
plished this favorable situation with 20,000 fewer men than 
Curtis had had earlier. Surplus troops had been sent to re
inforce Grant and Rosecrans. The. Commander asserted that 
While he cooperated with the Provisional Government he did 
not allow Governor Gamble to dominate him. He had used 
his Whole influence to secure emancipation, although the re
sults had not quite, been what he and Lincoln wanted. Try
ing to set the political picture straight in Missouri, Schofield 
warned the President that his support came from the Con
servatives, not the Radicals. S6 
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/Lincoln undoubtedly realized the source of his support. He 
confided to John Hay that, while he approved the Radical 
program over that of the Conservative Provisional Government, 
he could not condone the methods whereby the Radicals sought 
to achieve it. He predicted though: "I believe, after all, those 
Radicals will carry the State & I do not object to it. They 
are nearer to me than the other side in thought and sentiment, 
though bitterly hostile personally. They are utterly lawless
the unhandiest devils in the world to deal with-but after all 
their faces are set Zionwards."81 

The President drafted his formal reply to the Radicals on 
October 5, although he did not send it to Drake until the 

\ 

14th. He reiterated his refusal to remove Schofield, with the 
declaration that no definite proof had been presented to show 
that that officer was responsible for Missouri's ills. He was not 
thoroughly familiar with the E.M.M. Yet, by their own applica
tion for its replacement with federal troops, the delegation ad
mitted that the militia served a definite purpose. Nothing had 
so gratified Lincoln the previous June as Schofield's being able 
to send reinforcements to General Grant at Vicksburg. He re
minded them that this had been possible largely because the 
E.M.M. was capable of policing Missouri. He promised to look 
into the matter, however, and determine the "exact value" 

J
Of the E.M.M. Lincoln agreed that something should be done 
regarding the Radicals' demand concerning voters. He had 
directed Schofield to take care of this matter. 88 

l The President's reply was so damaging to the Radical cause 
{that Drake withheld its publication until October 23. By that 
time he had formulated a reply to be published with it. Publica
tion followed by two days the demand of the Missouri Republican 
that the President's message be released to the public. 59 

On October 1, Lincoln reminded General Schofield that al
though no organized military force existed in Missouri at pres
ent to oppose the federal government, should such reappear 
the Commander's duty would be only too plain. He considered 
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it Schofield's immediate obligation "to advance the efficiency" 
of his force and "to so use it, as far as practicable, to compel 
the excited people there to leave one another alone." The 
President did not wish to interfere with any of the policies which 
Schofield had adopted recently to ensure peace. Still, he did 
enjoin him to (1) prevent the return of fugitive slaves by the 
military or their enticement of slaves away from their homes; 
( 2 ) allow no enlistment of colored troops without specific 
orders either from himself or the War Department; ( 3) stop 
confiscation until further notice; ( 4) see that only qualified 
voters exercised that right; and (5) rid the state of marauders by 
military means. In this last regard, Lincoln asked Schofield to 
report on the value of the E.M.M. 

In his report of October 20, Schofield cited instances in 
which the E.M.M. had proved a valuable military adjunct 
during the past year and a half. He did note that some of 
them had become increasingly partisan as political tension 
mounted, a tendency which negated much of the benefit de
rived. Consequently, the General recommended that the militia'r 
place could and should eventually be taken by federal volun 
teers and conscripts raised within the state!O 

Schofield was not the only one to be disturbed by conditions 
in Missouri. Shortly after his return from the East, Governor 
Gamble wrote the President that his patience was exhausted bY[ 
the accusations of disloyalty brought against him by the Radi
cals. He reminded Lincoln that he had never shirked in using 
the resources of the state to support the federal government. 
He asked that the department's military commander be given 
authority to maintain the Provisional Government with all 
the forces at his control. U 

A few days later, Gamble received a letter from his brother 
ArChibald, berating him for maintaining public silence in the 
face of his enemies. "You have allowed a licentious press to per
vert all your acts and to misrepresent you as a Traitor," he 
Wrote disgustedly. He urged Gamble to rise up and defend 
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himself. "Your friends stand in need of arguments and state
ments by which to sustain you," Archibald remonstrated, "and 
by withholding them you are delivered over bound into the 
hands of your enemies." 

When the Governor failed to hear from Lincoln within ten 
days, he decided to take this more drastic step. On October 12, 
he issued the following proclamation to the people of Missouri: 

Many evil disposed persons are now engaged in endeavoring 
to produce disaffection towards the State Government with the 
avowed purpose of overthrowing it by violence if they shall 
be unable to accomplish their end by other means. They en
deavor to attract other citizens to their support by the circu
lation of most unfounded Statements and misrepresentations. 
Among this class of persons are to be found men who bear 
about with them commissions from the State Government and 
many who have obtained notoriety only by the favor of that 
Government; while others of them have been removed from 
office and still others have been refused office by that Govern
ment. 

So far as the end which they seek can be effected by means 
conforming to the constitution, and the laws, through the ex
pression of the popular will, no objection can be made to any 
change in the Government which the people may desire to make, 
but the proclaimed purpose of effecting it by violence, demands 
that the people should be put upon their guard against a 
scheme which may result in the complete ruin of the State. 

The Governor enumerated point by point the things which he 
had done since taking office to promote the safety and well
being of the state. Then he outlined the lies which had been 
rendered against these actions. He ended his message with a 
plea for unity and deliberative thought!2 

President Lincoln finally replied to Gamble on October 19; 
he had delayed answering because of the press of official duties. 
Lincoln believed the Governor overestimated the seriousness of 
the situation in Missouri. The President informed Gamble that 
General Schofield had full authority to put down any violence 
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which might threaten the state, and he assured the Governor 
that he stood just as ready to protect the Provisional Govern
ment as any other state administration which might have 
been more regularly chosen. The President specifically approved 
that part of Gamble's proclamation upholding constitutional 
change and denouncing violent overthrow of government. But, 
he asked, does the Radical party itself threaten to overturn the 
Provisional Government or are only some of its more outspoken 
members advocating such a course?4S Gamble had no choice but{ 
to accept the President's assurances and carry on the affairs of the 
state as best he could. 

General Schofield's report to the President on October 25 / 
gave evidence that conditions had quieted down by the late 
fall of 1863. The General thanked Lincoln for his generous 
support and asserted that he believed the crisis past in Mis
souri. All the loyal people were coming gradually to the realiza
tion that they must cooperate if lawlessness were to be put down. 
They had become aware that they must sustain the Com
mander's military directives in order that law might be en
forced. Schofield enclosed a letter from Lieutenant-Governor 
Hall which reported that conditions in northwest Missouri, one 
of the trouble spots throughout the war, were quieter now than 
at any previous time.44 

The Radicals did not agree with this opinion concerning/ 
conditions in the state. They complained that many disloyal 
men and former rebel sympathizers had enlisted in the militia. 
These now threatened the loyal Union men who resided in that 
area; Ben Loan sent Secretary of War Stanton a large sheaf 
of affidavits to this effect. 

The President forwarded the affidavits to Schofield on Octo-
, ber 28. The General confirmed the statement that a large 
number of "returned Missouri rebels" had enlisted both in 
the militia and in the Kansas volunteers. These enlistments were 
effected at his direction during his recent tour of that area. 
While they had caused commotion in the militia for a time, 
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\ the use of the returned "rebels" had proved a cure for many 
pf the region's ills. The men who enlisted had repented of their 
disloyalty; they had taken the oath and given their bond. Scho
field found them most reliable in keeping order because of 
their desire to prevent any more damage to what property 
remained to them. "If I can make a repentent rebel of more 
service to the government than a man who never had any 
political sins to repent of," the General asserted, "I liee no 
reason for not doing so." He agreed with Lincoln, who had 
noted that Loan's affidavits anticipated future difficulties but 
had not cited actual harm done. Schofield had yet to hear 

)

the first report of a murder, robbery, or arson in that entire 
region since the new organization had been effected. He assured 
the President that he was keeping the area under careful 
surveillance. "The prospects of future peace in the state are 
highly encouraging."·5 

~ 
Conditions became so quiet militarily within the state by 

December that Gamble wrote Schofield proposing that those 
in the state militia who wished to re-enlist in the federal forces 
as veterans be allowed to do so. His suggestion was well taken. 
Schofield issued an official order to that effect on December 
22-an obvious admission on the part of both the state and 
federal authorities that they felt it safe to reduce the state 
forces, as conditions were becoming more settled. The order 
carried out in part Schofield's promise to Lincoln of the pre
vious October.46 

r: 
In the political arena, the fall of 1863 saw the Radical-Con

servative rivalry center on a contest for control of the Missouri 
Supreme Court. The recent session of the state convention 
had ordered an election for November to fill the three seats 
on the Court vacated in January, 1862. Both groups had a 
slate of candidates in the field. The Radicals at their emancipa
tion convention in September nominated Henry A. Clover of 
St. Louis, Arnold Krekel of St. Charles, and David Wagner of 
Lewis County. The Conservatives did not' hold a convention but 
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declared their intention to support the three incumbents, Barton 
Bates, William V. N. Bay, and John D. S. Dryden. All had 
been appointed by Governor Gamble the previous year!7 

Both parties considered the election of vital importance to 
their future. The Radicals carried on an extensive campaign, 
some of them declaring the need for a change in order that 
the new judges might unseat the Provisional Government on y 
constitutional grounds. .......- \ 

The Conservatives contented themselves with issuing occa
sional replies to Radical charges. They were the party in 
power, and it appeared that they had the backing of the federal,' 
government because of the close cooperation between Gamble 
and Schofield. The Conservatives also controlled the patron- '\ 
age, a decided factor in their favor. Governor Gamble's proc
lamation of October 12 was probably their most effective weapon 
in the campaign. Its clear appeal caused many voters to think 
twice before succumbing to Radical propaganda. The Conserva
tives followed Gamble's proclamation a few days later with 
an article signed by Lieutenant-Governor Hall and others, be
laboring the Radicals for their revolutionary tenets. The Con
servatives were not without concern over the outcome of the 
election. Attorney-General Bates wrote Broadhead as late as 
October 24 that the party would have to carry the election 
or future elections might be jeopardized.48 

The e~ection was close-so cl~se th~t at first it appea~ed that f' 
the Radlcals had won. The Mrssoun Democrat so clrumed as 
early as November 9. It soon became evident, however, that/ 
a great deal of fraud had been perpetrated in the returns for 
the various military units, and this had accounted for the 
Radical margin. The Missouri Republican cited one instance
the returns for the Fifth Cavalry-in which the Radicals received 
1,084 votes to 5 for the Conservatives. Curiously, only 726 men 
in the unit were eligible to vote. When the official returns 
were announced, the Conservative ticket emerged victorious 
43,180 to 40,744. General Schofield had issued orders in ac-
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fordance with Lincoln's instructions, restricting the vote to 
/those who could meet the suffrage requirements, which in
cluded taking the test oath. He reported to the President that 
the election passed off quietly and in good order. Most of 
the outstate press confirmed this opinion, although the Repub
lican and the Democrat made partisan charges that the party 
of the other had permitted ineligible persons to vote. '9 

) The judicial election setback had a temporary sobering effect 
Ion the Radicals. Certainly it made them realize that their strength 
did not approach the claims they had been making so extrava-

}

gantly. They soon had consolation, however, in the election 
of B. Gratz Brown to the United States Senate to fill the seat 
held by the Conservative Senator Wilson. This victory indi
cated a definite consolidation of party ranks in the legislature. 
At its regular session earlier in the year, the General Assembly 
had deadlocked. A three-way (Charcoal, Claybank, Snowflake) 
race had failed to produce a senator for the term ending 1867. 
Now, at the adjourned session, party lines emerged sufficiently 
to reduce the race to a two-man contest and give Brown a 
nine-vote margin over James O. Broadhead. 

Brown had been a Radical leader from the outset. He had 
a long antislavery record going back to the 1850's when he 
edited the Missouri Democrat. Following his election to the 
Senate, Brown made the dramatic announcement that he would 
go to Washington as a representative of the state and not of his 

\party.GO He promptly forgot this statement when he arrived 
\It the national capital. There he began working ardently to 
undermine Schofield, Gamble, and the Provisional Government. 

r 
The General Assembly which met in November, 1863, also 

faced the necessity of filling Missouri's other Senate seat for the 
tenn ending in 1869. The legislature had elected John B. Hender
son at its earlier session to serve out the term until March 4, 
1863. He immediately announced that he would seek re-election. 
Apparently sensing the rising Radical strength in Missouri, 
Henderson by August began to edge away from his previouslY 
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forthright conservatism and became more critical of the Pro- J 
visional Government. The Missouri Democrat accused him of 
straddling the fence to secure the votes of both Radicals and 
Conservatives when the legislature met. Henderson denied pri
vately that he had courted the Radicals with any deal. Yet 
he outpolled his opposition by a handsome margin, which indi
cated that he had found some favor in certain Radical eyes.51 

Even though Henderson filled one of the seats, the Democrat 
was greatly elated about the Senate election. It reported that 
rumors were circulating in Jefferson City that Governor Gamble 
would resign because of the results. The Missouri Statesman re
plied that the rumor of Gamble's resignation resulted from 
the Governor's ill health. Should Gamble resign, Lieutenant
Governor Hall would complete his term. 52 The resignation never 
came. 

During that same fall, some of Missouri's leading Radicals) 
became attracted to the Union League of America. This group 
had been organized a year earlier to help arouse enthusiasm 
for the Union cause. No state-wide organization existed in 
Missouri, but a number of local chapters sprang up under af
filiation with the Kansas, Iowa, or Illinois state councils. When 
the League held its annual meeting at Washington in December, 
five Missouri Radicals appeared as delegates. They sought to 
use the council sessions as a national forum to air their griev
ances against Gamble and Schofield. The council rejected a \ 
plea to send a special committee to the President on the Kansas
Missouri situation. Rather, it appointed a three-man group 
to see Lincoln about securing better protection for Union men 
throughout the country and to make special mention "that 
the complaints of our truly loyal brethren of Kansas and Mis
souri have produced the conviction in our minds that some
thing should be done for their better protection and relief."u 

Lincoln received the committee but made no promises. He 
confided to John Hay: "I know these Radical men have in them 
the stuff which must save the State [Missouri] and on which 
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we must rely. They are absolutely uncorrosive by the virus of 
secession. . . . The Conservatives, in casting about for votes 
to carry through their plans, are tempted to affiliate with those 
whose record is not clear. If one side must be crushed out & 
the other cherished there could be no doubt which side we 
would choose as fuller of hope for the future. We would have to 
side with the Radicals." The President, nevertheless, deplored 
as "simply monstrous" the Radical distrust of Gamble and his 
associates, for even Drake and many of his friends had been 
antiabolitionist before the war.64 

E 
Lincoln found it more difficult to overlook other reports 

hich reached him. B. Gratz Brown and Congressman Elihu 
. Washburne of Illinois accused Schofield of taking sides in 

he internal politics of Missouri. Washburne, a close personal 
friend of the President, had asked the General to use his in
fluence to secure the election of both Brown and Henderson. 
This would ensure each party a senatorial seat and prevent 
a repetition of the earlier deadlocked legislature. Schofield re
portedly answered that he could not consent to Brown's elec
tion. After securing office, Brown made a proposal to Scho
field through an intermediary: If Schofield would throw his 
political weight behind the measure before the General As
sembly to call a new state convention, Brown would not op
pose Schofield's permanent promotion to major general by 
the Senate. According to Brown, this proposal received a simi
larly unfavorable answer from Schofield. GG 

The President called Schofield to Washington for personal 
consultation. The General denied the accusations. Lincoln as
sured him: "I believe you, Schofield; those fellows have been 
lying to me again." Nevertheless, the new situation was com
plicated by Lincoln's realization that however Schofield might 

(
answer the charges, a dilemma would result. Either Schofield's 
integrity or that of Washburne and Brown must suffer. There
fore, the President decided to act in the matter before such a 
climax was reached. G8 
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Another situation arising at the same time helped Lincoln I 
solve his problem. Major General William S. Rosecrans had 
become persona non grata to Generals Grant and Sherman 
because of his behavior in the action around Chattanooga. The,~ 
two commanders were favorably disposed toward Schofield. The 
President secured the approval of Senators Henderson and 
Brown for the appointment of Rosecrans as commander of , 
the Department of the Missouri. He also received their as
surances that they would support his nomination of Schofield 
for the permanent rank of major general with a command 
in the field. In this way two troublesome problems could be 
solved, and both men receive a promotion. 

Lincoln sought the approval of Secretary of War Stanton and 
General Halleck for this arrangement on December 18. Ap
parently one of these men suggested that General Pope might/ 
be a better choice for the command at St. Louis if Schofield 
were to be relieved. Lincoln replied that the two Missouri 
senators thought there might be too much prejudice against him 
because of his previous service in the state. Halleck and Stanton 
acquiesced. 

Once this routine procedure had been discharged, the nomina- \ 
tion of Schofield was sent to the Senate. The Commander re
mained at the capital for several weeks during this process 
and looked forward eagerly to a field command, as it meant 
an escape from the political intrigues which had plagued him 
in Missouri. 

Meanwhile Lincoln encountered new obstacles in the senate./ 
Senator Brown attempted to undermine the President's action. 
Although he did not personally oppose Schofield's confirmation, 
Brown urged certain of his colleagues to do so. A private con
ference with certain leading senators was required before Lin
coln was able to carry out his plan regarding both Schofield and 
Rosecrans. This delay prevented the latter from assuming his 
new command until January 30, 1864.61 
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General Halleck, wntmg to William G. Eliot the following 
day, summed up quite accurately the situation in Missouri which 
brought about Schofield's transfer: 

I knew what his [Schofield's] instructions were, and I believe 
that he was honestly and faithfully carrying them out. . . . 
Missouri is a very difficult Dept. to command, and I know of 
very few officers fitted for the place. The President does not 
understand the condition of affairs there. . . . I sincerely hope 
that he [Rosecrans] may give satisfaction. He may do so if 
he will keep clear of the political factions which will attempt to 
use him for their own purposes.68 

/ It was impossible for General Schofield to weather the Radi
kal storm indefinitely. He simply cooperated too closely with 
Governor Gamble. Although he had not always pleased the 
Provisional Government with his policies,69 he had the confidence 
of its officials. Far more often than not he supported them 
openly against Radical attacks. For any commander to remain 
long in Missouri, it was absolutely necessary for him to stay 
neutral so far as the state political scene was concerned. This, 

(
in reality, was impossible to do in a situation in which the political 
picture tied so closely to the military. Neither party was con
tent to see the other gain the advantage which the military 
could give. Thus, throughout the war, Lincoln found himself 
constantly assailed with demands from one side or the other 
that a new commander be appointed. To a certain extent the 

\ President was responsible for bringing this condition on him
~elf. As Halleck noted, he did not always understand the situa
tion within Missouri. He saw the strife there as a party struggle 
for power, yet he failed to appreciate its intensity and the 
basic issues underlying it in their local context. 

Lincoln's attitude toward the whole Missouri situation is 
best summed up in a letter he wrote a group of St. Louis 
Radicals in May, 1863, when contemplating the removal of 
General Curtis: "It is very painful to me that you in Missouri 
cannot or will not settle your factional quarrel among your-
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selves. I have been tonnented with it beyond endurance for 
months by both sides. Neither side pays the least respect to my 
appeals to your reason." 60 

As long as the Provisional Government remained in power, 
this condition continued. General Rosecrans proved no more f 
a match for it than did any of his predecessors. Perhaps Gen
eral Halleck himself came closer to winning the respect of both 
sides than any of the others who served in the department. 
His early removal to a command in the field took him out of 
the active Missouri picture before he had a chance to become 
too involved in state politics. 
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'The Radicals 'Triumph 

gHE ARRIVAL of General William S. Rosecrans at the end of 
January, 1864, to take command of the Departmeat of the 

Missouri coincided with another event of great significance, 
the death of Governor Gamble. The Governor had been in ill 
health since his last eastern trip in the late summer of 1863. 
Nevertheless, he had taken an active role in the judicial election 
campaign and in preparing for the adjourned session of the 
General Assembly. Rumors began circulating as early as Novem
ber that he would resign because of his health and allow 
Lieutenant-Governor Hall to finish the remainder of his term. 
Few paid serious attention to these rumors, for the Governor 
continued at his duties in Jefferson City where the legislature 
was meeting. That he took an active interest in the work of 
that body is evidenced by the three veto messages and the 
several special communiques he sent it.1 

On December 17, Governor Gamble slipped and fell on the 
ice while descending the steps of the State Capitol and severely 
injured his yet unmended elbow. Gamble returned to St. Louis 
to recuperate but, his strength weakened and his resistance 
~ow, he contracted pneumonia. On January 15, the Missouri 
Republican reported that the Governor had been confined 
to his bed since the 9th but, it continued optimistically, he was 
now improving. No serious symptoms were evident. 

Three days later the paper changed its tone. It now in
formed its readers that Gamble's illness had taken a tum for 
the worse. No one was certain how long his confinement would 
last. No more appeared in the papers until February 1, when 
the Republican announced that the Governor's condition had 
become critical, and the family had sent for his son, Hamilton, 
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Jr., in the East. The younger Gamble did not arrive in time I 
to find his father alive. The same issue of the paper carried a 
later item reporting the Governor's death as having occurred 
just before noon on Sunday, January 31, 1864.2 

Lieutenant-Governor Hall immediately assumed the guberna-{ 
torial office. He announced Gamble's passing to the General 
Assembly on Monday, February 1. The new governor paid a 
fitting tribute to his predecessor, which history has since borne 
out: 

Surrounded by difficulties, such as never before beset a Governor 
of this State, it is not strange that his administration of affairs 
should have failed to satisfy all. His official career is now 
a part of history, and it is confidently believed that when the 
animosities of the present shall have yielded to the decision 
of cooler judgment, all will admit that he discharged his difficult 
and arduous duties with an eye single to the best interests 
of the country.s 

In this respect, it is interesting to note also the comment of 
Attorney-General Bates, Gamble's brother-in-law and long-time 
partner and friend. He wrote in his diary: 

To the Public, his death, especially now, is a calamity; for 
he stood, like a lighthouse on a rock in the edge of a stormy 
sea, not only to give warning of the danger, but to resist its 
violence ... . 

And now perhaps, in the article of death, he serves his country 
as effectually as in the best actions of his life. Death has fixed 
a seal not only upon the man, but his acts and policies also; 
and so, desperate factionists, seeing small hope of success in 
their schemes, will, I hope, in a good degree, cease from 
troubling.· 

Such would not be the case. The Missouri Democrat had con
tinued to criticize Gamble almost to the day of his death. Now 
it paid him brief tribute: "His private character and personal 
reputation are unblemished. His public and official course 
has been freely canvassed and heavily censured, but the shield 
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of death is over it now."~ The year 1864 was the election year. 

f
The Radicals, many of them political opportunists, could hardly 
be expected to cease their agitation for long. 

The State of Missouri owes a great debt of gratitude to Hamil
ton Rowan Gamble for his services during this crucial time in 
its history. He gave unselfishly of himself to help Missouri 
weather the internal storms which threatened to wreck it. Al
though he came to the governorship in one of the most unusual 
extralegal actions any state ever witnessed, his conservatism and 
moderation were important staying factors in the whole drama 
of Missouri during the Civil War. His policies kept many loyal 
to the Union who would otherwise have gone over permanently 
to the Confederacy. Through the militia he made it possible 
for many to enlist in the Union cause who would have had little 
inclination to do so had Missouri pursued a radical course from 
the beginning. 
/ In time, Gamble's conservatism began to displease many of 

!the "stauncher" Union men. A lawyer and a jurist, he found 
it difficult to circumvent Missouri's increasingly outmoded codes. 
Being of Southern background, Gamble tended to tread care
fully in thinking of emancipation. This caution alienated him 
from those who sought quick freedom for Missouri's slaves. 
The inevitable result was a split in the Union ranks and the 
emergence of the Radical party. 

In wartime, men are prone to do many things they would 
not contemplate under ordinary circumstances. Charles D. 
Drake is a good example of this response to unusual pressures. 
Drake had been strongly proslavery before the war, yet he 
came to see slavery as the sole cause of the conflict and was 
determined to wipe it out in his own state. The Radical party 

lhad its beginnings with men who followed sincere convictions; 
it soon attracted the political opportunists. Gamble probably 
could not have stemmed this Radical tide even had he joined 
it. When he indicated his willingness to compromise in the 
convention over the emancipation ordinance, his own Conserva-
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tive group refused to go along with him. Gamble's dependence/ 
upon their support thus hindered him while giving him added 
strength. In his death, the Conservatives lost a powerful leader. X 

In his first message to the General Assembly, Governor Wil
lard P. Hall made it quite evident that his policies would differ 
little from those of his predecessor: 

I am aware of the embarrassments I must encounter in suc
ceeding so good a man and officer, and I solicit your kind 
support whenever I shall deserve it. My chief and constant 
effort shall be to co-operate with the Federal Government in 
its effort to suppress the existing rebellion. In doing this, I 
shall not be solicitous to find fault with the President, with 
Congress or our Generals in the field. I shall rather defer my 
objections to whatever I may consider blameworthy in the 
acts of either to a more propitious period, and trust, by a 
cordial support of the Government of the United States, to 
contribute something to the restoration of peace. In this course 
I shall expect to receive the approbation of yourselves and of 
the people of Missouri.6 

One of the first acts passed by the General Assembly after 
Hall became governor called for a new state convention to / 
reconsider the emancipation question and to look into the pos- " 
sibility of revising the Missouri constitution in view of changed 
conditions. The call for the convention needed to be ratified ( 
by a popular referendum at the fall election. The selection of 
delegates (two from each senatorial district) would be held 
at the same time so that the convention could meet in January, 
1865, if approved by the voters. 

The previous December, Hall had cast a tie-breaking vote to 
lay the measure on the table in the Senate where he presided. 
The Radicals, who had been gaining strength steadily as the 
session progressed, resurrected the measure. When it passed \ 
by large majorities, the Governor signed it. He reported con
fidently to RollliIs that the Conservatives would defeat the 
scheme at the polls that fall.1 

This new issue gave additional importance to an already 
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~
crucial election. November of 1864 would offer the people of 
Missouri their first opportunity to choose a full slate of state 
fficials since 1860. Both Radicals and Conservatives were de

termined to have their men elected. Then too, this was a 
\ presidential election year, although in this issue the political 

lines were not so distinctly drawn in Missouri. 

Both Radicals and Conservatives began preparations for 
(1864 early. The former group found itself divided in its loyalties 
twhere the Presidency was concerned. Many, particularly those 
r from the German element, were dissatisfied with Lincoln's 
policies in Missouri. They hoped for a national Radical con
vention which might support Secretary of the Treasury Chase or 
some other candidate of like stripe. They signed a call for a 

~Slave-State Freedom Convention to meet at Louisville on Feb
ruary 22, in the hope that it might serve such a purpose. When 
they attempted to move the Louisville convention in the direc-

I
tion of Chase's nomination, however, they met the decided 
opposition of Charles D. Drake. A member of the Missouri 
delegation, Drake believed such a move premature. He fa
vored Radical participation in the regular Republican (National 
Union) convention in the hope, presumably, of averting Lin
coln's renomination. Drake carried the day at Louisville. The 
Freedom Convention confined itself to pressing for more imme
diate emancipation in the border states.8 

Undaunted by the events at Louisville, B. Gratz Brown and 

f
ertain Missouri Radicals joined others from ten states in an 

invitation to those of like faith to gather at Cleveland on May 
31. There they would nominate a "true" Union ticket. This 
convention attracted a motley crew from sixteen states. They 
fpresented a variety of interest groups, all of them Radical. 

fieneral John Charles Fremont received their nomination. He 
had been the darling of the German Radicals since his days in 
Missouri in 1861. The convention adopted a decidedly Radical 
platform.1I 
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The Missouri Conservatives meanwhile had been laying their/ 
plans for the campaign. Thomas H. Allen, a prominent Con
servative Unionist, wrote James O. Broadhead as early as 
November 16, 1863, asking if he would consider heading the 
Conservative ticket in Missouri the following year. He re
ported that many desired a mixed slate of Conservatives and 
Democrats. A month later, Alexander J. Reid, the editor of 
the Louisiana Journal, informed Broadhead that he felt the 
people in that area inclined toward the Conservatives. The party 
needed a paper the size of the Democrat to influence the people 
more strongly; many persons heeded a paper "according to 
its size and the boldness of its tone." He urged that the St. Louis 
Union be expanded to fill this need.1o 

Steps were taken in this direction. R. J . Howard wrote 
Montgomery Blair on December 28 that "our friends," includ
ing Broadhead and Glover, had met to consider placing Lincoln's 
name at the masthead of the Union as that paper's candidate for 
the Presidency. Although there was some opposition to such 
a move this early in the campaign, it was apparently over
come. The Union came out for the President's re-election the 
first week in January, 1864.11 

During January and February, the Conservatives began form- \ 
ing Lincoln clubs throughout Missouri. The one in St. Louis ~ 
sent out a call on April 11 for the first of three state political 
conventions to be held in 1864. It met at St. Louis on May 
18 under the banner of the Unconditional Union (Conservative) 
party for the express purpose of choosing delegates to the Na
tional Union (Republican) convention at Baltimore. The M is
souri Democrat bitterly denounced the meeting as "bogus 
Unionism." It accused the group of trying to split the Radical 
party, which it called the true Union force in Missouri. 

Undeterred, the Conservatives chose twenty-two delegates to r 
go to the Baltimore convention and instructed them to vote' 
for the nomination of Lincoln. Governor Hall headed the dele- . 
gation, which included James O. Broadhead; William F. Switz- \ 
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ler, the editor of the Missouri Statesman; Samuel M. Breckin
ridge; and James B. Eads, the noted St. Louis engineer. The 
convention strongly endorsed Lincoln's war policies. It called 
for cooperation with him while condemning those unwilling to 
unite behind the decision of the national convention. While 

\ 

it favored a constitutional amendment abolishing slavery, the 
convention went on record as approving the segregation of the 
Negro to the point of granting him a special territory for settle
ment. Lacking a concrete organization, the Conservatives estab
lished a state central committee which was instructed to call 
a convention following that at Baltimore to nominate a state 
and electoral ticket.12 

t
' The Radicals held their state convention at Jefferson City 

week later. The call simply stated that the meeting would 
held for the purpose of nominating state candidates and 

conducting "other business." The Radical Union Executive 
Committee in St. Louis carefully avoided mentioning the Balti
more convention for fear of alienating their more extreme ad-

j rents.1S 

When the convention met, a bitter floor fight developed over 
. resolution to send delegates to the National Union conclave. 
For a time it appeared that a split might occur in the state 
m~eting. The more extreme Radicals feared that the Baltimore 
convention would give an automatic endorsement to Lincoln, 
whose policies they distrusted. They had already called the 
meeting at Cleveland to nominate Fremont and wished to 
avoid placing the Missouri party in an ambiguous position on 
the Presidency. The majority of the Radical leadership realized 
that unless they tied their party to the National Union move
ment in place of the Conservatives, they could have little hope 
for the fall campaign. A vote on the resolution resulted in its 
adoption, 341 to 99, with the delegates from St. Louis voting 
against it, 59 to 34. Some of the Germans walked out of the 
convention in protest. They soon returned as they saw that 
the mood of the meeting continued along an anti-Administration 
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trend. Thereupon, the convention chose twenty-two uncOmmitted) 
delegates to go to Baltimore. These included Charles D. Drake; 
John F. Hume, the editor of the Missouri Democrat; and the 
three Radical congressmen, Ben Loan, Joseph W. McClurg, and 
Henry T. Blow. 

The resolutions adopted by the convention sustained the 
federal government in a vigorous prosecution of the war. They 
protested the authority given the Provisional Government by 
the Lincoln administration, however, and rejoiced at the 
prospect of the imminent deliverance of Missouri from its con
trol. Realizing that part of their difficulties lay in the make
up of the Lincoln cabinet, the Radicals called for the ousting 
of those (Bates, Blair, Seward) not in sympathy with their pro
gram. They denounced what they considered the unfair rejection 
of parts of the soldier vote in the previous fall election. Finally, 
they reiterated their major theme, immediate emancipation 1 
Missouri, and went on record as favoring a national consti-I 
tutional amendment to end slavery. 

Proceeding to the nomination of state candidates, the Radicals f 
chose Thomas C. Fle!£l1er for governor. A compromise choice, 
Fletcher had been in the regular army since 1862 and had at
tained the rank of colonel. He currently commanded a brigade 
in Sherman's Army of the Tennessee. He had been a delegate 
to the Republican national convention in 1860, where he voted 
for Lincoln. Fletcher had not been active in recent Missouri 
politics because of his army career, so he had made few enemies. 
Charles D. Drake had wanted the nomination. Certainly the I 
Radicals' best spokesman and seemingly their logical choice, 
he proved unacceptable to the Germans because of earlier 
disagreements. Many memI>ers of the party feared his extreme 
utterances would cost them votes.H 

The rival facti9ns of the old Union group in Missouri thus! 
chose two delegations to vie for representation at the National 
Union convention at Baltimore. One of these had definitely 
been instructed to vote for Lincoln. The other went uninstructed 
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but bound by a resolution which declared that a President should 
serve only one term. Both groups stopped off at Washington en 
route to Baltimore to see Lincoln. He remained officially un
committed as to which delegation he favored.a 

The Baltimore conclave opened on June 7. After a short 
hoor debate, the convention approved a report from its com
/mittee on credentials seating the Radical delegation from Mis
souri by a vote of 440 to 4. This would seem strange inasmuch 
as the Radical delegates were definitely known to oppose the 

\

renomination of Lincoln. Certainly it proved somewhat embar
rassing to the convention managers. When the roll call to 
nominate a candidate for the Presidency occurred, the entire 

\

cOnvention voted for Lincoln with the exception of the Mis
sourians. They cast their ballots for General Grant, but when 
the end of the roll call showed Missouri alone in the opposition 
column, its delegation chairman moved that the President's 
nomination be made unanimous.16 

A brief examination of events on the national scene during 
the winter and spring of 1864 can offer a satisfactory explana
tion for the Baltimore convention's seating of the Radicals. 

(
Secretary of the Treasury Chase had been flirting with the 
Radicals in Missouri and elsewhere in the hope of securing the 
Presidential nomination. Chase's was a futile dream from the be-
ginning. Nevertheless, he developed a bitter antagonism against 
Montgomery Blair who staunchly supported the President and 
promoted his renomination. Chase's machinations with the Mis
souri Radicals caused some of the more liberal Conservatives 
there to seek help from Frank Blair, about to resume his seat 
in Congress after serving with Sherman's army in Tennessee. 
This the hot-tempered Blair rendered only too willingly. The 
heated feud culminated in two bitter tirades on the floor of the 
House. Frank castigated Chase and the Missouri Radicals for 

\

their opposition to the President, while openly accusing the 
Secretary of the Treasury of using his office to the personal 
profit of his friends. . 
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The Radicals in Congress thwarted an investigation of Blair's 
charges. Then they deprived him of his seat, on the ground{ 
that his army commission made him ineligible. Unable to stop 
the popular groundswell for Lincoln's renomination, which the 
Blairs were doing all in their power to promote, the Radicals ( 
struck back through the convention credentials committee. They 
played up the Missouri Radical delegation as truly Republican 
while insinuating that the Conservatives were a bunch of "john
ny-come-Iatelys." Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles noted: 
"There was much intrigue and much misconception in this 
thing." So the delegates later discovered, when the vote of 
the Missouri delegation set off a tumult of disapproval in the 
convention chamber.17 

The Unconditional Union party of Missouri, whose delegates 
had been denied seats, went out of existence as an active poli
tical body. Its executive committee, set up to call a state nominat
ing convention, never fulfilled that function. Most of its mem
bers either supported Lincoln quietly or went over to the 
Democratic party. 

This latter group, which consisted of the remaining Conserva
tives in Missouri, met in their state convention at St. Louis on f 
June 15. They had been called together by several hundred 
signers for the express purposes of choosing delegates to the na- I 
tional Democratic convention at Chicago and of selecting a ~ 
state central committee. When they met, the delegates confined 
their activities to those two specific functions. They declared 
that they would nominate state candidates and electors after the 
national convention. Among those chosen to go to Chicago 
were John S. Phelps, Sample Orr, Thomas L. Price, William A. 
Hall, and former Senator Robert Wilson, all leading Conserva
tives. They were ~tructed to vote for General George B. Mci 
Clellan, the eventual nominee of the party. 

Upon the delegation's return, General Thomas L. Price was 1 
chosen as the party's nominee for governor. Price had earned 
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his military commission in the state militia in 1847. He had been 
a staunch Benton supporter in the 1850's and had served briefly 
both in the Missouri General Assembly and in Congress.18 

The Missouri Republican and the Missouri Statesman imme
diately hoisted the Democratic ticket to their mastheads and 
actively supported that party's candidates throughout the cam
paign. Most of the Radical press, led by the Missouri Democrat, 
had long since announced its support of Lincoln and Fletcher. 
The latter, however, hedged in supporting the President for re
election through fear of alienating the Germans. He made no 
open statement of his feelings regarding the Presidency until 
the end of October, a month after Fremont had withdrawn from 
the race.19 

/ All of this political activity operated against a background of 
/increasing unrest and military action in Missouri. After compara
,ive quiet during the winter, widespread guerrilla warfare had 

Ibroken out again late in the spring of 1864. During June and 
July, it increased to hitherto unknown proportions. The state 
of Kansas had been reconstituted as a separate military depart
ment under General Curtis shortly before Rosecrans became 
commander at St. Louis. The District of the Border had been 
abolished. Its Missouri counties had been transferred to Brigadier 
General Egbert Brown's District of Central Missouri; Tom Ewing 
was brought to the District of St. Louis. The Kansas troops 

[

who had kept the border in a state of terror were replaced by 
the tough Second Colorado Cavalry, an outfit which had no 
special hatred for Missourians.20 

General Brown soon reported bitterly to headquarters that 
some Kansans were again raiding the border counties indis
criminately. In view of these forays, some renewal of guerrilla 
warfare was only natural. Rosecrans now sought to coordinate 
state and federal military efforts more closely to meet this 

lmenace. The E.M.M. had been placed under his control in 
February. He promptly ordered a new enrollment taken in 
every county by May 1. Early in May, Rosecrans recommended 
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to the War Department that certain regiments of the E.M.M. 
be mustered into the permanent service of the federal govern
ment. When no action had been taken on this a month later, 
he wrote Governor Hall, in Washington en route to the Balti
more convention, asking him to approve the move and rec
ommend it to the War Department. 

The General pointed out that these regiments had been serving 
the United States recently without provision for pay. Only if 
they were mustered into actual federal service could they receive 
compensation. Rosecrans also recommended to the Governor tha

J he get the approval of the War Department to convert the 
M.S.M. into United States Volunteers in so far as practicable 
Too, their change in status would allow them to be better 
equipped and provided for. The General further requested Hall 
to obtain authority to raise an additional two regiments of in
fantry and four regiments of cavalry to serve for at least six 
months. These forces would be needed, Rosecrans reported, 
if the farms of Missouri were to be protected against invasion. 

Governor Hall endorsed the letter upon receiving it on Junel 
9. He promptly sent it to the War Department, which authorJ 
ized Rosecrans the next day to accept M.S.M. re-enlistments and 
muster them into federal service for a period of three years 
or for the duration of the war. Another order issued the same 
day approved the mustering in of the special regiments Rose
crans wanted. They were to be taken for a twenty-month period, 
retroactive to November 1, 1863.21 Although this seems a definit~ 
reversal of previous policy, it marked but the natural cu1mina~ 
tion of the transition already begun by Gamble and Schofield the 
previous December. By these moves the state and federal forces 
were more closely integrated than at any time since 1861. 

As conditions continued to worsen in June and July, it be
came necessary to, resort to drastic measures to put down the 
guerrilla uprisings and to thwart the invasion of Missouri by 
Confederate forces from Arkansas which was expected momen
tarily. 
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General Rosecrans followed up his military reorganization 
with a proclamation to the people of Missouri on June 28. Daily 
appeals for protection came to him from all quarters. These 
were accompanied by assurances that the people were ready 
and willing to unite to preserve the peace. In the light of these 
, eclarations, Rosecrans called upon the citizenry to adopt the 
ollowing measures in the various localities: (1) hold public 

meetings in each township and county to set up committees of 
public safety (these would work with the local district com
manders and through them with Rosecrans to gain advice and 
information which might be useful in keeping the peace); (2) 
by agreement with the Governor choose and organize one or 
two companies of one hundred men from the E.M.M. in the 
locality to protect their county. These men were to be paid by 
the state when on active duty with the approval of Hall. In 
conclusion, Rosecrans appealed: "I confidently rely upon all 
good men in the State to unite in this movement in behalf of 
humanity, and for the protection of life and property. I am 
fully persuaded, if you do so unite, with zeal, energy, and in 
good faith, a short time will restore a state of profound quiet 
within your now distracted borders."22 
I Conditions were especially bad in north Missouri where Briga

Mier General Clinton B. Fisk commanded the Union forces and 
the militia. On July 12, Fisk wrote Rosecrans that there had 
been a general "rebel uprising" in the region. Guerrillas under 
a leader named Thurston threatened St. Joseph. Reinforce
ments were needed, and Fisk was hastening to St. Louis to see 
Governor Hall about securing them. "Every loyal man in Mis
souri will have to shoulder his gun for war, and that, too, with
out delay," he remonstrated. "The very atmosphere is rank with 
treason."23 

IBoth Rosecrans and Governor Hall backed Fisk strongly. 
Rosecrans issued a special proclamation to the people of north 
Missouri on July 16. He charged that they had no one to blame 
but themselves for the outrages being committed there. The 
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General reminded them that he could not keep order so long 
as they refused to cooperate and protected the enemy. He called 
upon them for help in putting down bushwhackers. 

Governor Hall, upon the receipt of a complaint from that 
vicinity, forwarded it to General Fisk and assured that officer 
of his cordial cooperation. To his correspondent Hall wrote 
that he was prepared to help Rosecrans and his subordinate 
commanders because he had confidence in them. When Fisk 
appeared in St. Louis in mid-July seeking help, he received the 
men he needed from Hall. These troops saved the day.24 _, 

Not all his fellow Conservatives shared Hall's views. Jain~ 
O. Broadhead wrote Attorney-General Bates on July 24 that 
conditions in Missouri were now worse than they had been at 
any previous time. He had grave doubts about the wisdom of 
Rosecrans' appointment to command the department. He feared 
that the Administration had sent Rosecrans to Missouri "either 
as a punishment to him or to us, or else out of utter indiffer
ence to our fate." Broadhead also thought Fisk a poor choice 
for the post in north Missouri and criticized his recent moves 
there. 

Bates replied that he shared Broadhead's views. He promised to 
do all he could to remedy conditions, but he cautioned that he 
had had several conflicts with the military lately and would 
have to proceed slowly. The Attorney-General confided to his 
diary that he could see no reason why Rosecrans should have so 
much trouble with guerrillas when, just nine months before, 
Missouri had been so quiet.2~ 

John G. Nicolay, Lincoln's private secretary, had visited St. / 
Joseph a month earlier en route to a vacation in the Rocky 
Mountains and observed similar chaos. Nicolay blamed much of 
the difficulty on the division of authority. He praised Fisk, whom 
he considered a .conscientious commander. That officer was 
handicapped, however, by the Provost Marshal General's agents 
and by the Governor. Both exercised independent commands 
within his district. The President's secretary particularly criticized 
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the Provost Marshal General's agents. They had hired one 
Truman to make independent investigations in the area. His 
purpose was to "ferret out a great conspiracy which had for 'its 
object the capture of Hannibal, Quincy, and other points by 
guerrillas." The man had turned out to be a scoundrel. He 
killed indiscriminately and stole from those he murdered. At the 
time of Nicolay'S writing, Fisk had arrested him, and he was 
awaiting trial,26 

1 The provost marshal system had always been a bone of con
ention in Missouri. It continued until war's end, causing much 

distress. Broadhead had also complained of the Truman episode 
in his letter to Bates. It had been part of a major scare which 
seized Rosecrans and his provost marshal general, Colonel 
John P. Sanderson, that spring. Sometime in that period, 

)Rosecrans uncovered in St. Louis a master plot of the Order 
of American Knights, a secret organization cosponsored by 
General Sterling Price and Clement L. Vallandigham, the 
Copperhead ex-congressman from Ohio. The order's major 
purpose was supposedly the establishment of a great north
}vestern Confederacy through spontaneous uprisings. Its alliance 
with the South would end the war. Rosecrans greatly exaggerated 
the strength of the movement, yet he aroused the fears of 
Governor Richard Yates of Illinois and others who aggravated 
Lincoln with their cries for help just when the campaigns of 
Grant and Sherman needed every available man. The order 

iwas infiltrated by Sanderson's detectives. Eventually, they broke 
t up by one mass arrest in St. Louis, but much trouble resulted 
rom the methods used to accomplish this end.Z1 

Reports had been circulating generally that Governor Hall 
had hindered General Rosecrans in his efforts to pacify the 
state. These disturbed Hall in the light of the cooperation he 
had given. He wrote the Commander on July 22, asking him 
to refute the charges. This Rosecrans did the next day with 
the statement that he had received only the most cheerful 
cooperation from the Governor in all matters. The Missouri 
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Republican came quickly to the support of Hall. It praised him 
for his efforts and reported that he and Rosecrans worked 
hand in hand.28 

Rosecrans finally received authority from the War Depart- [ 
ment to muster into federal service as many six-month Missouri. 
volunteers as he thought necessary. He called for ten regiments. 
On July 28, Governor Hall issued a proclamation asking the 
people to respond quickly and willingly to this call. He reminded 
them of the conditions which beset the state and of their prompt 
response to similiar crises in the past. Indeed, his message gave I 
them little choice. Should an insufficient number of volunteers 
be raised, he would have to call out the militia. In serving as 
volunteers they would be paid and provided for by the federal 
government; as militia they would serve without pay since the 
Provisional Government had no funds at present for paying 
the troopS. 29 

Guerrilla warfare had now been reinstituted actively for five I 
months. Apparently it was but a preparation of the state for 
invasion. Confederate forces under Sterling Price moved into / 
Missouri from Arkansas in the latter part of September. Price 
hoped that by this time the state would be in such chaos that 
thousands of former secessionists would flock to his banner. To 
his dismay he found such was not the case.' 

Price's army marched in three columns, with plans to effect 
a junction near Fredericktown. On September 26, General 
Rosecrans called out most of the E.M.M. to meet the emer
gency. Business was suspended in St. Louis for forty-eight hours 
to allow the local citizenry to prepare for the defense of the 
city and to permit the active forces in the city to take the 
field against Price. All shipments of goods to the interior of 
the state were banned. An order was issued that all traitors 
and spies attempting to pass through Union lines to the guerrillas 
or the invading rebels would be shot. so 

Letters taken from the Confederate dead near Springfield I 
indicated that Price had 12,000 men. He planned to head for 
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{jefferson City through Rolla, once his columns formed their 
juncture. Rosecrans still feared that he might try to move on 

it. Louis first. A force of Union troops under General Tom 
wing intercepted the Confederates at Pilot Knob on Septem
er 27. This bloody engagement diverted Price from any move 

on St. Louis if he had planned such. He pushed on to Jefferson 
/City, arriving there October 2. Finding Union troops entrenched, 
he circled the capital and moved on to Boonville without 
fighting. 31 

General Rosecrans called out the local militia on October 9 
to serve within their own counties. Four days later he took the 
field personally to pursue Price. The Confederates were followed 

\from Jefferson City by forces under Major General Alfred 
/pleasonton. Slowly Price's army moved westward toward the 
Kansas border. Here the Confederates became caught between 

/pleasonton and forces under General Curtis moving in from 
I Kansas. Three days of fighting, climaxed on October 23 by the 
1 battle of Westport, sent Price and his men reeling down along 
the Missouri-Kansas line. Federal troops pursued them the entire 
distance. On October 30, Price's army re-entered the northwest 
comer of Arkansas from whence it had come.32 

I The last effort of the Confederates to win Missouri had 
Aailed completely. The moment invasion threatened, all the 

loyal people of the state, regardless of party, closed ranks to 
repulse it. Following the encounter at Pilot Knob, much of his 
courage seemed to leave Price. Thereafter he avoided a show
down until he was caught near the Kansas border. His failure 

\to engage in effective action hindered whatever chance he 
}night have had for large scale recruitment; secessionists still 
remaining in Missouri had suffered too much in a losing cause 
to flock to an obviously faltering banner. 
I By the time Price left Missouri, only a few days remained 

kntil the election. Colonel Fletcher, the Radical candidate for 
governor, had had little time to campaign because he had 
been at the front during most of the summer and throughout 
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the fall invasion. His war service gave the Radicals excellen~ 
campaign promotion which they used to the utmost. The Con
servative candidate, Thomas L. Price, now had two potent 
scores against him: his name and his failure to take an active \ 
role in the defense of the state although he held a general's 
commission in the militia. 33 

In the voting which followed, the Radicals made a clean j 
sweep: Fletcher triumphed by a majority of approximately 
40,000 votes; Lincoln received the state's electoral vote by not 
quite the same margin; eight of the nine congressmen elected 
were Radicals; the party carried both houses of the new 
General Assembly by a large majority; the proposal for a new 
state convention secured approval by a margin of 29,000; 
approximately three-fourths of the delegates chosen to- make 
up that body were members of the Radical party.a. 

The Radical victory can be attributed to a number of factors.} 
Disfranchisement under the test oath kept from voting many '\ ~ 
Missourians, most of whom would have supported the Conserva
tive ticket had they been given the opportunity to do so. Nearly 
52,000 fewer votes were cast in the 1864 election than in the 
one four years earlier. After the Baltimore convention the ')..... 
Radicals became the Administration party, a role which strength
ened their appeal to the uncommitted element of the electorate. 
The lack of any concerted campaign because of the Price raid '1 
and the generally tumultuous conditions in the state tended to 
aid the Radical cause. The party had a more effective press \X. 
than its opponents, and the comparative military records of the 
two gubernatorial candidates benefited their cause also. 

Beyond all these factors was the simple one that Missourians I 
generally felt the need for a change. The Conservatives had 
held the line throughout the war. But the nation and Missouri 
were entering a I,lew era with new problems, especially new 
for a state previously committed to slavery. So Missourians 
voted for a new convention and placed in power a new party 
with new ideas to meet the new challenge. The failure of that 
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party to bring forth a program which could win the support 
of many of its own members, let alone the continued approba
tion of the majority of Missourians, constitutes the story of 
Reconstruction in Missouri. 
J With the election returns in, it became but a matter of time 
~efore the Provisional Government should expire. The only 

\

major event of those final two months was the removal of 
General Rosecrans and his replacement with Major General 
Grenville M. Dodge. 
/ Rosecrans had come under attack from a number of sources 

Aor his failure to prevent Price's invasion of Missouri. Attorney-
General Bates, supported by a number of Missouri Conservatives, 
had urged his removal for some time, although Governor Hall 
interceded with Lincoln as late as November 5 seeking Rosecrans' 
retention. Bates disapproved of the Commander's extensive use 
of the provost marshal system with its interference with the 
civil courts. He later claimed that if the General had paid 
more attention to military affairs, Price's raid could have 
been cut short. 
/ Rosecrans had come under fire from General Grant the 

/iear before at Chattanooga. Shortly thereafter, when Grant 
became general-in-chief, he desired a concentration of Union 
effort in Virginia and Georgia in 1864. Rosecrans' fears of 
conspiracy in the trans-Mississippi area irked Grant. His con
viction deepened that Rosecrans was incompetent. The necessity 

lfor deployment of federal forces to Missouri because of the 
Price raid proved the final straw. These troops were badly 
needed in Tennessee where the Confederates under Major 
General John B. Hood threatened Nashville. The General-in-
chief decided that Rosecrans must be replaced. When the 
War Department inquired what his new assignment should 
be, Grant shot back: "Rosecrans will do less harm doing nothing 
than on duty. I know no department or army commander 
deserving such punishment as the infliction of Rosecrans upon 
them." Thus, on December 9, Rosecrans went the way of his 
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predecessors. Never again did he hold an active command.3~ ~ 
Missouri was hard on all its military commanders; Rosecrans 
proved no exception. 

On December 28, 1864, Governor Willard P. Hall delivered 
his biennial address to the recently elected Twenty-third General 
Assembly. He reviewed the situation which had led to the 
establishment of the Provisional Government, the problems that 
government had faced, and conditions in general within Mis
souri. The state had furnished 81,767 men to the federal 
army thus far. An additional 60,000 had seen service in the 
militia. Rising above factionalism, Hall appealed for coopera
tion by all groups within the state in order that the new con
vention might successfully carry out its work.3s 

Shortly thereafter the Provisional Government of MissOUri} 
passed from the scene. A unique establishment, it was the only 
government of its type in existence during the Civil War. All 
other state governments were either duly elected or militarily 
appointed. Yet the Provisional Government performed one of 
the most remarkable operations of the war. It had been l 
established to provide an administration which could cooperate . . 
with the Union in ensuring the safety of Missouri. Nevertheless, 
it zealously upheld the state's cherished desire to administer its f 
own affairs, both civil and military. Thus it became at one 
and the same time staunchly Unionist and an avowed defender 
of states' rights. 

The extraordinary action of the state convention in establishing l 
the Provisional Government can be legally justified only by 
the furthest stretch of the imagination. Yet the distraught times 
called for measures which would not be considered under 
ordinary circumstances. The Provisional Government was in
tended originally as a stopgap measure to serve until the fall 
of 1861. It received two subsequent extensions of life from 
the convention which created it and continued to hold power 
over Missouri until January, 1865. As a result the people were 
never given an official opportunity to express their approval 
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or disapproval of what had been done. The first extension 
might plausibly be justified by the internal stresses of the 
moment, including Sterling Price's control over considerable 
parts of Missouri; the second can scarcely be defended as 
warranted, for conditions did permit the election of congress
men and legislators in the fall of 1862. 

In the hands of the wrong leaders, this de facto administration 
could have produced a decided reaction against the very end 
it was designed to serve. Fortunately, it had strong leadership 
~hich realized the general sentiment of Missouri's people and 
~ught to prevent the state's being swallowed up by an arbitrary 
Union military rule. The wisdom and courage of Hamilton R. 
Gamble and Willard P. Hall in the face of great obstacles 
kept Missouri faithful to the Union, provided it with some 
means of self-defense, and helped it weather the emancipation 
crisis which threatened to rend it apart. In the hands of these 
men and their associates the civil government continued to 
function in Missouri throughout the war even though much 
of the state remained in a condition of turbulence and violent 
unrest. 

~ 
Different groups continually questioned the constitutionality 

of the action which brought the Provisional Government into 
existence and then continued it in power. Yet it quickly received 
the recognition of the Lincoln administration, which sought to 
cooperate with it to the fullest extent that circumstances would 
allow throughout the war. Even when the President questioned 
the conservatism of some of its leaders toward the end of the 
war, he never doubted their sincerity in the Union cause. He 

J continued to uphold them as the legitimate power of the state. 
,He realized, however, as many of them failed to do, that they 
}were not keeping pace with the rapidly changing times. This 
was particularly true when the future of the Negro was in-
volved. Lincoln's prediction that this conservatism would pave 
the way for the triumph of the Radicals proved well founded. J Paradoxically, the extreme dependence of the Provisional 
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Government upon the Lincoln administration handicapped it inJ 
carrying out its program and yet made its successes possibler 
During most of the war, Missouri's treasury was empty. Because 
of unsettled conditions taxes were difficult to collect. Indeed, 
the state was forced on two occasions to accept its own depre
ciated scrip for tax payments. Its major source of revenu, 
became the federal treasury through funds designated mainly \ 
for the state militia. These made it possible for Missourians them
selves to serve in putting down the guerrilla warfare which 
plagued their state. Without this money the Provisional Govern
ment could not have functioned effectively. 

For all the cooperation of the Lincoln administration, the Pro- f 
visional Government had to contend for authority with the fed
eral military commander at St. Louis. During the life of the 
Provisional Government, the military department of which Mis-
souri formed the major portion had eight commanders. One of . ~ 
these, Major General John M. Schofield, served on two differ- \.,./' 
ent occasions. The insecurity of the military commanders was \ 
due, in each case, to their inability to leave the civil government 
and political affairs of the state alone. Each of them had his 
own ideas of what should be done to meet the persistent guer-
rilla warfare which plagued Missouri. As the state administration 
refused to succumb to the military authority, the resultant dis
putations between the two absorbed much of President Lin-
coln's time and attention. They sorely tried his phenomenal pa-
tience on several occasions. It is to his credit that he kept the 
two forces as well in balance as he did. 

On January 2, 1865, with the inauguration of Thomas Clem-, 
ent Fletcher as the duly elected governor of the state, the 
Provisional Government of Missouri officially came to an end. 
Fletcher, in his inaugural address, looked forward with great 
anticipation to the new Radical era which had dawned upon 
Missouri. He forecast the end of the war by spring and con
sequently dealt largely with the issues of reconstruction. Fletcher 
urged a magnanimous policy by the victors. "In the name of 
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Truth, of Justice, of Freedom, and of Progress, God has per
mitted us a political triumph," the Governor boasted, "bringing 
with it the solemn responsibility of promoting those great prin
ciples by an enforcement of the fundamental law for securing 
the peace, happiness and prosperity of the people of the 
state." 37 

I Four days later, the sixty-six members of the new state con
lention gathered in the Mercantile Library hall in St. Louis. 
Their deliberations were to have a profound effect upon the 
new age. Four years earlier, another convention had decided 
against secession in these same rooms. Now an entirely different 
~roup, made up for the most part of political unknowns, was 
meeting to plot Missouri's course for the future; only three of 
its members had helped make the earlier decision. Southerners 
and lawyers had dominated the meeting of 1861. The present 

(

membership found that not quite half of its number had origins 
in the free states and abroad. There were more farmers and 
physicians than any other interest groups. The 1861 con
vention had been dominated by a single personality, Hamilton 
R. Gamble; his antagonist of 1863, Charles D. Drake, emerged 
\;0 such a position of power in this one that its final handiwork 
~ears his name, the "Drake Constitution."38 

With a large Radical majority, the convention had no diffi
culty organizing. It quickly settled to the work for which it 
had been called. The legislative act of 1864 authorizing the 
meeting had stressed three duties: ( 1) secure the necessary 
amendments to the state constitution which would provide more 
immediate emancipation; (2) assure by amendment that the 
elective franchise would be restricted to "loyal" citizens; and 
(3) consider other amendments which would promote the 
public good.89 

jEmancipation provided the issue on which the least differ
thee of opinion existed. Referring all proposals on the subject 
to a special committee, the convention quickly disposed of 
the matter when that group reported on January 11. The com-
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mittee avoided superfluous political philosophy in its short, sim-l 
ply worded ordinance declaring the immediate and uncondi\j 
tional emancipation of all slaves in Missouri. Only four nega
tive votes were cast against the measure as the Radicals swept 
aside the work of 1863 in a matter of moments!O 

Governor Fletcher formally proclaimed the convention's action 
the same day. Celebrations quickly broke out in St. Louis and 
spread throughout the state as the word carried to other com
munities. Even the four Conservatives who voted against the 
ordinance realized that the convention was but legalizing at 
condition that had existed in actuality for some time. The Union 
army had begun recruiting Negro soldiers the previous sum
mer under orders from the War Department, and slaves were 
being freed under the confiscation measures of Congress. Eman.\ 
cipation had already come to Missouri.41 

The General Assembly, by concurrent resolution, ratified the\ 
Thirteenth Amendment to the federal constitution abolishing 
slavery in February. Senator John B. Henderson had played a\ 
major role in its drafting. Thereby Missouri placed its stamp of 
approval on total and complete emancipation.42 

Having witnessed the extent of their power in the passage 
of the emancipation ordinance, many of the Radicals began to 
think more clearly in terms of a general and thorough revision o~ 
the state's organic law to prevent some future legislature, which\ 
might not be so Radical, from upsetting the work of the con
vention. Charles D. Drake now moved increasingly to the fore
front as the guiding light of the convention. Under his leader
ship, the ultra Radicals were determined by early February to 
commit the convention to the drafting of a completely new \ 
state constitution. Opposition manifested itself, but the Drake 
Radicals beat it dqwn. On February 15, they passed, 29 to 19, 
a motion by their leader approving this new direction.43 

The convention had already been working through an elabo
rate system of regular and special committees. Slowly the new 
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document began to take shape. The total effect was drastic 
change to meet the altered conditions. Much of the work showed 
real thought and foresight." 

A detailed examination of the new constitution is beyond the 
scope of this work. Only the action of the convention designed 

l' to solidify the political control of the Radicals over Missouri 
will be discussed here. 

By far the most controversial parts of the new constitution 
'\were those dealing with the "Oath of Loyalty" or the " Iron-
Clad Oath," as it is sometimes called. The convention had specifi
cally been delegated the task of providing for a restricted suf
frage, so it authorized a special committee, with Drake as 
chairman, to study the matter and to report. Missouri had had 
a test oath since October, 1861, when the previous convention 
fnacted one. Drake, in drawing up the new provisions, made 
~hem more stringent than the earlier requirements. He estab
' lished a list of no less than eighty-six acts which must be denied 
under oath before a voter could qualify. Even the slightest sym
pathy for the Southern cause could bar one from voting. A 

\

state-wide system of uniform registration was established requir
ing that the "Oath of Loyalty" had to be taken each time the 
prospective voter registered. An oath to uphold the constitu-
tions of Missouri and the United States was also required. Even 

f:
hen, the final detennination of one's qualifications for the fran

chise rested solely with the registration officials, who might dis
regard both oaths.46 

/ Opposition to Drake's proposals came from both the right and 
.ihe left of the convention. The Conservatives sought, without 
success, to amend them so that the disqualifying acts of the 
oath would not be retroactive beyond December 17, 1861. Their 
reason referred to Governor Gamble's promise of amnesty in 
his August, 1861, proclamation and to the action of the pre
vious convention in exempting from punishment those who had 
taken the test oath by the December date.'6 
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The German extremists sought to include the Negro amon~ 
those entitled to vote and hold office. They wished to eliminate 
the word "white" as a qualification for anything under the 
new document.47 Most of the Radicals, including Drake, fore-) 
saw the difficulties involved in any such sweeping social change, 
and they opposed it from political considerations even if their 
beliefs permitted them to accept it. 

The heated controversy set off by the Drake proposals on the 
franchise consumed two months of debate. Final approval did not 
come until April 1. There were few changes in the original. 

The completed draft of the entire constitution passed on I 
April 8, the seventy-seventh day of the convention, by a votei' 
of 38 to 13. Several members who opposed it were absent. 
Most of the opposition came from the Conservatives and the 
Germans. Of the thirteen members who voted negatively, eleven 
refused to sign the final document!8 

The General Assembly, in calling the convention, had mad:} 
no provision for ratification of its work by the people. In the 
light of their drastic alterations of Missouri's basic law, the 
group decided to submit the new constitution to a POPular) 
referendum, however, and set June 6 for this election. No one 
was to vote who could not qualify under the "Iron-Clad Oath." 
By this means, the convention sought to eliminate "rebel opposi
tion" which might defeat its handiwork!9 

The Radicals had never forgotten their defeat in the jUdi- j 
cial election of 1863. Now they sought to remedy the effect. 
Fearful lest the Conservative judiciary might try to upset 
their future plans, the Radicals introduced a resolution during\ 
the first week of the convention to provide for an overhaul of 
the judicial system. After due consideration by the committee 
on the judiciary, an ordinance was reported by its chair
man, Henry A. Clover, one of the defeated Radical candidates 
of 1863. The provisions of this ordinance showed that the Radi
cals were determined to make a clean sweep of the exist
ing court system: it would vacate the Supreme Court of Mis-
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souri; judges and clerks in all of the courts of the state, circuit 
attorneys and their assistants, county recorders, and sheriffs 
would lose their positions; all vacancies would be filled by the 
Governor until the next election for any particular position. 

The ordinance established May 1 as the date when some 
eight hundred offices would be cleared of their incumbents and 
the new regime instituted. In spite of vigorous protests from 
the Conservative minority, the Radicals united to push the 
measure through, 43 to 5. The committee maintained that un
less the three branches of government cooperated in harmony, 
"the working of the social system will be harsh, discordant and 
incapable of efficient result . . . and thereby may follow in
justice, oppression, and wrong to the citizens of the State." In 
the more practical debate which followed, the Radicals simply 
reminded the Conservatives that they had acted similarly in 
December of 1861.GO 

~ 
Had Governor Fletcher been a more thoroughgoing Radical, 

he process of finding eight hundred replacements for the officers 
affected by this ordinance would have become the major task 
·of his administration. As it was, he retained those whose loyalty 
could be proven and acted on the recommendations of the 
county Radical committees in other instances. Few of those 
affected made an effort to fight their ousters, but two of those 
who did created a major sensation. 

I The Missouri Supreme Court was the primary target of the 
buster ordinance. The Radicals claimed its members had been 
elected fraudulently in 1863. The party's real fear was that the 
Court might upset some of the work of the convention. Justice 
Barton Bates had resigned during the convention, thus Justices 
John D. S. Dryden and William V. N. Bay constituted the 
Court when the May 1 deadline arrived. Two days earlier, 
Governor Fletcher appointed David Wagner and Walter L. 
Lovelace as their successors; A. W. Mead was retained as clerk 
of the Court. 
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The Court stood in recess at the time the change-over was 
scheduled to occur. On May 27, Justices Wagner and Lovelace 
called a special session for June 12. They issued an order against 
Mead for delivery to them of the Court's records. Dryden and 
Bay promptly handed down a counter-order. Mead, sympathetic 
to the displaced justices, went into the St. Louis Circuit Court 
where he secured an injunction against the new justices from I 
a German judge who had earlier held the ouster ordinance un
constitutional. 

When June 12 arrived, Dryden and Bay appeared at the 
Court chambers as usual and proceeded to conduct business. 
Wagner and Lovelace seemingly were incapacitated. An appeal 
went to Governor Fletcher, who sent a militia officer with an 
ouster notice to the Court. The two justices remonstrated that 
they considered the ouster ordinance unconstitutional, that their 
terms did not expire until 1869. The officer called the police, 
but the justices refused to leave the bench. Finally, they were { 
dragged protesting from their places and taken before a local . 
police judge who arraigned them on a charge of disturbing 
the peace. 

A militia force now took charge of the Court. They seized 
the Court records from a protesting Mead and installed Wagner 
and Lovelace on the bench. In the months which followed, the 
new justices proceeded to uphold the entire Radical program. 

The Conservatives protested in vain. They called a mass 
meeting in St. Louis to denounce Fletcher. They demanded 
his impeachment, but their involved legalistic arguments tended 
to lose their large audience. The Radicals replied that the whole 
affair was a Conservative plot to thwart the will of the people. 
Although charge and countercharge continued for some time, 
the Conservatives got nowhere. 51 

The Radicals meanwhile had completed their triumph withl 
the ratification of the new constitution by the voting electorate} 
This had not been the easy task they anticipated. A bitter cam
paign developed against the "Draconian Code," as the Con-
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servatives called the "Oath of Loyalty." Edward Bates, who had 
retired a few months earlier as attorney-general, wrote a series 
of articles opposing the new document. He branded it as an 
attempt to work a Radical revolution in the life of Missouri. 
Other Conservatives followed his lead in denouncing various 
aspects of the proposed revision. 

IDissension now appeared in the ranks of the Radicals. Gov-

!e~or Fletcher initially opposed the document because he con
sidered it too restrictive in its franchise qualifications. He in
timated that he would like to see Negro suffrage included in its 
provisions. Many of the Germans agreed. Senators Henderson 
and Brown maintained a discreet silence. This dissension boded ill 
if it continued very long into the campaign. 
/ Drake sought to make support of the constitution a test of party 

[loyalty. Pressure was brought on the recalcitrant leaders through 
some of the Radical congressmen, who supported the constitu
tion as the only hope of continuing in power. A conference was 
arranged in late April at St. Louis. From this meeting Fletcher, 
Brown, and Henderson emerged to lend their reluctant support 
to the constitution. None of them participated actively in the 

\ campaign which followed. Instead, Drake took the major role. 
Stigmatizing all opposition as rebel or Copperhead, he fough~ 
bitterly for the document which came increasingly to bear his 
name. 

The outcome of the contest remained uncertain until the very 
end. Early returns seemed to indicate the defeat of the con
stitution. The Radicals lost St. Louis because of a large German 
defection coupled with a sizable Conservative vote. The final 
totals were not known for some two weeks after the election, 
when the military vote had been counted and produced victory 
for the constitution by a scant margin of 1,835 votes out of 
85,769 cast.~2 
/ The closeness of this contest and the reasons for it boded ill 

Jor the Radicals in the years ahead. The "Oath of Loyalty" pro
duced a great deal of friction as various contests of its legality 
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were tried. The Radicals themselves divided on its retention. 
Ultimately it proved a major factor in splitting the party and 
bringing its downfall by the early 1870's. 

The Conservatives went into temporary eclipse. They re
emerged at the beginning of the next decade to regain through the 
Democratic party a long-term lease on Missouri government. In 
1875, this group replaced the Radical experiment with a new 
Conservative constitution which remained Missouri's basic law 
for the next seventy years. ~3 
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